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FOREWORD
 

The data for this work came out of two research projects sponsored by 
the United States Agency for International Development. The co
directors of the first study, the Latin American Food Marketing Study, 
of which this book is a part, were Dr. Charles C. Slater, Professor of 
Marketing; Dr. Harold M. Riley, Professor of Agricultural Eco
nomics; and Dr. R. Vincent Farace, Associate Professor of Communi
cation-all of Michigan State University. Dr. James Shaffer of Agri
cultural Economics and l)r. Herman Koenig of Electrical Engineering 
served as consultants. The second research project was the Latin 
American Market Plannimng Center under the direction of Dr. Charles 

C. Slater. 
The first phase of the Latin American Food Marketing Study took 

place from June 1965 through June 1966 in Puerto Rico. An inter
disciplinary team of researchers from Michigan State University, the 
University of Puerto Rico, and the Puerto Rican Department of Coi
nierce participated in that effort. I)r. Harrison and Dr. Wish were with 
the project from its inception. 

One of the strengths of this interagency project was that it combined 
the talents of continentals and Puerto Ricans. Two Puerto Rican De
partment of Commerce employees, Jo1e Santaigo and Idalia Rodriguez, 
were assigned to the project full time, and the latte.- was engaged at the 
time in research for her master's thesis. In addition, three Puerto Rican 
graduate students worked part-timne on the project and intended writing 
their theses as a part of the research. The general topics of the theses 
written by others are: 
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Jo~e Gon.alez Casillas, "The Marketing of Selected Starchy Veg
etables in Puerto Rico" (M.S. candidate, Department of Eco
nomics, College of Agriculture at Mayaguez, Puerto Rico). 
Luis Davis, "La Diferencia en Mirgines de Precios de una Selec
cion de productos agricolas" (M.S. candidate, Department of Eco
nomics, University of Puerto Rico). 
Idalia Rodriguez, "An Analysis of Changes in Consumer Demand 
for Food and Food Shopping Habits, Puerto Rico, 1940-64" (M.S. 
candidate, Department of Economics, University of Puerto Rico). 
Perfecto Santana, "Analysis Comparativo de los Cargos de Trans
portaci6n y la Estructura Geografica de Precios para un Grupo 
Seleccionado de Productos Alimenticios en Puerto Rico, 1950-65" 
(M.S.candidate, Department of Economics, University of Puerto 
Rico). 

The first public airing of some of the project views was given by Dr. 
Charles C. Slater at the American Marketing Association meetings in 
September 1965. Then, in June 1966, a three-day conference was held 
in San Juan to discuss preliminary findings with local businessmen, 
government officials, representatives of the United States Agency for 
International Development, and officials of certain Latin American 
governments. A limited number of summaries have been published.' 

Presently, Dr. Kelly Harrison is directing a research project for 
Michigan State University in Cali, Colombia. Dr. Wish is an associate 
professor of marketing at the University of Oregon. 

'Robert W. Nason (ed.), The Role of Food Marketing in the Economic Devel
opment of Puerto Rico. Summary of the seminar held June 8-11, 1966, San Juan, 
Puerto Rico. 
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INTRODUCTION 

From 1950 to 1965, Puerto Rico had one of the fastest growing incomes 

in the world. During the last ten years of that same period, the food 
one consisting of numerousdistribution system was transformed from 

small shops and the central markets common throughout Latin Amer

ica and much of the rest of the world, to one with the outward appear

ance of the United States' system of large supermarkets. In sharp con

trast to experiences in otl,er parts of the world, the growth in income 
no food shortwas accomplished without a "food drain." There were 

ages, nor did food prices rise more rapidly than wages; and the trans

formation of the food distribution system took place without the in

tense political problems that accompanied similar transformations in 

the United States in the thirties, England in the fifties, and Chile in 

the sixties. 
In June, 1965, an interdisciplinary team of researchers, including 

the authors, from Michigan State University, began the first phase of 

a two and one-half year study to evaluate first in Puerto Rico and then 
nain Northeast Brazil and LaPaz, Bolivia, the validity of Rostow's 

tional market concept, and to determine the role that food marketing 

plays in economic growth. A review of works by other social scientists 

and direct observations in Puerto Rico suggested the hypothesis that 

atomistic and imperfectly competitive markets in developing economies 

are generally accomlpanied by high risks, primitive production methods, 

and ineffective transmission of consumer demand. 

The study was financed by the United States Agency for Interna-

The specific goals of the research were: (1) totional Development. 
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describe accurately what happened in Puerto Rico's farming and food 
distribution system from 1950 to 1965 : (2) to investigate and explain 
the process by which change occurred in the Puerto Rican food distri
bution system; (3) to understand better the variables correlated with 
innovativeness; and (4) to generalize the findings of the other develop
ing nations. 

Three different approaches were used. First, an historical descrip
tion of food marketing changes and the political and social factors be
hind them was compiled from secondary sources. Second, a picture of 
the economics of change was drawn from survey data of 1950 and 1965, 
from censuses of business and agriculture for the period 1949 through 
1963, and from informal interviews. Finally, social-psychological sur
vey data were used to identify the characteristics which encourage in
novativeness and to understand those people who brought about the 
changes. 

In the first seven chapters of this monograph, the authors present 
some of the theoretical underpinnings of the general importance of 
distribution and describe the specific changes in food distribution made 
in Puerto Rico from 1950 to 1965 and the people who brought about 
those changes. The final chapter forms conclusions from this particular 
study into general and specific policy goals for economic development. 
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I.PUERTO RICO'S ECONOMY 

rior to World War II, economists by and large emphasized industrial 

expansion as the key to induced economic growth. After World War 

II, however, several development economists suggested that the agri

cultural sector should be developed first, then the industrial sector. Dur

ing the past decade, economists have settled on a doctrine of balanced 

growth between rural and urban areas. (Witt, 1965) But while devel

opment economists now generally agree that productivity gains are im

portant in both the industrial sector and the agricultural sector, few 

have seriously considered the role of distribution, or exchange, in the 

development process. Economists have stressed the primacy of increas

ing industrial and agricultural productivity to the neglect of the intan

gible but critically important coordinating functions of the marketing 

system. 
Walter W. Rostow has been a notable exception. Rostow suggests 

critical factor in the "balanced"that the marketing system may be a 

growth of rural and urban sectors in a developing country. He points 

out that many developing nations have, in fact, progressed beyond the 

development stage which is characterized by a build-up in social capital. 

Many are now at a point where significant inherent distortions exist 

which hinder economic growth. These structural distortions are mir

rored by the following conditions: (1) there is some industrial ca

pacity, usually developed to substitute for the import of certain kinds 

the market for most of these manufacturedof consumer goods; (2) 

goods is narrow (textiles bc.ing an exception); (3) although some
 

agricultural development is taking place, the gap between rural and 
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urban life is widening; and (4) as a result of this imbalance, men and 
women are moving from the rural areas to the cities where there is in

sufficient industrial momentum to provide full employment. (Rostow, 
1964) 

Rostow maintains that the way to achieve a take-off into sus
tained growth for nations experiencing such conditions is "... to 

break down these struc .ural distortions, to produce a self-reinforcing 
agricultural and industrial expansion. and to create truly national mar

kets within these countries." (Rostow, 1964, p. 165) To Rostow, the 

phrase "national market" connotes an interlocking exchange of products 
between the urban and .ral sectors within or between regions of a 

country. Development cannot proceed, he warns, unless the great nun

bers of people who are not now inthe money economy (mainly rural 

peasants) are brought into it. For example, if 50 percent of the popu

lation has no money and no way to earn it, and if only 10 or 20 percent 

of the remainder can assert their demand for goods, the market is much 

smaller and distorted than it appears at first sight. Bringing more 

people into the money economy through more effective linkages between 

urban and rural areas is what Rostow means when he callF for the cre

ation of ti,"national market." 
The marketing system for either agricultural or industrial products 

may affect economic growth rates in several ways. (1) It can reduce 
risks through adequate information flows. (2) It can provide the miech

anism to effectively or ineffectively coordinate the production and dis

tribution of economic goods according to expressed needs and wants. 
(3) Marketing institutions can be a major source of entrepreneurial 
talent and capital for other sectors of the economy. (4) The marketing 
system can generate pecuniary and technical internal and external 

economies for producing firms by extending their markets. (5) The 
marketing system can pull subsistence producers into the exchange 
economy. (6) Marketing institutions can increase elasticities of supply 
and demand by making available new or improved products which con

sumers may find desirable. (7) Marketing institution- can lower con
sumer costs by improving distribution efficiency aind reducing spoilage. 
(8) The marketing system can re,m'e transction and exchange costs. 
(Moyer, 1965) 

The growing concern for the rapid expansion of world population 
and its pressure on food supplies has been focused on the underdevel
oped countries where agricultural production techniques are still ba
sically primitive. Various population and food supply studies have indi
cated that many developing nations are barely holding their own in the 
produc,ion of food supplies for growing populations. 

The critical role of food production was stressed by Lawrence W. 
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Witt in his Presidential Address before the American Farm Economic 

Association in August, 1966. 

Impicitly, everyone assumes that an agricultural revolution 
is needed, which draws on nonfarm produced inputs. The 
modern agriculture of tomorrow in developing countries re
quires a different size of farm, new combinations of resources, 
new pricing policies for agricultural inputs, different capital 
structures, and may well require substantial changes in the 
geographical distribution of farming and farm people. (Witt, 
p. 1089, 1966) 

He concludes: "The food problems posed by the population explo

sion can be solved.... There will be no greater challenge in your life

time and mine." (Witt, p. 1090,1966) 
In a recent publication, Robert D. Stevens has pointed out that de

veloping nations may have to produce significantly larger amounts of 
food in order to supply the rising dcaiand-brought on by population 
growth and rising incomes. He uses an equation developed by Ohkawa 
to demonstrate the relationship: D-p+gn, where D=growth in food 
consumption, p=rate of growth in population, g-rate of growth in per 
capita income, and n=the elasticity of demand for food associated with 
cbanges in income. (Stevens, 1965) 

Food needs are determined by the rate of population growth, which 
is fairly high in most Latin American countries ( Stevens uses 2 percent 
as a representative figure for all developing nations), plus an additional 
increase in food consumption brought on by rising incomes, which is 
determined by income elasticity in the country. Higher per capita in
conies are certainly a goal in all Latin American countries. If we assume 
a 2 percent rate of population growth, a 2 percent growth in per capita 
income, and an increase elasticity of .7, food consumption increases at 
a rate of 3.4 percent per year. A population increase of 3 percent per 
year coupled with a growth in per capita income of 4 percent and an 
income elasticity of .7 would yield a yearly increase in food consump
tion of 5.8 percent. 

This suggests that three factors altering consumer demands for food 
products are at work in developing nations. The first and perhaps most 
important in its iinpact is a rapidly rising population. The second is 
rising per capita incomes. And the third, and perhaps least obvious, is 
the change in products and services required to fulfill changing con
sumer demands brought on by the first two factors mentioned above. 
The impact of these factors is focused first on the food distribution 
sector and then on the food production sector. Stevens points out that 
if either or both are unable to adjust adequately to changing consumer 
demands, rising food prices may create dangerously inflationary pres
sures in the developing nation. 
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Thu-, food production increases are necessary if inflationary pres

sures are to be avoided. But it is also important that the marketing sys
tem be effectively organized and coordinated to insure that the food 
production is distributed efficiently. The structure and performance of 
the marketing system may significantly affect food prices, first through 
the addition of marketing costs and second through its effect on the 
willingness of producers to increase investments of labor and capital in 
expanding food production. 

Economist Lauchlin Currie has suggested that developing nations, 
under the influence of economic development theorists, have placed too 
much emphasis on GNP growth rates, production, and investment. As 
a result, consumption has lost its place as the goal of production. He, 
therefore, suggests a development plan which would place primary em
phasis on increased consumption, particularly for the low-income under
employed. He stresses the value of economic theory in his plan and is 
convinced that the Keynesian analysis of the lack of effective demand 
is useful. Basically, he argues that economic efficiency considerations 
and traditional development theory are necessary but are not sufficient 
tj break through the vicious circle of poverty in developing nations. 

The approach must also include considerations in income distribution, 
or as he prefers, "relative consumption gains arising from income re
distribution." (Currie, 1966, p. 20) 

Currie advises countries interested in economic development to re
formulate their development objectives, taking into consideration the 
importance of income distribution as well as aggregate gross income. 
He defines his objective as: 

... a program designed to assure the elements of a minimum 
tolerable standard of living for, say, the poorer half of the pop
ulation in terms of the basic necessities of food, clothing, 
housing, health, primary education, miscellaneous goods, and 
amusements. (Currie, 1966, p. 20) 

He argues that most Latin American nations exemplify the type of 

stagnation analysis that was applicable to Western Europe and the 
United States in the thirties-the Keynesian analysis of lack of effective 
demand and unused capacity. He terms the great increase in output in 
World War II, when all resources were bent toward common goals, "a 
revelation." With little or no immediate increase in capital, output in
creased in the United States from $186 billion in 1938 to over $320 
billion in 1944. The increase in output came from more intensive use of 
existing facilities and labor. 

In addition, Currie argues that the experience of European recovery 
after World War II offers useful lessons for developing nations in 

terms of more intensive use of resources. And he is concerned about 
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the lack of effective demand and the distribution of income, mainly in 
the cities. He argues that if the level of living for the poorest people in 
the cities is improved, greater numbers will be better off. lie determines 
that the birth rates of city dwellers appear to be lower than birth rates 
of the rural population and agrees with many other observers that there 
is a population surplus in the rural areas. He makes a further point, 
though, that one way to slow down the population explosion is to get 
more people out of the rural areas and into the city. When this happens, 
he implies, the people left in the rural areas will be better off. 

Currie contends that in developing nations agricultural incomes are 
too low and there is unfair competition between the mechanized, effi
cient farmer and the marginal subsistence farmer. lie adds that once 
the elements of agricultural technology have been mastered and there 
are no support prices or dumping, the growth of agricultural output 
will depend upon the growth of effective demand, regardless of the re
sources poured into agriculture. 

Prevailing Conditions in Developing Regions 
A review of current economic data and research studies on develop

ing nations suggests that underdevelopment is characterized by several 
common conditions. 

Atomistic competition is present in most aspects of commodity pro
duction and marketing in developing nations. O:i the other hand, own
ership is frequently concentrated in the hands of relatively few citizens. 
In some cases, large land holdings create a feudalistic economic struc
ture. A heavy concentration of capital holdings by a few wealthy fam
ilies is also a common occurrence. Nevertheless, the domestic food pro
duction and distribution sectors are usually made up of large numbers 
of business units competing atomistically. 

Low per capita incomes are a characteristic of all developing regions 
by definition. In fact, the most frequently expressed goal of economic 
growth is to increase per capita incomes. Then too, the income distri
bution of households is usually extremely skewed. The percent of total 
income held by the lowest income families is very snall. 

Low nutritionallevels in the face of rapid l)opulation growth and low 
levels of food production are a reality in toda) 's developing nations. In 
many cases ma~nutrition and starvation already exist on a %ide scale 
while in other na-lions the reality of food shortages . masked by nutri
tionally deficient but quantitatively sufficient diets. 

Low absolute levels of labor productivity are evident in virtually all 
underdeveloped nations. Some economists argue that the marginal pro
ductivity of some workers is zero, especially in the agriculture and trade 
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sectors. If such is the case, those workers could be withdrawn from 
their jobs without affecting total output. The issue of zero marginal 
productivity is currently unsettled, but most economists agree that low 
labor productivity is a widespread condition in underdeveloped nations. 

Underenployment of economic resourcesin all factors of production 
including land, labor, capital, and management is a frequently cited 
condition in developing nations. The argument states that for a variety 
of reasons, entrepreneurs do not utilize an optimum combination of 
resources in the production of goods and services; i.e., existing factors 
of production could be re-allocated to increase total output. Schultz 
(1964) and Welsch (1964) have argued (on the basis of research in 
various aspects of traditional agriculture in four different countries) 
that there is relatively little or no inefficiency in the allocation of avail
able resources. The\, claim that low productivity is caused by a lack 
of availability and use of more productive techniques. However, these 
studies were only meant to examine resource allocation within the agri
cultural sector. They did not consider the possibility of total resource 
allocation in the economy. The possibility still exists that certain re
sources (capital) should be transferred into agriculture with labor 
being removed to other, more productive uses. 

Capital deficicncies are regarded by most economists as the single 
most critical problem in the underdeveloped world. Adam Smith 
stresses the imnortance of saving for investment in improved produc
tion techniques. The emphasis on capital has continued through cur
rent writings on development economics. The reality of existing capital 
shortages in developing nations coupled with the existence of atomistic 
competition suggests that capital formation in the private sector is in
hibited by a low level of equity capital prevailing in busiiiess units and 
the resultant low absolute returns to each individual firm. Capital ac
cumulation for investment in productive innovations is difficult for 
such business units because of the need to use a high percentage of the 
low absolute returns for family survival. For the typical businessman, 
capital savings for a specific investment is slow and seemingly hopeless. 

Unused productive capacity is frequently a problem in spite of the 
previously mentioned shortage of equity capital in developing nations. 
Productive capacity is unused because of a basic misallocation of re
sources, Ilence, if an inordinate amount of capital has been allocated to 
the production of a given commodity (relative to other industries), 
then the capital equipm, 't will not be used to its capacity since con
sumer demand will not be salfficient. A preoccupation with large capital
intensive industrial development projects has often resulted in a poor 
allocation of productive resources in the light of effective consumer 
demand. 
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conmon characteristic of developing na-Low literacy levels are a 

tions. There are a few exceptions, like Argentina; but generally illit

eracy is a major problem in underdeveloped nations. Consequently, 

thrust in developmentis usually majoreducational improvement a 

programs. 

Weakness of Classical Economic Theory in Policy 

Reformulation for Developing Economies 
individuals within

As a result of a combination of these factors, 

developing nations are frequently trapped in a vicious circle of poverty, 

motivation. The dilerma appears to 
inefficiency, and low achievement 


hinge not on a lack of individual desire for productivity improvements,
 

a belief that such changes are unrealistic and hopeless given the 
but on 

small scale of business units, the large number of competitive units, low
 

income, and low knowledge levels. Research studies in Guatemala (Tax,
 

Fiji and New Guinea, as well
 
1963), Southern Italy (Banfield, 1958), 


as the study of Puerto Rico reported in this monograph, have affirmed
 

that strong atomistic competition may act as an impediment to produc

han as a stinmlus as is generally assumed in economic
tivity gains rather 


theory.
 
Perhaps this tentative conclusion implies that the traditional policy 

allocation 
norms relating pure competition and "efficient" resource 

to determine their application to developing nia
should be re-examined 

can show in the textbook example of the 
tions. While the economists 

static model that under conditions of perfect pure competition, resources 

will be allocated optimally, the point is irrelevant for developing nations 

because they are more interested in (\lnamic chatnges which bring about 

increased per capita income and more equitable distribution of that in

atomistic comlpetition dam
come. The field evidence that small scale 

pens initii.tive and inlibits productivity gains, shows that policy norms 

the static theory of perfect
for developing natiom's should go beyond 

.!v,;mic view of the economic process, This dlnamfic
competition to a 


view of economic theory wol.ld be one where
 

seen at least il part to be irreversible,
processes of change are 
sel'-generati\ e, and self-determining. . ... Thus Idynamic the-

I would attempt to explain, at least in part, such things as 
orx, 
the state of technology, tile number of sellers, the evolution of 

the nature of the market institutions ... the
buyers tastes, 

attitudes of sellers.. ., etc. (Ackley, 1961, p. 260)
 

a theory has been extremely slow. At-
Progress in formulating such 

than a set of conditions 
tempts have generally produced nothing more 

applicable for policy guidance in a particular industry. This failure does 

on static economic
that de\ eloping nations should fall backnot mean 
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theory which makes no provisions for uncertainties, technological 

change, sequential business decisions based on information feedback, 

endogenous determination of crucial variables, etc. Perhaps the most 

realistic alternative is for developi,. nations to formulate dynamic 

lerformance goals. Thus, efforts would be focused on achieving gains 

in productivity rather than on static economic efficiency. For the mar

keting sector, specific policy goals might be grouped under (1) those 

aimed at ach "igbetter usage of available marketing methods and 

resources, an.- ,2) those aimed at encouraging the adloption of new 

techniques. 

The appraisal of marketing performance utilizing a dynamic model 

affords a flexible and pragmatic approach to market policy formulation 

to encourage greater productivity. There are at least six different types 

of policy measures which might contribute to the goal of rising pro

ductivity in particular market situations ; they are property rights laws, 

facilitative regulations, direct assistance to marketing organizations, 

market control programs, market planning and technical assistance, 

and direct government investment. 

The "Invisible Hand" and the Diffusion of 
Technological Innovations 

Given the need for technological innovation, and in view of existing 

conditions in developing nations, what are the critical factors inhibiting 

the diffusion of more productive techniques? 

Thoughtful researchers have suggested a number of conditions con

tributing to the low utilization of innovative techniques. Some of thu.se 

frequently mentioned in various combinations are: low level of educa

tion and training (Schultz, 1964), poor communications (Schralul, 

1964), inadequate transportation (Kindleberger, 1958), insufficient 

saving (Lewis, 1954), and low achievement motivation (McClelland, 

1961). Undoubtedly each of these factors, and many more, plays some 

role in inhibiting the diffusion of technological innovation. It is, there

fore, not the purpose here to disclaim the importance of these factors or 

to suggest entirely new ones. Rather, the purpose is to explain within 

tie framework of the marketing system the ways in which those factors 

interact to inhibit the process of innovation. 

As a result of existing conditions (especially small scale atomistic 

competition, insufficient education and training, and inadequate com

munications) businessmen in developing nations find themselves 

trapped in a position of inability to improve productivity through tech

nological innovations. The difficulty is not an inherent lack of desire for 

improving productivity, but rather a low level of individual initiative 

attributable to low knowledge levels, small incomes, and small or non
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existent savings, and an absence of effective economic incentives. The 
individual businessman is unable to see any practical way of improving 
his well-being through saving and investing in tecluological innovations. 

Atomistic competition as it exists in most developing nations is a 
hindrance rather than a help in the development process. Specifically, 
atomistic competition does not automatically contribute to economic 
growth by encouraging productivity improvements and more effective 
market coordination. The atomistically competitive market price sys
tem, without effective market exchange and property rules or without 
some external direction and control, should not be expected to lead 
automatically to rising productivity and better market coordination. 
The needed adjustments can be fostered through competitive changes, 
or they can be induced by government policy. 

FoodMarketing in Devclopment 
Relatively little is known about how to develop improved food mar

keting systems in countries in the early stages of development. The 
proceedings of the agricultural marketing seminars sponsored by 
USAID in Jamaica (1959) and in Brazil (1962) are evidence of the 
general lack of knowledge about marketing conditions and the means 
for improving markets in Latin America. 

Food comes first. Only after a country has satisfied its essen
tial food requirements, unless it has something to export, can 
it start producing anything but the most necessary mnanufac
tures. (Enke, 1963. p. 26, 27,) 

Possibly the earliest study which could be interpreted as being con
cerned with the role of food marketing in economic development was 
the Galbraith and Holton study Marketing Efliciencv in Puerto Rico 
(1954). In 1949-1950, the Puerto Rican food retailing system was 
"atomistic," and one in which price competition was not practiced since 
merchants thought their demand curve was relatively inelastic. Credit 
was extensive at all levels of the food distribution system. To the extent 
that margins could be reduced through efficiencies, the poorest con
sumers would not need to spend as much money on food and thus could 
use it to buy other consumer goods. As a result of modeling a system of 
food distribution, Galbraith and Iolton recomlnended certain policy 
changes. Most of their recommendations were implemented over the 
next few years by the Puerto Rican government and private individuals. 

In spite of the "success" of the Galbraith and I lolton study, the social 
sciences have had little to say about marketing or, if you will, exchange. 
Perhaps this is because marketing is something so common to our ex
perience. It is analogous to another type of study which was described 
by a well-known economist. 
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Every branch of learning takes a good many things for 
granted. If these things have to be explained, "Let George 
do it." George is always someone in another discipline... 
George has always been a popular ... fellow. People were in
clined to rely upon him even if they did not know whether he 
really existed. . . There has always been fin economic anal
ysis f the basic assumption that sellers and buyers have 
knowledgje of the markets, that is, of their selling and buying 
op)portunities. The theories of supply and demand, of relative 
prices, interdepeiidence, and all the rest, all have been based 
on the assumption that sellers know the highest prices at which 
they can sell and buyers know the lowest prices at which they 
can buy. In addition, it has always been assumed that pro
ducers have knowledge of the technology of the time, that is, 
of their productio1 opportunities. (AMaclup, 1962, p. 3) 

Western economists have frequently ignored the exchange process 

in their study of economic dexclopment because of their fundamental 

belief in the invisible hand as an efficient allocation of economic re

sources. The resultingi impact of inefficient resource allocation in a dy

namic sense in marketing has somehow never been fully recognized. 

The Role of Exchange in Society 

In order to evaluate the effect of the market oi economic develop

ment, it is necessary to view economic exchange as a part of the larger 

social setting. One of the critical factors bearing upon exchange is the 

prevailing type of political and social organization in a country. The 

nature of customs, habits, and mores are important determinants of 

exchange behavior. By the same token, the type of political system may 

vary from dictatorship to a free democracy and the economic system 

from communism to capitalism with considerable effect on the nature 

and operation of the exchange system. 

There are at least three Nvays to organize for economic exchange in 

a society" (1 ) bargained exchange, (2) status exchange, and (3) ad

ministrative exchange. (Schmid and Shaffer, 1964) Any of the three 

may be utilized in combination with any form of political organization. 

In most societies, all three are employed at diterent times. 

The bargained exchange system is one in which "transactions are 

governed primarily by a set of impersonal rules... within which ex

change rates are established by bargaining processes." (Schmid and 

Shaffer, 1964, p. 23) In such a system, individual enterprises are per

mitted freedom in bargaining for exchange of commodities among them

selves. This system is frequently associated with democratic political 

organizations but us( d in practically all societies. 

In the status exchange system, "transactions are governed primarily 

through the prescribed roles associated with social position. Exchange 
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rates tend to be prescribed or fixed by custom." (Schmid and Shaffer, 
1964, p. 20) In this type of exchange system, social roles and customs 

become extremely important because they govern the exchange of eco
nomic goods. The status exchange system is frequently associate([ with 
more primitive societies though variations of the principle operate in 

most societies today. "To each according to his need and from each ac
cording to his ability, if voluntarily accepted by the members of society 

rather than being enforced by authority, would be a svsteni of status." 
(Schmid and Shaffer, 1964, p. 20) 

An administrative exchange system is one inwhich transactions are 
governed by those with political authority. Jn this case, political atuthor
ity carries along with it the right to determine how resources and prod
ucts should be distributed in an econoniv or some part of an econOmlly. 
Most frequently the dictatorship, socialism, or sonie other form of cen

trally controlled political systeni is associated with this type of exchange 
system. But practically all societies have sonie transactions which are 
governed by administrative decree. This is true of so-called democratic 
societies as well as totalitarian societies. 

Regardless of the combination of various types of exchange sy'stemis 

existing in a society, the efficient functioning of some kind of exchange 
system is necessary to allocate factors of production to alternative uses 
and to allocate final consunition goods inpayment for those factors. 
The exchange system is therefore the allocating mechanism of all eco
nomic goods. The following sections will examine the role cf market 

coordination and its relationship to both static and dynanlic economic 
theory. The basic type of exchange system is "bargained" since this is 

the assumption of traditional capitalistic economic theor%. 

Market Coordination in a Bargained Exchange System 
The bargained exchange system was defined earlier as one inwhich 

exchange is accomplished through an impersonal set of rules where a 
bargaining process establishes exchange rates. 

In any society basic decisions iust be made regarding Tcho will pro
dtce what products and where and in what form they will be consumed. 
Those decisions may be made by relatively few individuals in positions 
of political power (administrative exchange) or by a large number of 
individuals (bargained and status exchange). In the bargained and 
status exchange systems, where large numbers of independent decisions 
are involved, there niust be some way to coordinate and integrate the 
decisions if confusion and chaos are to be avoided. In the status ex
change sytem, social roles, customs, and habits provide the necessary 

structure amid coordination. 
In the bargained exchange system, individual decisions to produce, 
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buy, or sell are coordinated for all participants by the market price sys

tem. The marketing system brings together individual buyers and sell

ers to provide them the opportunity to bargain and exchange commodi

ties while seeking the greatest possible returns. If an individual finds 
reprices for his commodities so low that they place his returns below 

turns available in the production of alternative commodities, he will 

change over to the production of other items. If enough producers 

follow suit, the quantity of that product available in the market will de

cline, and buyers will gradually bid the price tp in order to fill demands. 

But if prices go above a certain level, consumers will make alternative 

purchases. in this way supply and demand determine product prices in 

the market place, which in turn determine the allocation of productive 

resources. The market, therefore, theoretically coordinates itself. Yet in 

a practical sense it is almost always necessary to have an outside force 

establish and enforce basic rules and regulations in the market in order 

to provide structure and minimize dishonesty among traders. The im

portant fact is that the marketing system, through flexible prices, co

ordinates an immense number of independent decisions which ulti

mately determine how available resources will be utilized to satisfy the 

society's needs and wants at any point in time. 

If the marketing and pricing mechanisms are not working effectively, 
oncoordination of the system is inhibited, and individuals depending 

the system may make erroneous production decisions. The result will 

be a poor allocation of existing resources in the light of cousumer de

mands. Such prolblems frequently arise in a developing economy as a 

result of continuously changing attitudes, tastes, and desires. The price 

system is frequently slow or ineffective in communicating those changes 

to individual producers, especially if there are time lags associated with 
we are talking about an extremelylong production cycles. Moreover, 

complicated and continuous process in which interactions in the market 

are continually altering the attitudes and perceptions of both producers 

and consumers. The market price system may have some difficulty in 

transmitting the effect and magnitude of such changes. 

In summary, market coordination may le defined as the process in 

an exchange system whereby producers, distributors, and consumers 

interact to exchange relevant market information, establish conditions 

of exchange, and accomplish physical and legal transfer of economic 

goods. Through this coordination of independent participnts using 

the information provided by flexible product prices, basic resource allo

cation decisions are made independently by producers, distributors, and 

consumers to determine what will be produced by -whomn plus where, 

when, and in what form the products will be delivered. 
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II.AN OVERVIEW OF THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PUERTO 
RICAN ECONOMY 

Puerto Rico was discovered and claimed for Spain 1y Christopher 

In the early 1500's the island was colonized, and itColumbus in 1493. 

soon became an important link in the defense and trade pattern of the 

Spanish Empire. The main natural resources of the island were agri

cultural land and a plentiful supply of water, and until the 19th Century 

the primary products of the island were coffee, ginger, sugar, molasses, 

and hides. The Spanish colonialists exported most of those products, 

draining nearly all of the wealth from the island. In 1765, an island-wide 

census indicated a population of 44,883, of whom 5,037 were slaves. 

Most of this population lived in extreme poverty and ignorance on farms 

controlled by absentee owners. (Perloff, 1950) 

In 1898, during the Spanish-American \ar, the United States took 

possession of Puerto Rico. By that time the island was already heavily 

dependent upon external trade. Its main exports were coffee and sugar, 

products made tip the bulk of imports. Sugar productionwhile food 
ex)anded rapidly after the American takeover, and sugar soon becanie 

the dominant economic product of the island. During the period from 

1898 to 1927, there was a large influx of American capital, principally 

for the production and processing of sugar and tobacco. The economic 

stimulus provided by this flow of capital contributed to a rapid increase 

in the gross product of the island and precipitated a build-up in the 

island's economic infra-structure. But it did little to alleviate the pov

erty of the average Puerto Rican. 

Amid growing discontent a new political party was formed in 1938. 

Its leader, Luis Mufioz-Marin, was wholly dedicated to political, social, 

and economic reform. Overwhelming political support for Mufioz
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Marin and the reforms he ad,:ocated led to a period of remarkable eco
nomic growth accompanied this time by needed social change. From 
1950 to 1960 gross income practically doubled, manufacturing became 
a real economic factor, tourism blossomed, and agriculture began a rela
tive decline in importance. 

Operation Bootstrap was the name given to the reform program de
signed to bring about the growth in Puerto Rican income. The agency 
charged with implementing Bootstrap was Fomento. Fomento is a 
Spanish word which has no exact counterpart single symbol in English, 
so the agency is known in English as the Economic Development Ad
ministration. The agency was the successor to the government agency 
PRIDCO (Puerto Rican Industrial Development Company) which 
had attempted to operate several businesses as government enterprises. 
As it became increasinglv evident that the government did not have 
sufficient financial or managerial resources to operate the businesses, the 
Economic Development Administration (EDA) was created in 1950 
and PRIDCO became a part of it (Fiomento). The emphasis was shifted 
from government-owned to government-encouraged private operations. 

The administrator of FDA, Theodoro Moscoso, was given the re
sponsibility "to direct and supervise all of the programs whose objec
tives are closely related with the economic promotion of Puerto Rico." 
(Stead, 1958, p. 7) The main thrust of the EDA has been toward promo
t;on of industrial development and tourism. It provides assistance to 
firms or individuals interested in establishing new plants in Puerto 
Rico. It also has done a great deal of general promotional work for the 
island through a number of branch offices in major cities of the United 
States. As of December 1965, the industrialization program had helped 
to bring some 1,211 plants with a total employment of 82,175 to the 
island. 

During the period from. 1940 to 1950, much of the growth in the 
economy took place in the agricultural (especially sugar cane) sector 
and also in commerce and services. By contrast, manufacturing was 
the largest growth coml)onent between 1950 and 1960, underscoring 
the successful drive by the government to increase industrialization 
after 1950. Table 2-1 shows that during the decade between 1950 and 
1960 agricultural gross output increased by 32 percent compared to a 
76 percent increase for the whole economy and a 212 percent increase 
for the Manufacturing sector. 

Table 2-2 contains employment figures which reflect the changes 
which were taking place in the Puerto Rican labor force during the 
1950's. In 1950 the total employnlent in Puerto Rico was 596,000. 
Thirty-six percent was agricultural employment and nine percent man
ufacturing. By 1960, employment in agriculture had fallen to 24 per
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cent and manufacturing had risen to 16 percent. Unemployment during 

that ten-year period declined only slightly from 13 percent to 12 percent 

of the labor force. 

Table 2-1.-Gross Domestic Product, Agriculture and Manufactur

ing Gross Product and Percentage Increase From 1950 to 1960 for 

Puerto Rico (1954 Dollars) 

Millions of Dollars 
1950 1960 % Increase 

Gross Domestic Product 844.1 1488.8 76
 
Agriculture 132.1 173.8 32
 
Manufacturing 110.2 343.34 212
 

Source
 
Ingreso y Producto,Junta de Planificacion dle Puerto Rico.
 

Table 2-2.-Employment in Puerto Rico by Industry-Selected Years
 

1950 1960 
Thousands % Thousands C 

Total Employed 596 100 564 100 
Agriculture 216 36 133 24 
Manufacturing 55 9 93 16 
Other 325 5338 60 
Uemiployed 88 13 75 12 

Source
 
Statistical I'earbook of Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico Planning Board. 

These statistics illustrate the magnitude and the type of economic 

changes which occurred in Puerto Rico during the brief span of te.i 

years. Large investment funds were needed to accomplish the shift 

from an agricultural economy to an economy with considerable em

phasis on manufacturing. Gross fixed domestic investment increased 

from $111 million in 1950 to $348 million in 1960, an increase of more 

than 200 percent. A significant part of that investment came from ex

ternal sources, largely U.S. mainland private investors. About 43 per

cent of all Puerto Rican investment funds came from external sources 

between 1947 and 1960. The bulk of the external investment was spent 

for new plants and equipment; most of the 57 percent internal invest

ment was used for depreciation and public saving. Puerto Rico's rapid 

growth during the 1950's was the result of two factors: (1) a strong 

political unity centered around the single purpose of achieving better 

levels of living for all the people; and (2) a well-planned industrial de

velopment program designed to make the most of Puerto Rico's unique 

relationship to the United States under commonwealth status. 
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A major challenge of any developing nation is the achievement of 
political stability. Puerto Rico has not displayed the political instability 
of other Latin American nations, perhaps because Puerto Rico has 
never been completely independent. In 1952, after a period of territorial 
rule by the United States, the Puerto Ricans chose commonwealth 
status which provided most of the advantages of independence without 
many of the disadvantages. During the period of territorial rule the 
people of Puerto Rico and their political leaders were given practical 
experience in the operation of a democratic society. They had a locally 
elected legislative assembly. When the Puerto Rican governor and his 
administrators took over as leaders of the commonwealth, most govern
ment agencies were staffed by well trained individuals and were organ
ized for relatively efficient operation. Moreover, the continuing loose 
tie to the United States lent a considerable degree of political, 
economic, and social stability that encouraged rapid industrial growth. 
In addition, private citizens of the United States continued to be able 
to invest freely in Puerto Rico without fear of government confiscation. 

Economists have often noted that economic growth can be drastically 
retarded by "limitations of the market." If the market for a given prod
uct is quite small, it may be impossible to achieve all the potential econ
omies of scale in production and distribution of that product. It is there
fore significant that Puerto Rico under territorial and commonwealth 
status has had, with few exceptions, the same trade status as any state 
in the Union. Under this arrangement the United States has long pur
chased the bulk of Puerto Rico's product-sugar. In fact, Puerto Rican 
sugar producers operate under the same government price support and 
quota program as United States producers. In exchange, the Puerto 
Ricans have historically purchased from 40 to 50 percent of their food 
supply from United States producers and processors in addition to sig
nificant proportions of other consumer and producer goods. More re
cently the United States market has served as an outlet for the diverse 
products of manufacturing plants established under the assistance and 
encouragement of the Economic Development Administration. In many 
cases the free access to United States machinery, cheap Puerto Rican 
labor, and access to the huge United States finished product market are 
critical factors in making manufacturing investments in Puerto Rico 
feasible for prospective investors. 

Another advantage to the Puerto Rican economy is the official use 
of United States currency. As a result, Puerto Ricans do not have cur
rency exchange problems when trading with the mainland; they are not 
bothered with balance of payments difficulties or currency devaluation 
as in United States capital markets. 

Federal assistance and unilateral transfers have been extremely im
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portant to Puerto Rico in its rapid economic development. Practically 

all federal government programs available to state or municipal entities 

available in In agriculture this inon the mainland are Puerto Rico. 

cludes all the service agencies such as the ag,.icultural extension service, 

experimental station research, soil conservation service, etc. It in

such as the Farmers Home Administration andcludes credit agencies 

certain federal price support programs such as the sugar program men

the Small Business Adtioned earlier. Other federal agencies such as 

ministration, the Federal Housing Administration, the Urban Renewal 

Administration, the Federal Communications Commission, and the 

Federal Aeronautics Administration provide services to the people of 

Puerto Rico. The unilateral flow of funds from the United States into 

Puerto Rico through these federal programs (without a return flow of 

revenue since Puerto Ricans do not pay federal taxes) accounts for a 

significant portion of the gross product of the economy. In 1965 trans

fer payments from the U.S. Treasury made up about 8 percent of the 

gross domestic product for the island. 

There is little doubt that Puerto Rico's special relationship to the 

United States does provide significant economic advantages. Political 

to federal programsstability, free trade, common currency, and access 

have contributed greatly to the rapid rate of economic growth which 

Puerto Rico has achieved in the past twenty years. 

Agricultural Development 

Because of the lack of mineral resources, the relative isolation, and 

the high population density, the Puerto Rican economy has historically 

been highly dependent on agriculture. Sugar cane has been especially 

important as a source of employment for the rural inhabitants and a 

source of export earnings to support the urban econonly. In the past 15 

years certain forces have been set in motion that appear to be basic 

in the Puerto Rican agricultural sector.long-run structural changes 

Topography and Resources 

The island of Puerto Rico is located in the Greater Antilles chain 

coast of Florida to the Northernwhich stretches from the southern 

coast of Venezuela. The chain of islands includes Cuba, Haiti-Domini-

Virgin Islands, Jamaica,can Republic, United States and English 

Trinidad, and a number of other islands. Puerto Rico is located about 

1,000 miles southeast of Miami, Florida. The maximum length of the 

island is 113 miles and the maximum width is 41 miles. The total land 

area is about 3,435 square miles. Extending all around the coast of the 

fertile plain which rises gradually to a mountainousisland is a narrow 
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interior. The mountainous and hilly terrain occupies a major portion of 
the land area on the island. 

The average temperature for the island as a whole ranges from 73
degrees Fahrenheit in January to 79 degrees in July. Temperatures, of 
course, are higher in the lowlands and lower in the mountainous areas,
but the two extreme temperatures on record are 39 and 104 degrees.
And the tradewinds, blowing almost constai,:ly from the northeast, 
serve to moderate the temperatures of the island.

As a result of the central mountain range, rainfall varies tremendous
ly from the northeastern part of the island to the southeast. Annual 
rainfall varies from a maximum of 200 inches on the mountain of El
Yunque in the northeast to a minimum of 30 inches along the south
western coast. Generally, rainfall ranges from 30 to 80 inches in the 
fertile coastal plains and from 60 to 100 inches in the highlands. In most areas of the island, the rainfall is sufficient to support a wide variety of
agricultural enterprises. Irrigation systems have been developed in the
drier areas to the south and in a small area in the northwest where 
yearly rainfall is light or unevenly distributed through the year.

The natural resources of Puerto Rico are limited primarily to agri
cultural land and water. There are few mineral deposits. Although there 
are small deposits of iron, nickel, copper, manganese, lead, and zinc, 
none is large enough to warrant commercial exploitation at the present
time. The only minerals currently being utilized commercially are those
used primarily in the construction industry; Puerto Rico produces
most of its own supplies of cement, marble, and gravel. In addition,

there is some salt mining activity in the southwestern part of the island.
 

Puerto Rico, with a total population of some 2.5 million on a total

land area of 3,435 square miles, is one 
of the most densely populated
areas of the world. Since natural resources are limited, the people have 
traditionally depended heavily upon the land for their livelihood. There
fore, many acres are in cultivation which under other circumstances 
would be left to forest or pasture. Even so, in 1964 it was estimated
that the total agricultural land area of 1,850,000 cuerdas* was utilized 
as follows: croplands occupied about 690,000 cuerdas, pastures about
800,000 cuerdas, forests and woodland about 300,000 cuerdas, and non
productive farm land about 60,003 cuerdas (Puerto Rican Department 
of Agriculture, 1966). 

Dominance of Sugar Cane 
Sugar cane has historically maintained a position of vast importance

in the Puerto Rican economy. More land is used for sugar cane than for 

* The unit of land measurement in Puerto Rico is the cuerda. Often the term 
is used interchangeably with acres since one cuerda is equivalent to about .97 acres. 
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any other purpose except for pasture. In 1965 about 290,000 cuerdas, 
or almost one half, of the island's cropland was devoted to the produc
tion of sugar cane. The dominance of sugar cane in the economy was 
even more pronounced prior to 1950. According to I arvey Perloff 
(1950), the sugar-based industries were the source ef 20 percent of the 
island's net income in 1940 and 14.4 percent in 1946 In addition the 
sugar industry was by far the largest employer in the economy. Sugar 
cane acreage harvested and tons produced generally show a continu
ous increase from 1938 to 1951. During that time the area harvested 
almost doubled from 216,502 cuerdas to 391,763 cuerdas. Since 1951, 
because of competition from other enterprises, especiallv dairy, acres 

of sugar land harvested have shown a continuous decline with total pro
duction remaining about the same despite yearly fluctuation. Much of 

the land taken out of sugar production was less productive marginal 
cropland. While sugar is still a major factor in Puerto Rico's econ,,my, 
its position has become less significant with the rapid expansion of other 
sectors of the economy. 

Relativc Staynation in the SuYar Industry 

The sugar industry in Puerto Rico is often described as a sick in
dustry. There is a great deal of concern over the decline in acreage, and 
particularly over the slow rate of improvement in land and labor pro
ductivity. Advisers to the sugar interests argue that Puerto Rico's 
economic future is closely tied to the sugar industry and that stagna

tion there may be disastrous for the economy in the long run. This ap
pears to be an exaggerated forecast. The sugar industry has been ex
periencing a period of rapid adjustment along with other sectors of the 
economy. I however, there is no reason to assume that sugar production 
will maintain indefinitely its place of dominance in the Puerto Rican 
econonly. The Puerto Rican sugar industry may well be entering a long 
period of adjustment like the one experienced by the cotton industry 
in the southern United States. And other industries may well replace 
sugar as the number one Puerto Rican business. 

A number of factors appear to have contributed to the current ad

justment or decline in the sugar industry. First, prior to and during 
the Korean \Var, Puerto Rican sugar producers were in a relatively 
favorable position compared to other areas producing for the United 

States market. As a result, production expanded and the industry ex
perienced a kind of boom. By the end of the Korean War, Cuba and 
Hawaii were well on their way to mechanizing sugar production and 
increasing productivity through fertilizer use, improved varieties, and 
improved management. For some reason Puerto Rican producers never 
moved to adopt these technologies to any great extent. Under the gov
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ernment program established by the Jones-Costigan Act, the price of 

sugar for the United States is established by a price support plan. Since 

most sugar producing areas moved fairly rapidly to adopt the latest 

technologies, the cost of production per ton was held down. As a result, 

sugar support prices did not increase as rapidly as the general price 

level. Since Puerto Rican producers had not moved to reduce costs of 

production by adopting new technologies, they were left in a compara

tively unfavorable position.
'i ne rising cost and shortage of labor since 1950 have also affected 

the sugar industry. The government's thrust toward industrialization 

has brought an increase in the demand for labor in nonagricultural em

ployment. 11igher wages, steadier work, and better working conditions 

have lured iany of the more competent cane workers into the urban 

areas. The unionization of sugar cane workers, which was supported 

by the administration of Governor Mufioz-Marin, has been a factor in 

rising labor costs for cane producers. 

A third factor affecting Puerto Rico's sugar industry is the land 

tenure arrangement and the size of farms. The bulk of the sugar produc

tion in Puerto Rico comes from either very large or very small farms. 

There appear to be relatively few medium sized single-owner-operator 

farms of adequate scale to achieve maxinium efficiency. In 1963-1964 

almost 11,000 farms harvested something less than 25 cuerdas per 

farm (see Table 2-3). These farms accounted for about 19 percent of 

the cane acreage harvested but only 15 percent of the total production. 

The average production per cuerda was 26.4 tons. On the other hand, 

Table 2-3.-Production of Sugar Cane and Number of Farms Accord

ing to Size of Area Harvested, 1963-64 

Area Cane Cane 

Acres No. H arvested Produced Produced pcr 
Harvested Farms Cuerdas Tons Cuerda Tons 

All Farms 12,317 303,141 9,801,584 
0-25 Cuerdas 10,757 58,208 1,537,613 26.4 
26-250 Cuerdas 1,368 97,108 2,757,571 28.4 
251 or more 192 147,825 5,506,400 37.2 

Source 
Facts and Figures on Puerto Rico's .Algriculture, Puerto Rico Department of 
Agriculture, p.42. 

over half of the total productionl of cane came from the 192 farms har

vesting more than 250 cuerdas per farm. Thus, technological adoptions 

and accompanying cost reductions may have been thwarted by the size 

of cane producing units. The owner or tenant with an extremely small 

farm unit may not have the knowledge about new production technol
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ogies; lie may not have the training to use them ; or lie may not be finan
cially able to adopt them. Onl the other hand, the very large farms are 
often controlled by absentee owners who spend little time and effort on 
the farm, leaving it to hired managers who may be quite unprogressive. 

Shift Toward Livestock Production 
The dominance of sugar production in the agricultural economy of 

Puerto Rico, with its emphasis ol exports, has meant that a significant 
part of the island's food needs are imported. Puerto Ricans import
about 50 percent of the food consumed on the island. Sugar cane occu
pies the best land. In addition to sugar, tobacco ,tld coffee are important 
crops; they too focus on the export market. In 1951 about 63 per
cent of Iluerto Rico's gross farm income went to producers of coffee, 
tobacco. and sugar. 

As a result of the dominance of export crops, relatively little em
lphasis has been placed on food lr,,ductJi!n. Milk has been the most im
1,ortant food item produced in Puerto Rico. In 195i milk sales ac
counted for approximately 10 percent of Puerto Rico's gross farm 
income. Other major farm lro(blcts in (escendling order of imlportance 
in 1951 were: poultry, beef. pork, starchy vegetables, fruits, eggs, and 
other vegetables. 

The adjustments in sugar production mentiomil earlier have had 
some impact oil the production of a few of these food products. Table 
2-4 shows the percentage change in the prodtction of major agricultural 
products from 1951 to 1963. These figures reveal that the most signifi
cant increases inproduction occurred in milk, eggs, meats, and coffee. 
If we look at gross farm income, we lind that by 1963 sugar's contribu-

Table 2-4.-Percentage Ch:nge in the Production of Major Agri
cultural P'roducts iii Puerto Rico 1951 to 196.3 

Product 
Percentage 

Change 

Sugar -4 
Tobacco + 34 
Coffee +130 
Milk +128 
Meats +55 
Starchy Vegetables -12 
Fruit +20 
Eggs +128 
Other Vegetables +52 

Source 
Factsand Figureson Puerto Rico's Agriculture, 1965, Puerto Rico Departnent of 
Agriculture. 
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tion had declined to about 37 percent of the total income, while milk 

sales alone accounted for about 18 percent of the total. Looking at all 

livestock products including meats, eggs, and milk, we find that their 

farm value increased from 25 percent of gross farm income in 1951 to 

35 percent in 1963. 

The rising demand for protein foods in the Puerto Rican diet has 

probably been the most important impetus toward livestock production 

in Puerto Rico. Rapidly rising incomes have permitted consumers to 

eat more of the relatively expensive livestock products. Puerto Rican 

producers have observed the increasing demand and moved into these 

areas. 
The improvements in the Puerto Rican economy reflected in the 

did not "just happen."changing production and marketing patterns 

Nor was their sole cause Puerto Rico's advantageous relationship with 

the United States. In the next two chapters we will look at the changes 

in the Puerto Rican food retailing system from 1950-1965--changes 

which were instrumental in the remarkable growth of the economy dur

ing this period. 
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III. BACKGROUND FOR CHANGE 

The food distribution system on this smallest island of the Greater 
Antilles, which lies 1,600 miles southeast of New York City and 
1,300 miles east southeast of I\Iiami, has changed radically in the last 
15 years. Some economists contend that perhalps the changes in food 
distribution helped bring about the five percent per y"ear growth of 
per capita incomes during the same period. Puerto Rico is one of the 
few political areas where the government sponsored studies of food dis
tribution changes and then took action to implement suggested changes. 

The foundation for the government programs during the 1950's was 
laid by the first-elected governor, Luis Mufiloz Marin. His leadership 
promoted the formation of the Planning Board in 1942 and led to a 
broadgauged study. (Perloff, 1950) The Perloff study, in turn, en
couraged numerous and detailed studies, such as "The Structure and 
Efficiency of Food Marketing in Puerto Rico," (Branson, 1954) and 
Marketing Facilitiesfor Farm and Related Products at San Juan, 
Puerto Rico. (United States Department of Agriculture, 1951 ) These 
studies and field work by the Social Science Research Center of the 
University of Puerto Rico led to the Galbraith and Ilolton book (1954) 
which resulted in the Food Commission hearings, and in turn led to 
action by Fomento beginning in late 1954. These early studies led to the 
introduction of such innovations as the Pueblo Supermarkets and the 
Central Market in the Puerto Nuevo area. 

In the late 1930's and 1940's, the Economics Section of the Univer
sity of Puerto Rico Agriculture Experiment Station, under the leader
ship of Dr. Luis Sol Descartes, published a number of studies concern
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ing food consumption and nutritional levels. The School of Tropical 
Mledicine ad the School of Ilonile Economics also were studying the 
nutrition of the island's people. In late 1940, a study was commissioned 
by the University's Social Science Research Center. l)r. ttarvey Per
loff was asked to make an ohjective analysis of the complex economic 
structure then develoliig on the island. Perlolf's appraisal of the na

ture anl economic possibilities of hi'erto Rico was published in 1950 
by the Univer,itv of Chicago in a 1ook entitled PuertoRico's Economic 
lPott tre. 

Puerto Rico's Economic Future 
l'erloff noted in his discussion of Puerto Rico as it existed in 1950 

and before, that the expenditures of most l'nerto Rican families were 
limited to the basic necessities. In fiscal 1940, such expenditures equaled 
45 perccnt of total coilsumptio and, in fiscal 1944, they were 51 per
cent. ( 'erh fIf, 19,50 )lPcrIl' f also called attention to an earlier study of 
wage-earner families which showed that 60 percent of income was being 
spent for food alone. Still, the diet of many I'uerto Rican families was 
nutritionally inadequate. 

Table 3-1.-Recommended per capita food consumption in Puerto Rico 
-is comipared with actual per capita consumption, 1940-41 

Actual 
Consumption 

Per Capita Shown by 
Requirements \Wage Earner 

(Lbs. per Study (Lbs. 
Food Group Year) per week x 52) 

Milk and dairy products (except butter) 591 153 
Potatoes, other starchy vegetables, fruits 338 418 

(except citrus) 
Dried beans, peas, nuts 28 63 
Citrus fruits, tomatoes 81 25 
Leafy greens and yellow vegetables 102 6 
Eggs 23 8 
Lean meat, poultry, fish 73 41 
Flour, ccrcals ( including rice) 190 215 
Fats and oils( including salt pork) 47 36 
Sugar 47 60 

Source 
Perloff, tarvey (1950). Puerto Rico's Economic Future. (Chicago) Table 89, 
p. 172. 

Perloff identified mnany' problem areas in the economy, including 
overexpansion of the numher of retail food stores which, instead of 
lowering prices, actually added to the cost of distribution. In 1939, 
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Puerto Rico had 20,000 retail establishments as compared to Hawaii's 

4,000, but there were only 8,000 paid retail employees in Puerto Rico 

while there were 13,000 paid employees in HIawaii. (IPerlot", 1950) 

Another problem which faced the island was its inability to supply its 

own needs, even though it was geared to agricultural production. Farm 

products, sugar, coffee, and tobacco constituted more than 80 percent 

of Puerto Rico's total exports. In the 1940's, 42 percent of the volume 

and 54 percent of the value of foodstuffs consumed on the island had to 

be imported. As a partial solution, Ierlo t " recommended importing 

bulk grain and rice and processing them on the island so that end prod

ucts could be obtained more cheaply. This method would also provide 

additional employment for local labor. 
Probably the greatest marketing problem uncovered 1w l)r. I'erloff 

was the poorly organized agricultural marketing structure. 1Iis survey 

indlicated that there was good land available for crops: there were imany 

available workers; and there was a definite need for the crops produced. 

But food still had to be imported at a very high cost. I'erloi" called for 

a revamped food production and marketing system within the island. 

Ilis suggestions included the expansion of public market facilities in 

urban areas and the establishment of cooperative-type fruit anl produce 

centers in rural regions, which would also provide grading, packing, 

and storage facilities at strategic shipping and (list ribution points. 

The imnportant point is that improvements in Puerto Nican 
agriculture are virtually dependent on the improvenments in 
the agricultural distrilhution structure, which would narrow 
the gap hetween farm price amid consumer price, reduce waste 
and spoilage, and generally increase tile amount of food reach
ing the consumer in good condition and at a reasonable price. 
(lIerloff, 1950, p. 276) 

Throughout his book, 1'erloi" made projections of the patterns that 

would need to be operating by 1960 if the people of the island were to 

economic advance. These patterns indicated a numberachieve some 

of vital relationships which he felt were often overlooked.
 

By following through the logic of the interrelationships it can 
be seen that the success of an industrial program which re
quires a solid base of consumer purchasing power, is depend
eut to a significant degree on the success achieved in raising 
farm yields, simce that is the key to imicreased food production 
and real savings in food purchases for the consumers. By the 
same logic of interrelationships, improvements in the diet of 
the people are intimately tied to sound land use planning, 
while tile total amounts of income and employmlent lon the 
island are dependent in large measure upon the success of re
search, pilot plant and commercial experimnentation in devel
oping new crops. (Perloff, 1950, p. 331 ) 
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Thus he laid the cornerstone for the forward planning which resulted 
in many studies and much political action in Puerto Rico. 

Political Background 
The problenls of inadequate diet, high food costs, and a low standard 

of living concerned not only economists such as Perloff but also the 

politicians. One politician in particular, Luis Mufioz-Marin, saw the 
problems in ternis of interrelationships, as did Perloff. His campaign 
slogan during tie election of 1940, "Pan-Tierra-Libertad" (Bread
Land-Liberty"), indicated his involvement with, and understanding 
of, the economic situation. 

Actually, the reforms began with the appointment of Governor Rex
ford G. Tugwell in 1941 which signalled a new era in Puerto Rico's 
struggle for economic and social advancement. The Presidential appoint
ient of this reform-minded governor, coupled with the creation and 

popular support of a new political party headed by Luis Mufioz-Marin, 
indicated a new concern both in Washington and Puerto Rico for 
economic and social reform on the island. During the period from 1941

1948, Tugwell and Mufioz moved rapidly to lay the legislative and ad
ministrative foundation for self-government for Puerto Rico. 

In Poet in the Fortress (1965), Thomas Aitken, Jr., describes 
Mufioz-Marin's early confrontations. In 1932, Mufioz-Marin achieved 
his first elective post, senator-at-large for the Liberal Party. Accord
ing to Aitken, in the early part of that year, Mufioz-Marin argued for 
independence because of the high prices of the foods Puerto Ricans 
had to import. Muioz-Marin said "The North American tariff was set 
by the North American Congress to protect the interests of the Amer
ican people. And it will annihilate Puerto Rico obliquely, in passing, 
almost without thinking, with the brutal innocence of an elephant 
walking on a colony of ants." (Aitken 1965, p. 97) 

Earlier Mufioz-Marin had expressed dissatisfaction with President 
Roosevelt's gubernatorial appointment in 1932: "Over and above all 
these things is the fact that our people are dying of hunger ...And in 
the face of this reality, we are playing politics." (Aitken 1965, p. 102) 
The years 1934-1936 were years of frustration for Mufioz-Marin be

cause he was out of office and politically powerless. But, on July 22, 
1938. he announced the formation of the Popular Democratic Party, 
the party which in the future would challenge the power of the aristoc

racy. At an early meeting of the party, Muioz-Marin explained the 
differences between freedom and independence: 

Man could not find freedom in political independence alone. 
lie must first be liberated from the binding grip of hunger. 
Ile must be relieved of the ubiquity of filth and escape from 
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exposure of semi-nakedness. He must have a shelter safe from 
rain or the burning heat. His freedom requires a fair chance 
to live without sickness wringing his intestines, boiling his 
blood, or throblbing in his head. Ile needs an opportunity to 
earn a living to work without the nagging fear that disease 
and malmitrition may be debilitating his children. Liberty, if 
a man is industrious enough, includes a parcel of land on 
which he may raise some food for his family and, luckily, a 
bit more to sell. Freedom is being a man, not a beast of 
burden. When this liberty is von, an(l only then, can political 
bonds be challenged as obstacles to liberty. Then independ
ence might mean liberty, too. (Aitken, 1965, p. 130) 

The Popular Democratic Party held its ollhcial constitufting meet

ing on July 21, 1940. The party leadership presented a program for 

approval that evening. The program supported an existing law limiting 

corporate land owners to 500 acres, a law which had been part of a 

bill passed in 100 by the U.S. Congress, but which had been ignored 

for the most part. The Party's program included protection of agricul

ture and farm rights, a market place for fruit and produce, agricultural 

cooperatives, and a food commission to reduce the cost of living. 
Tihe Party feared that the jibaro (colloquial Spanish for a man from 

the countryside) might again sell his vote for a dollar or two, since he 

knew from experienice that empty political promises brought nothing. 

To combat this possibility, the Popular Party candidates publicly swore 

that, if elected, they would implement every plank in the Party plat
form. Their apparent honesty and good faith were rewarded. The 

elections of 1940, while not a landside victory, gave the Plopular Party 

10 senators and 18 representatives, while an opposing party, the 

Coalition, had nine senators and 18 representatives. In Ponce, the center 

of Spanish traditionalism, a well-known patriarch of a wealthy sugar 

family was defeated by a worker candidate of the Popular Party. For 

his own part, Mufioz-Marin received the largest vote of the candidates 

for senator-at-large, which assured his election as president of the 
senate. 

As senate president in the Puerto Rican legislature, Mufioz-Marin 
was the third most powerful political leader in Puerto Rico. The most 

influential was the presidentially appointed American governor, and 

the second most influential was the resident conmmissioner from Puerto 
Rico who served in Washington . 

Aitken quotes Muiloz-Marin at the openinig of the legislative session, 
February 10, 1941, as saving: 

The land problem was specifically discussed before the people. 
The people were asked if they wanted the breaking tip of con
centrated land holdings.... The people were clearly told that 
on their votes depended the decision as to whether this land 
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policy be followed or not. The resolve to lower the price of 
staple foods and raw materials was explained to the people. 
The people by their votes directed that this policy be fol
lowed ... There was expressed the intention to establish gen
eral minimium wage legislation .... The people, by their votes, 
directed that this policy be carried out. . . . For these pur
poses, and subject to these orders, the people have elected us. 
Here we are. (Aitken, 1965, p. 154) 

Using his position to remind the senators to make good on their 
campaign promises, Mlufioz-Marin made the years of 1941 and 1942 
very productive ones for Puerto's Rico's economic future. It was dur
ing this time that the Water Resources Authority, the Communications 
Authority, the Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company, the Gov
ernment e)velopment Bank, and the Land Authority were established. 
The Puerto Rican 1'lanning Board wvas set up to coordinate these 
agencies. 

At the same time, World War II was having a profound effect on 
Puerto Rico's economy. Since imports of Scotch were cut off to the 
United States mainland and grain used in alcohol was not available, 
Puerto Rican rum found wide, though grudging, acceptance. Prices 
rose for this product, as well as for two other exhort products of the 
island, sugar and tobacco. The excise taxes collected by the federal gov
ernment were turned back to the island treasury, giving the insular 
government $160 million above its expenses. Certainly the dollars 

spent by the armed forces on the island also added to the revenues of 
the island's citizens and government. This same prosperity reached into 
the other countries of Latin America: 

Argentina's coffers were swollen from sales of wheat, other 
cereals, and meat. Brazilian millionaires became almost as 
nunmerous as her coffee beans. Venezuela fattened on oil ex
ports. Colombia, 'eru, Mexico, Cuba, Uruguay, every Latin 
American country, had food and raw materials to sell to a 
buyer who was almost unconcerned about the price. Many of 
those who have called the open American marketplace a spe
cial advantage for l'uerto Rico have had short memories for 
the years when the Allies were insatiable buyers for nearly 
every prodtict all Latin America could offer . . . Mufioz-Marin 
and his team insisted on reinvesting the government surplus
in a program of social projects to build the spirit, the health, 
the education, and the working capacity of the Puerto Rican 
people. They also initiated a programn of industrial develop
ment to provide postwar emlloyment. Most L.atin American 
nations concentrated the benefits of their gains within a limited 
sector of wealthv families who used the new wealth to buy 
land, political influence, and the protection of a series of 
praetorian guards for captive government. (Aitken, 1965, p. 
161) 
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Aitken goes oil to point out that in some of the other Latin Anier

was forgotten-until the day lie
ican countries, "The man with a hoe 

should exchange it for a gun." (Aitken, 1965, p. 162) 

In 1944, prior to the Popular Party convention, Mufioz-iMarin had 

long talk withl Ben Dorfman, an American tariff expert who had 

plans for the econonlic separation of the Philippines from
a 
worked on 
the United States and who was engaged in a study of Puerto Rico's 

Philippineseconomy. Dorfman pointed out that Puerto Rico and the 

would produce similar products for sale on the American ilarket. Since 

the Philippines had more natural resources, their products could le 

sold more cheaply. He explained to MuNfioz-Marin that an independent 

Puerto Rico competing with the Philippines for the American market 

would starve. 
In 19-15, Mufioz-Marin spelled out in the San Juan newspaper, El 

Amundo, his philosophy and his tloughts about where Puerto Rico was 

he talked of the commonwealth in
going. There, for the first time, 

next year, he wrote two articles for
fairly clear terms. In June of th, 

El Mundo called "New Solutions for Old Problems." In these articles, 

lie defined liberty and the cortrasting forces pulling oil it. Ile wrote 

must first of all be fre from the fear of hmger; then lie couldthat nman 
have the liberty to govern himself. On July 25, 19-16, Governor Tug

well, who had worked so closely behind tile scenes with Muiioz-Marin, 

resigned. In 1947, the United States Congress accorded Puerto Rico 

the right to elect its own governor beginning in 1948. The congressional 

resolution of approval for tile Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in its 

signed into lav by Presidentassociations with the United States was 

Truman on July 3, 1952. Finally, on July 25, thousands of Puerto 

Ricans watched Governor Mufioz-Marin raise the flag of Puerto Rico. 

a politician. Before Puerto RicoMuifioz-Marin was more than 

achieved comnlolwealth status, it was Mufioz-Marin's leadership that 
so

resulted in the formation of the semi-independent agencies which 
All the agencies estab

contributed to the developmllent of the island. 


lished in 1941-42 survived the tumultuous years of development. I low

ever, the Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company (PRI)CO). 

was charged with setting up and operatiig a few govermnilcntwhich 
owned industrial plants, did not satisfactorily meet the needs of the 

up to that time only
situation. As Teodore Mocoso, the first and 


head of PRIDCO, said:
 

We soon became aware, however, that governmient had neither 

the financial nor human resources to establish and manage tile 
were ... raise the

thousands of factories which required to 


standlard of living of our people.... (Wisemius and Pincus,

1962, p. 101) 
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Thus, in the late forties Fomento was organized and PRIDCO then 

became the financial arn of Fomento. Moscoso's comments about the 

follow:formation of the Fomento agency 

When I began to experiment in development work in Puerto 
recognized discipline. We called itRico, it was far from a 

Fomento, which is generally translated as development. But 

the two words do not mean the same thing, and the difference 

in connotations may hold some lessons for us today. Develop
ecoment is generally associated with a variety of social and 

nolic objectives ... Fomento has an earthier ring. Its origin 

was the political decision of Governor Liuis Mufioz-Marin to 

make a massive attack on stagnation in lPuerto Rico and to 

convert the island into a socially healthy and economically 
was madeprosperous conmmnity. The work of Fomcnto ... 

possible by the Governor's success in protecting us "follel
political leadership. (I-anitarians" With the shield of his 


bridge, 1964, 1). v)
 

Fomento had many tasks. In general, it was the primary agency 

for bringing about a ra)id economic develolment of Puerto Rico.* 

It is best known today in the United States for its very successful 
was the impliindustrial development program. A part of this program 

mentation of the Governor's Food Connission report. The philosophy 

underlying this imlelenentation was to provide the island with a bal

anced competitive scene. 

Earls, in 1949, Governor Luis Miioz-Marin requested the assistance 

of the Marketing and lesearch Facilities Branch, 1 roduction and 

of Agriculture, in tun-Marketing Administration, U. S. l)epartment 

dertaking a study of the marketing facilities and distributive system of 

with special emphasis on the needs of metropolitan SanPuerto Rico, 
in the fall of 1949. A preliminary statementJuan. The study began 

covering the major marketing facility problems of the San Juan 

area was presented to the government of Puerto Rico at an informal 

meeting during July, 1950. In December, 1950, a preliminary report was 

presented in a series of meetings to government agencies and private 

individuals and firns interested in the market. This report noted that: 

The primary defects in the San Juan facilities for handling 

food and related products are : (1 ) the lack of sufticient ware

house facilities at shipside ; (2) the splitting of market opera

tions among several market areas; (3) the excessive costs of 

cartage, deterioration, and spoilage; (4) the absence of a suit

able livestock market with the necessary slaughtering and 

processing facilities for proper handling of animals, particu

larly of heavier weights; (5) the lack of grain storage, feed 

mixing, and milling facilities for efficient handling of imported 

* See Stead (1958) for complete description of early years of Fomento. 
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grains and the lack of utilization of the various commodities 
produced on the island that could be used in mixed feeds; and 
(6) the need for vegetable oil extracting facilities. (United 
States Department of Agriculture, 1951, p. 1) 

To correct these deficiencies, the report reccnimended that facilities 

be constructed for a wholes-de produce market, that a slaughtering and 

meat processing plant be established, and finally that grain storage, 
feed mixing, and vegetable oil extracting facilitk 3be established in the 
same area as tile produce market and livestock slaightering plant. The 
report recommended that each of these be built to a specific size and 

in the same general area. About 79 acres of land would be required, 
which should be located in a given area immediately southwest of the 

mouth of the Martin Pefia Canal. It is interesting to note that today 
in Puerto Rico there are grain storage facilities and a new market area 

for wholesale operations located in that area. The bulk grain storage is 

privately owned, while th j'-.erto Nuevo Central Market is govern
ment-owned and rented to p, icate businessmen. 

About this same time another aspect of the food problem, that of 

retailing, was the subject of a study done by Robert Branson. A group 

of professors from Harvard University had been invited by tile Social 

Science Research Center of the University of Puerto Rico to do a study 

of food retailing and wholesaling on the island. lranson, a doctoral call

didate from Harvard, N\as hired by the group to do some of the neces
sary research. He was able to coordinate his work with Caleb Otten, of 

the U. S. Department of Agriculture, who was able to use some of the 

same survey work. 
Branson undertook a detailed study of the economics of Puerto Rico's 

food distribution in 1949 and 1950. One of his conclusions was that 

there were too many retail and wholesale firms for proper return and 

efficiency. A second conclusion was that credit as it existed in the food 

distribution business was doing a terrible disservice to the island: 

At present, rightly or wrongly, a considerable part of the 
burden of feeding the economically destitute in Puerto Rico 
is being born by the food marketing structure, in the form of 
overextension of credit to these groups. This larger aspect of 
retail store credit will eventually have to be faced in terms of 
policy issues which extend beyond tile confines of the food 
marketing structure itself. It is suflicient to mention the in
herent ramifications ; some consideration will have to be given 
to this problem later. (Branson, 1954, p. 182) 

Branson found that retailers who needed capital acquired it by using 

their credit with wholesalers, rather than by borrowing from a bank. 

Consequently, their ability to participate in competitive purchasing was 

severely restricted, and partly due to this, food prices to the consumer 
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remained high. One of the reasons for this was the high batik interest 
rates resulting from a lack of venture capital in Puerto Rico. Those 
who owned capital on the island avoided risky investments. 

Branson, through a description of the economic conditions prevail
ing in food retailing and wholesaling, laid the foundations for the Gal
braith and Holton study with its detailed reconmendations for change 
in the food distribution system. 

The Galbraith and Holton Report 
Both Branson's analysis and the United States Department of Agri

culture report provided much of the necessary data. What was needed 
now was a theory based on this data that could be put to work. Richard 
Holton and John Galbraith were called upon tu do the analysis and 
nmake policy recommendations. Holton's major recommendation in
volved a model food system, comprised of the optimal retail unit, the 
optimal wholesale unit, and an estimation of the saving that could result 
if the food system was rationalized. Galbraith suggested that specific
policy measures be developed for improving the efficiency of the market
ing system through consumer and retailer education as well as through 
direct steps, such as supermarkets in urban areas, and cooperatives in 
rural areas. These policy measures served as a basis for the Food Com
mission report to Governor Muifioz-Marin in 1954. All of the sug
gestions made by Galbraith in 1954 have been implemented. 

According to the 1950 census, there were 2,210,703 persons in Puerto 
Rico served by 16,747 retail food stores; one grocery store for every 
156 inhabitants. This compares 1o one grocery store for every 396 inhabi
tants in the United States as long ago as 1929, and one store for every
581 persons by 1954. (Brown, 1961) Yet, only 6,569 of the 16,747 estab
lishments in Puerto Rico recorded more than $3,000 gross sales for the 
year 1949. 

In 1948, in the United States as a whole, focd stores averaged sales 
of $62,062. (United States Bureau of Census, 1948) The 6,569 Puerto 
Rican stores grossing over 3,000 sold $97,292,900 of the total $109,
192,100 retail food sales. Thus, even the larger stores averaged only 
$14,907 in sales annually, far less than the U. S. average. 

The independent Galbraith and Holton study of food retailing, made 
in 1950 before the census results were available, was based upon an 
island-wide sample of 425 food stores and 52 fruit and vegetable stores, 
excluding street vendors and other specialized businesses that were 
covered in the census. In addition, stores with less than $1,000 annual 
sales, were omitted. Still, the average sales per store was only $24,000 
a year. Even in the Galbraith and Holton study which looked at the 
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larger food stores, one can estimate that more than 50 per cent of those 
stores had less than $600 per month gross profit out of which all ex
penses including wages were to be paid. There were few, if any, retail
ers getting rich on profits from their small stores. 

Purchasing food on credit was almost universal in Puerto Rico in 
1950. Between 40 and 80 per cent of the total sales were on credit. 
Credit was even more prevalent in stores catering to high-income 
families, where 75 to 100 per cent of the sales were on credit. With 
these high-income families, telephone ordering was frequent. On the 
other hand, delivery service was less common. None of the stores in 
the rural areas reported offering delivery service. This, too, was a 
service for high-income families. 

A large proportion of total retail store sales was in canned goods 
and staples, and purchases at food stores were supplemented by shop
ping at the plazas wercado (old Spanish-style central market places) 
and by buying from street vendors. Sales per employee, as well as per 
customer, were low for most food stores. Finally, the greater number 
of stores contributed to the slow turnover of goods for the individual 
store. Entry into the food business was relatively easy because whole
salers provided credit. 

In 1950, a retailer who purchased a given line of commodities from 
three or less suppliers was considered by Galbraith and Holton to have 
"few suppliers." A store with a complete line (staples, canned goods, 
fruits and vegetables, and meats) could have as many as 12 suppliers 
and still be considered to have "few" suppliers according to the classiti
cation in the Galbraith and Holton study. Most retailers purchased 
from more than 12 wholesale,'s. 

Food retailers in 1950 had very much of a "live and let live" phi
losophy. There was no advertising. There were no special price sales. 
Food store operators believed that the market was of fixed size and 
that if they advertised or cut prices they would only hurt themselves 
and/or their friends who operated other food stores. 

Detailed estimates of expenses were obtained in 1950 by Brauson 
from 229 retail stores. A summary of those data 3 shown in Table 3-2. 
Because of the lack of accounting information among small stores, the 
sub-sample of 229 was biased toward the larger stores. More spe
cifically, the average annual sales reported in the special survey were 
$32,376. The distribution was highly skewed, and 95 percent of the 
firms sold less than $24,000 annually. Table 3-2 shows little difference 
in gross margins among stores of differing sizes, but net profit for the 
larger stores was double that of the smaller stores. Selling costs and 
rent were lower for the larger stores. The lg;'icndtural Report by 
Nathan Koenig (1953) completed a report on agriculture. Koenig told 



Table 3-2.-Gross and net margins and operating expense ratios for retail food stores, by sales class, 1949, Puerto Rico 

Annual sales (dollars) > 

From 
to 

Less than 

0 

6,000 

6,000 

12,000 

12,000 

24,000 

24,000 

48,000 

48,000 

120,000 

120,000 

480,000 Average 

0 

O 

Number of Stores 35 44 68 39 33 10 tv 

Gross margin 

Net margin 

Total expenses 

Rent & utilities 

Taxes 

Equipment expense 

Supplies 

Insurance 

Stock loss 

Selling costs 

Buying cost 

Labor 

21.25 

7.54 

13.71 

5.55 

0.50 

.90 
.10 

0.90 

4.30 

0.44 

.43 

25.63 

12.31 

13.32 

3.89 

0.65 

1.04 

1.39 
0.02 

.88 

3.30 
0.92 

1.50 

25.00 

12.32 

11.69 

2.61 

0.33 

.95 
1.22 

0.08 

.63 

2.46 

0.66 

2.78 

21.59 

11.10 

10.49 

1.91 

0.21 

.76 
.71 
.05 

.51 

2.09 
0.65 

3.58 

22.71 

14.31 

8.4 

1.45 

0.17 

.55 

.50 
.09 

.42 

1.43 

0.65 

3.14 

23.35 

15.26 

8.09 

1.57 

0.30 

.50 

.45 

.08 

.20 

1.24 

0.34 

3.40 

23.11 

14.6 

9.51 

1.78 

0.27 

.66 
.68 
.07 

.43 

1.79 
0.56 

3.12 

0 

z 

i 

Source 

Galbraith, John K., and Richard H. Holton. (1954) Marketing Efficiency in Pucrto Rico. Harvard University Press, p. 31. 
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how virtually all the fruits and vegetables moving to urban centers 
in Puerto Rico were purchased by itinerant truckers on the farm or 
at concentration points along the highway. Koenig observed that: 

The movement of products from the farms to the marketing 
centers of Puerto Rico is a costly process ... All the fruits 
and many other products that move in the market are sold by 
count. Although some of the products are placed in sacks, 
their handling is as costly as handling bulk shipments. Since 
there is no grading to promote buyer confidence, the practice 
of the trade is to inspect each item that is received. (Koenig, 
1953, p. 221) 

The most prevalent sources of market price and supply information 
were market observation and word-of-mouth reporting. The merchant 
truckers obtained price information by direct observation in the various 
market plazas they visited. 

Marketing of meat, like the marketing of fruit and vegetables, was 
similarly primitive. Low volume b a large number of dealers, operating 
under poor conditions, resulted in high costs. In addition, sanitary pre
cautions were practically non-existent. 

Egg production and marketing were similar. Production was widely 
scattered among a large number of subsistence farms and there were 
no grading or handling regulations. The result was an uncoordinated 
and apparently inefficient marketing system, which involved a high 
degree of risk for all concerned. Due to the lack of large-scale com
mercial egg producers, there were large numbers of egg dealers A~ho 
collected eggs and either retailed them directly or sold them to other 
retailers for sale to consumers. Then, too, consumers were confronted 
with fluctuating egg prices. As a result of the risk and inefficiencies 
mentioned above, Puerto Rican consumers continued to purchase large 
quantities of imported eggs, which were also of low quality due to the 
lengthy transport time and handling conditions typical in the ship
ment of perishable goods. 

Dairying had developed as second to sugar in dollar volume by 
1950. In the forties, strides had been made in increasing production 
and eliminating diseases of cattle, but processing and distribution ham
pered the improvements in milk production. Of the 159 million quarts 
produced, only about 56.5 million quarts entered commercial sales 
channels. There were no regulations on milk prices; producers and 
their buyers were completely free to bargain and establish milk prices 
throughout the year. As a result of inefficiencies in marketing, Puerto 
Ricans imported and consumed almost as much milk in the form of 
evaporated and dry milk as was produced and processed for local 
consumption. 
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Summary 
Food distribution in 1950 was a conglomeration of many problems. 

There were small farmers at the mercy of fluctuating prices. There 

were many small retailers, few of whom were operating at efficient 

levels. And there were great quantities of food imported from the 

mainland. Basically, the situation was characterized by great uncer

tainty, resulting from a lack of quality grading practices and/or gov

ermnent regulations. A few attempts had been made to improve the dis

tribution system, but they had not been effective overall. Real changes 
were needed, and the commonwealth government, under Mufioz
Manri's leadership, set to work to bring about those changes. 
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IV.ATIME FOR CHANGE 

Following the publication of Marketin!/ Efftciency in Puerto Rico and 
A Comprehensize -lgriculturalProgram for Puerto Rico, Governor 
Mufioz-Marin aplointc(l the Food Commission which he had first 
promised in 1940.* This was a shrewd political step on the governor's 
part, because it brought into the decision-making process people who 
could have effectively blocked the proposed changes. At about the same 
time the Food Commission was appointed, the governor anlounced that 

food prices had continued to be too high, just as he had noted they 
were in 1940. 

The stated purpose of the commission was to evaluate the findings 
of the economic studies ad(] make recommendations for implement
ing the )roposals. Mufnoz-Marin's tnstated purpose was to bring 

the affected parties together; thoe who might have objected to reform 

and who might have sabotaged the efforts to bring about change found 

themselves serving as members of the commission. Thus, the gover

nor was assured that all commission members were publicly commit

ted to support any government-sponsored reform program, since amy 

reform would be based on their recommeildtions-tnlless dissident 

* The Commission was composed of respected persons from the Umivers;.y of 

Puerto Rico, the government, and both the United States and Puerto Rican busi
ness communities. Lansing Shields, the president of Grand Union Supermaikets, 
was chairmmii of the Commission. Other members included: Fraik Iallester, 
Frank Besosa, Maurice C. Bond, R1amon Colot-Torres, William Crow, Ihugh J. 
I)avern, Francisco Frieria, J. K. Galbraith, Millard tianlsen, Bretton Harris, 
Austin Iglchart, WilliamiG.Karies, James McGowan, jr., C;muuido Oliveras, John 
Paton, Beardsley Ruml, Charles F. Seabrook, Ramon Seiieriz, anid Francis 
Whitmarsh. 
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members broke from the majority and offered minority recommenda
tions. The groundwork had been carefully laid to prevent that. 

In April, 1954, the governor's Food Commission made its report. 
In it, the members unanimously agreed with most of the suggestions 
made by the various studies. The committee recommended the follow
ing actions: 
1. The establishment of supermarkets in urban areas. 
2. Consumer cooperative retail units for rural areas. A federation of 
these retailers' cooperatives was recommended to form a wholesale 
warehouse in the San Juan metropolitan area. 
3. Government assistance inbuilding and site selection to help local 
businessmen who wanted to establish new stores. (The emphasis 
throughout the commission's report was on aid to local Puerto Rican 
businessmen.) 
4. A tax incentive for food processors. 
5. The expansion of agricultural production with stress on import sub
stitution. 
6. An intensive training program for food store employees and con
sunmers. 

The Responsibilities of the Various 
Government Agencies 

After the governor's Food Commission report was made public, 
some concern arose over which agency would be responsible for imple
menting the recommendation. The seemingly most appropriate depart
ment, Agriculture and Commerce, was at that time much more con
cerned with social prograis and with trying to improve rural living 
conditions. Fomento resolved the problem within the industrial devel
opment branch of Foinento. As the reader will recall, Fomento initially 
took the responsibility to help industrial development and then it was 
discovered that indigenous management for the industrial develop
ment program was in short supply. As a result, management was being 
hired from the United States mainland, and some of the mainland 
wives were not happy vith shopping facilities in Puerto Rico. In an 
interview with one of the authors in 1966 Theodoro Moscoso (former 
head of Fomento) stated that one of the initial reasons Fomento entered 
the field of food distribution was to provide "continentals" with super
markets so that they would find working in Puerto Rico more pleasant. 

E. Lee Feller, a young inan from Michigan, was the first director of 
the food distribution program within Fomento. The primary work 
of the ,iment was to teach owners and operators how to modernize 
and con vu:i to self-service operations, and to instruct and train ema
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ployees to handle perishables and meat. In July, 1956, a formal food 
distribution program was initiated. In 1957 the Office of Food Distribu
tion was replaced by the Commercial Development Department and 
the area of involvement was expanded. 

Meanwhile in the late fifties the Department of Agriculture worked 
for better commodity grading, standards, and market information. The 
Department of Agriculture took the responsibility for the develop
ment of the Central Market, the food wholesaling complex which had 
been first recommended in the early fifties. The department made addi
tional studies but no firm steps were taken to establish a central mar
ket for more efficient handling of food until the )epartment of Com
merce was established in 1961. 

The programs of Fomento's Office of Commercial Development in
volved the establishment of supermarkets and shopping centers. As a 
result of these actions on the part of Fomento, some Puerto Rican 

businessmen came under new and intense competition. Some business
men felt it would be impossible to stay in business without the help of 
a government agency. In response to requests by individual business
men and their associations, a law was passed in July, 1960, creating a 
separate Department of Commerce from elements in Fomnento and the 
Department of Agriculture and Commerce. The newly created Depart
ment of Commerce began giving service in August 1961. The law speci
fically provided that the Department encourage effective competition 
so that the distribution system would be favorable for the consumer 
as well as the retailer or wholesaler. The Division of Financial Service 
within the Department assisted businessmen to secure loans. The Di
vision of Technical and Commercial l)evelopment helped more than 
5,000 businessmen modernize their businesses in the first four years of 
operation. In additio, management training programs and seminars 
that had been establi!,hed earlier by Fomento were continued. 

The CommercialDevelopment CompaiNty 
Closely related to the aforemeitioned government agencies was the 

Commercial l)evelopment Company (CDC) . This company was cre
ated by the Commonwealth Legislature in Jtne 1966 at the urging of 
the then Secretary of Commerce, Dr. Carlos Lastra. The company's 
job was to facilitate sufficient commercial facility investments on the 
island. 

The Commercial Development Conpany handled the financing and 
construction of the new central market in Puerto Nuevo. A recent major 
project of CDC was the construction of the Central Market for fool 
wholesalers at a cost of $1,872,360. Presently, there are two warehouses 
providing 358,000 square feet. In 1966 CDC allowed contracts for the 
construction of an additional 350,000 square feet of warehouse space. 
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Tile Commercial Development Company is involved with the Depart
ment of Agriculture and the various municipal governments in the con
struction of a modern pla-va de mercados and commercial centers. The 
company also is authorized to make loans to private businessmen for 
bettering commercial facilities in Puerto Rico. Finally, CDC began a 
program for guaranteeing rents of small and medium-size businesses in 
shopping centers. 

lFomento 
Fomento led the government efforts to bring about the changes in 

food retailing suggested by the Food Commission. Fomento had funds 
to help establish sulermarkets: it helped the cooperative stores form 
a large centralized wholesaling operation through both financial and 
technical assistance; it encouraged the establishment of a voluntary 
group of independently owned food stores: and it provided training 
for employees and technical assistance for those retailers who wanted 
to iiimlernize their stores and 'or management. These several avenues 
of change were tried in the hope of fostering a balanced competitive 
scene in the hope that some innovations would succeed even if others 
failed. 

Fomento also took the responsibility of encouraging slpermarket 
developolent l(d ap)roached certain San Juan food wholesalers about 
the possibility of establishing such stores. The government wvas will
ing to match private businessmen dollar for dollar in the estahlish
ment of supermarkets. Certain wholesalers in the larger metropolitan 
areas were asked to p:'rticipate. Certain retailers were asked to partici
p)ate. Relpresentatives of all segments of the food distribution system
commntity were offered assistance in the creation of supermarkets. 
I lowever, none of the businessmen in food retailing or wholesaling ac
cepted help at that time on the terins offered. 

There are those to(la' who ruefully admit that perhaps they shouhl 
have accUI ted il ento's offer of hel'. There are also government offi
cials who wish that somehow more effort could have been put into 
encouraging local retailers to change their way of doing business. 

It was the outsiders who were the first to accept the risks of estab
lishing snlermiarkets, first in San Juan and later in the other urblan 
areas of lPuerto kico. There were, in 195-, a few locally operated super
markets, but they 'ere not doing well. A locally owned chain of four 
stores with the latest equipment had failed in the mid-flifties. One of 
the more successful local operators refused Fomento's help in exl)and
ing his operations. A stateside firm, Todos, a division of the Rocke
feller-sponsored International Basic Economy Corporation (I BEC), 
agreed to a government request to start sul)ermarket operations in 
Puerto R\ico. By 1958, Todos was having financial difficulties, allegedly 
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due to inexperienced management. Grand Union, whose president, 
Lansing Shields, had been president of the Food Commission in 1954, 
purchased the Todos Supermarkets. It is said that Grand Union's en
try was requested by government officials to insure meaningful com
petition for other private operators. Nevertheless, it was Grand Union 
that received the bad publicity in 1961 when intense opposition devel
oped to supermarkets extending their operations outside of San Juan. 
Grand Union was forced to forego investments in Fajardo and Arecibo, 
two cities about 45 minutes drive from San Juan. Both of these cities 
were forecast to enjoy rapid growth. The "invasion of foreign corpora
tions" was heatedly discussed in 1961 on the floor of the legislature. 
The speaker of the house, Ernesto Ramos Antonini, led the fight against 
the establishment of supermarkets outside of San Juan, and Grand 
Union consequently suffered a delay in growth. 

In contrast to the problems of Grand Union, "Puerto Rico and Pueblo 
are growing together," just as currently advertised. Pueblo super
markets did not have the political problems of Grand Union, perhaps 
because the company was vjc,.'ed as a Puerto Rican operation from 
its inception. Pueblo supermarkets got their start from an extranjero, 
Harold Toppel, who opened his first store in the spring of 1954 with
out any help from Fomento. lie did not receive Fomento's help because 
he was not a local businessman for whom these funds had been set up. 
Many of the wholesalers refused to work with him because lie was 
not I uerto Rican. But Fonmento encouraged him, particularly after 
his second store was established.* Toppel was a hard-driving, result
oriented executive with sound business sense. Ile believed the l'nerto 
Rican government was and is "clean and honest" and the political 
climate was conducive to business growth. In l'uerto Rico, he consid
ers himself 'nerto Rican, and evidence of that belief is the name Pueblo, 
its slogan "Purto Rico 3'PueblolProgrcsanJuntos," and its employees 
who are nearly all P uerto Rican. 1I has hired and trained local people, 
and in many cases lronloted them to executive posts. H istrust in 
Puerto Rico has been returned; I'neblo in 1965 sold more food than its 
next two closest comlpetitors combined. The P-'ueblo Supermarket Cor

* That an outsider was the one to establish what became the most successful food 

retailing chain is an indication of the openness of Puerto Rico's political climate. 
The extranjero, the foreigner, made truly signilicant contributions to the changes 
in food retailing in Puerto Rico. But these contributions would not have been 
possible had the pragmatic and result-oriented Puerto Ricai leaders not set up 
an atmosphere of permissiveness and encouragement. This atmoshlere was one of 
encouragement for anything that looked as if it might work. Fonmento's help 
perhaps was a necessary, but certainly not a sulicient, condition for growth. The 
primary reason for Pueblo's success is due to its founder, Mr. Harold Toppel, an 
outstanding example of the successful extranjero. 
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poration made a total net profit of $1,829,544 from its founding in 1956 

through January 31, 1960. All that profit was retained in Puerto 
Rico and reinvested in the food retailing business. Since 1960, dividends 
to connon stockholders have approximated 30 percent of annual 
earnings. The remainder has been reinvested, mostly in Puerto Rico, 
The 1961 drive to keel) "foreign dominated" firms out of the smaller 
cities of the island, and proabably also to slow their rapid growth in 
San Juan, did not visibly affect Pueblo, which concentrated most of 
its efforts in Sa) Juan until 1964. 

COOPERATIVE STORES. Fomento provided a loan to help the food re
tail cooperatives build a food wholesale warehouse. The new food whole

sale finn, the Federation of Consumer Cooperatives, was supposed to 
provide products at a lower cost to both member stores and other food 
retailers who were too small to have their own warehouses. While co
operative food stores' sales have increased over the years, the growth has 
not been steady. The cooperative food wholesaling operation has failed 
to be an effective competitor with the privately owned food store. 

Perhaps the cooperatives were not a success because they were a 
potential threat to the existing and profitable wholesaler-importers. 
Some of the wealthiest and most influential families in Puerto Rico 
were owners of the food wholesaling-importing firms. These food 
brokers-importers-wholesalers were extending credit, dealing in com
modity speculation, and permitting retailers to perform the warehous
ing function on credit. The cooperative wholesale operation found it 
difficult to buy the products it needed at what it considered proper 
prices. Then, too, the cooperative warehouse found the traditional 
suppliers of the stores making special deals in order to hold their 
customers. 

One of the most successful cooperative stores was in the western 
city of Mayaguez, where faculty members of the University made sig
nificant contributions to the guidance of that store and its growth. 

The university community probably made that cooperative a success. 
Until late 1965, it was the only supermarket in Mayaguez. 

INI).IENDENT S'rORES, INCORPORATED. From the beginning of its 
food distribution programil, Fomento supported the creation of a buying 

group of small retailers called the Independent Stores, Inc. (ISI). The 

group began with 15 merchants located in various parts of the San Juan 

metropolitan area; each niember contributed $1500 to the organization. 

Sonic members were sent to observe similar operations in the United 

States. Tentative financing arrangements were made with local banks 
and also with the Government Development Bank. 
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Financing for expansion proved a real problen because the opera

tors did not have such things as operating statements for a two or 

three-year period. They had no such comprehensive records. Even the 

Government Development lank would not accept loan applications 

without adequate financial records. The bankers had mnany alternative 

outlets for profitable loans in the booming Puerto Rican econoly. 

They (lid not feel it necessary or desirable to loan money to "high risk 

clients." Through programs such as ISI, Fomento tried to "get the 

retailers out of hock to their supl)liers, get them out of credit sales, 

and then upgrade tile stores to self-service."* In tile late fifties, 181 

failed because of the lack of aggressive group spirit. The technical ad

vice and management training progranis continued for individuals. 

Agricultural Planning 
In 1960 the Rockefeller Foundation sponsored a study by Mr. Guil

lernio Irizarry in which lie proposed a new plan of organization and 

operation for the P'uerto Rican Department of Agriculture and related 
1961) In his report le recommendedagricultural agencies. (Irizarry, 


that the Secretary of Agriculture divide the island into five regions,
 

each with a resident agricultural director to coordinate all agricultural
 

programs in that geographical region. Such decentralization lie argued,
 

would perrmit greater emphasis on coordinated efforts of all agricul

tural agencies in each region of the island toward the solution of 

pressing agricultural problems. Tile reorganization recommended by 

Irizarry was adopted by the government of Puerto Rico. An outline 

of the present organization of the )epartment of Agriculture is shown 

in Figure 4-2. All island-wide services such as disease control, market 
an individualregulations, and crop insurance are headed either by 

reporting directly to tile Secretary or by the Assistant Secretar of 

Services and Centralized Operations. All programs pertaining to agri

cultural development in a given geograplhical area are under the aus

pices of the specific regional director and the Assistant Secretary of 

Operations. 
The Assistant Secretary of Operations supervises specialists in in

dividual areas such as marketing and production. These specialists 

asked to work closely with regional directors in developing proare 
grams that will contribute to the region's agricultural development. 

The responsibility of each regional director is to coordinate the
 

work of all agricultural agencies in his region (including senii-auton
federal agencies).
omous commonwealth agencies and autonomous 

* Explained in personal interview between the authors and Mr. I)on Lenimons, 

long term consultant to the Puerto Rican government. 
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Figure 4.2.-Organization Chart for the Puerto Rican Department of Agriculture 
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The objective is tu see that these agencies are working together with
out duplication and dissension toward more efficient agricultural pro
duction in the region. To accomplish the job, each director has a co
ordinating committee made up of the appropriate heads of all agricul
tural agencies in his region. Through this committee the regional direc
tor is theoretically able to mobilize, toward a common cause, the 
resources of the Department of Agriculture, the Agricultural Extension 
Service, the Agricultural Experiment Station, Vocational Agriculture 
workers, the Soil Conservation Service, the agricultural credit agen
cies, and any other agricultural agencies operating in his region. The 
logic of such an approach is that each of the agricultural agencies has 
contributions to make and that a coordination of their efforts will pro
vide mutual help among the agencies, avoid duplication, and increase 
the over-all efficiency and effectiveness of their agricultural develop
ment activities. 

One of the first duties of each regional director after the department's 
reorganization was to make a comprehensive development plan for his 
region. In order to prepare such a plan, each regional director con
ducted an inventory of all farms in his region. That information was 

tabulated and used to indicate the existing structure and problems of 
the farmers. Employing that data, the director and his staff were able 
to move ahead with the identification of specific farm problems and 
the formulation of a broad regional plan for attacking these problems. 
In 1966 two of the five regional plans had been completed. 

The Mayaguez region was the first to complete a development plan 
and has generally served as the pilot region for the new approach. In 
this region short-term objectives have been established to be used 
in achieving the long-range goals. In most cases objectives are specific 
enough that each agricultural agent in the region has certain objec

tives to be achieved during the year. The objective may be to work 
with a certain specific group of farmers to encourage them to improve 
drainage, to adopt a new sugar cane variety, or to join a marketing 
cooperative. Thus, duplication of effort is avoided and a direct lite 
of responsibility is established to achieve regional goals aimed at im
provement of agricultural productivity. 

CooperativeDevelopment 
Cooperation among farmers and sugar cane workers existed in Puerto 

Rico before 1900. However, cooperatives did not become important 
in the economy until after 1920. In that year a law was approved in 
the legislature to facilitate the organization and operation of consumer 
and producer cooperatives. The usual tax exemptions approved under 
the law provided the cooperative followed the rules of one member
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one vote, return of profits to members on a patronage basis, and less 
than 50 percent of total business carried on with nonmembers. 

Between 1920 and 1945, the cooperative movement expanded rap
idly, especially among farmers. During the period, several large co
operatives were organized which still remain a potent force in the 
agricultural economy (e.g., a coffee marketing and supply cooperative, 
a tobacco marketing cooperative, and two cooperative sugar mills). 
The Agricultural Extension Service was quite active during this period 
in assisting farmers to organize and operate cooperative enterprises. 

A visit by Father Joseph McDonald, one of the cooperative leaders 
in Nova Scotia, to the Catholic University in Police started a move 
that completely altered the nature of cooperativism in Puerto Rico. 
His philosophy of cooperativism was that it should serve not only as a 
tool of economic improvement but as a tool of social reform. (Valcarcel, 
no (late) This philosophy was soon accepted by other cooperative lead
ers on the island, partially as a result of a series of seminars given by 
Father McDonald at the University of Puerto Rico in the summer of 
1945. Moreover, the philosophy infiltrated political circles through a 
personal dialogue between Father McDonald and Luis Muiioz-Marin, 
then President of the Senate of Puerto Rico. As a result of that con
versation, a Senate committee was appointed to travel to Nova Scotia 
to study its cooperative movement. The committee was asked to make 
recominmendaions to improve the laws and policies governing coopera
tives in P'uerto Rico. 

The committee recommended that the legislature approve a new law 
which would provide for: (1) the organization of credit cooperatives; 
(2) the creation of a Department of Cooperatives in charge of assist
ing in the organization of cooperatives and promoting cooperative edu
cation; (3) the development of a curriculum for cooperative education 
in the University of Puerto Rico and in public schools; and (4) the 
creation of a credit agency for cooperatives. 

The proposed law was enacted in 1947 and reflected a new coopera
tive philosophy on the island. The Department of Cooperatives was 
given the task of prornoting cooperative development and providing 
cooperative education. After the law was passed, there was a great 
deal more emphasis on the social objectives of cooperatives than had 
been evidenced before. 

In 1967, when Fomento Cooperativo was created as the high level 
government agency responsible for the intensification of the coopera
tive movement, the philosophy of social reform carried over to this new 
agency. 

Significant growth has occurred since 1947 among credit, consumer, 
and housing cooperatives. In 1962 there were 255 credit unions, 92 con
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sumer cooperatives, and 34 housing cooperatives on the island. Mein
bership in these cooperatives had grown rapidly to over 100,000. Oil 
the other hand, agricultural cooperatives experienced very little growth 
after 1945. In 1962 there were 29 agricultural cooperatives with 
about 42,000 nembers. This represents about 13 percent of the island's 
rural population. 

In recent years there has been a new government emphasis on 
cooperative development. A\ new administrator was appointed for 
Fomento Cooperativo in 1965 and he expressed interest in boost
ing the number and quality of agricultural cooperatives. The Federal 
Agricultural Extension Service, Puerto Rico Agricultural Extension 

Service, Cooperative League of Puerto Rico, and Fomento Coopera
tivo in 1966 were cooperatively developing an intensive educational 
program for cooperative members and leaders. The emphasis was upon 
modern management techniques for effective cooperative business 
firms. 

In general, cooperatives have received a great deal of interest and 
political support in Puerto Rico and from 1945 to 1965 the priniary 
emphasis was on using them as a tool of social reform with secondary 

emphasis on economic benefits. Since 1965 somle efforts have heen 
made to reverse the earlier philosophy and place additional emphasis 
on the economic benefits of well managed cooperative Iusinesses. 

Interaction Between Changes in Food Retailing 
and the Government 

The government interest in improved distribution systems, while in
tense and in many ways helpful, was not an unmitigated blessing to the 
local businessmen. While FIomento, the Department of Commerce, and 
the Department of Agriculture did much to encourage larger and more 

efficient retail establishments, the Planning Board, the Department 
of Agriculture, and the Department of Justice were involved in less 
helpful decisions regarding food retailing. Retail establislnents, like 
other institutions, operate in a society which is significantly affected 
by rules and sanctions laid down by different levels of government. 

PlanningBoard Regulations 
As mentioned earlier, there has been a Government P'lanning Board 

in Puerto Rico since 1942. The Planning Board has been intimately 
concerned with all major economic events on the island. The 1962 edi
tion of the Planning Board regulations, governing the development of 
new suburban shopping centers, specifically decrees what stores, in

cluding food stores, will be in various neighborhood shopping centers. 
Further, the Planning Board specifies the iniuni sizes of these 
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stores under the title "Construction of Commercial Facilities." The 
quotation below is a translation of part of their regulations: 

Commercial facilities will be constructed oil the basis of 
roughly a minimum area of 15 square feet per dwelling or lot. 
These buildings can have roughly a maxinmum area of 25 
square feet per d%%elling or lot. The developers will justify the 
size. As a part of the minimum commercial facilities required, 
space shall be provided for grocery stores, pharmacies, doc
tors' offices, cafeterias, hardware stores, laundromats, baker
ies, according to the mininmum size that is established in the 
Appendix of this regulation. The other uses pointed out in the 
Appendix are optional. But this statement does not relieve 
the developer from providing the minimum rough area of 
floor for the stores specifically required. The contractor or de
veloper shall prepare the floor l)lans with the distribution and 
use of all space for all the buildings that are projected to be 
utilized for commercial means. In the development of sub
divisions, the board shall submit to the Department of Com
merce for its endorsement. (Junta de Planificacion, 1962, 
p. 13) 

Since the construction company must build and pay for the neigh
borhood shopping center, this specific requirement for stores within 
each development has been met usually with the minimum-size stores 
specified. Many of the resulting food stores are too large to be run by 
one employee but too small to compete adequately with the large super
markets in terms of varieties of merchandise carried. 

Then, too, in the more settled neighborhoods, private entrepreneurs 
have disregarded the dictates of government regulatory agencies by 
constructing small food stores within houses. There are many of these 
so-called "clandestine stores" in the suburbs around San Juan. In 
many cases, wvithout Planning Board approval and in competition 
with the shopping center stores, garages are being remodeled to form 
small stores. Competing vith these stores and frequently located in 
the open areas between suburbs, large supermarkets of 15,000 or more 
square feet have been constructed. The food store operators in the 
authorized Planning Board stores of the suburbs are forced to coni
pete with the "mom and pop" stores in the homes and with the larger 
supermarkets outside the suburbs. They are poorly equipped to do 
either job very well. 

Many of these Planning Board-sponsored stores seem today to be of 

the wrong size. The larger stores have greater assortment and, there
fore, can change their "mix" of products in such a way as to charge 
lower prices for necessities. On the other hand, the clandestine stores, 
since they are owned and operated by the same person, are permitted 
to set their own hours and days of operation. All retail establishments 
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that employ workers must close at 6 p.m. evcry night except Friday, 

when they may remain open until 9 p.m. In addition, any retail store 

that employs workers is not permitted to be open on Sundays. 

The DepartntI of A.1 ricdlture 
The Department of Agriculture tried to help Puerto Rican farmers 

and consumers by establishing grading requirements for incoming pro

duce. The requirements, some of which were established back in 1957, 
effectively cut off imports of tropical starchy vegetables such as plall

tains, bananas, anld root crops. Retailers must also note the origins of 

eggs, chickens, ail other forms of meat. Thus, these products also 

are more difficult to bring from other areas. Such restrictions have 

probably resulted in higher prices of certain commodities. 

Anti-Trust Laws 
As early as 1954, Galbraith and I lolton warned that the exclusive 

agency arrangements which many mainland food processors had with 

importers in Puerto Rico might be illegal in terms of the United States' 

RobinsonoPattnian Act. The result of these arrangements was that no 

competition existed for most name brand goods. 

Certain practices of the exclusive agents and their principals 
are conceivably, though not certainly, illegal under the Robin-
scn-l'attnMan amenldment to the Clayton Act. (Galbraith and 
t lolton, 1954, p. 194) 

to the Galbraith and 1-olton went on to suggest that legal changes 

exclusive agent arrangement either by the Commonwealth Government 

or the Federal Government probably was not the answer. They specified 

the question, "What will be the effect ? Will the resulting changes in dis

tribution methods really effect a reduction in costs or will the income 

now enjoyed by the agents simply be shunted into other hands?" 

For years, no official action was taken. But in 1964 and 1965 two 

new anti-trust laws were enacted. The new Puerto Rican anti-trust 

laws are starting to be applied, but as yet are not munch of a force in 

the market place. The two laws seem to be at cross purposes vith each 

other. Puerto Rico's unique broker law (Law #75) is a law which 

seems to protect vested interests. The main provisions are that a prin

cipal (processor or manufacturer) may not change his agent without 

giving the agent rewards for the future stream of revenue under the 

presumption that these revenues are a result of prior effort of the agent 

on behalf of the principal. Perhaps because it has not really been tested 

yet, it stands now as a structural constra;nt which perhaps preveints 

certain small reforms in marketing which might otherwise have been 

made by individual businessmen. Law #77 is patterned after the U.S. 

anti-trust laws and is designed to prevent monopolies. 
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Another confusing legal situation is that the United States anti-trust 
laws are seemingly held in abeyance, especially with respect to the 
wholesale sector. At present the larger retailers may buy either from 
the local wholesaler-distributor located oil the island or from main
land wholesalers, which sometimes means differences in prices, be
cause some processors sell as if Puerto Rico is an export market. If 
the processor or manufacturer wants to change his arrangements, he 
faces a dilenima. If lie accepts tile fact that Puerto Rico is part of the 
United States territory and sells directly to a retailer, bypassing his 
agent, his prior relationship with the agent who represented him is 
threatened by the local brokerage law. On the other hand, if the local 
wholesaler-importer acts as a broker, then the United States processor
is subject to question either under federal or local law, if tl.ere are 
differences il price or if the differences in price do not fully allkv for 
quantity and services and differences in order size. 

The other Puerto Rican anti-trust law is patterned after the Robin
snn-Pattinan Amendment and Clayton Act. It prohibits price discrim
ination (Law #77). It also provides for establishment of an Office 
of Monopolistic Affairs. This office can conduct Federal Trade Coi
mission type hearings. As of May 1966, the oflice was operating with 
a limited staff and taking action only as complaints came in. 

Co-op Laws 
Law #291, entitled "General Law of Cooperative Societies of Puerto 

Rico," was approved by the u'erto Rican legislature on April 9, 1946, 
and has been the basis on which all cooperatives operate. The law 
specifically spells out who can form cooperatives and the tax benefits 
provided. Article 5 says that a cooperative can be formed by a group
of I I or more "consuiers" or "producers." Thus, retailers are not per
mitted to forni a cooperative buying group such as Associated Grocers 
in the United States. This puts nllediuni-size, progressive, independent
husinessien at a possible disadvamtage since they cannot form a buy
ing group. 

The lav does, however, permit a cooperative to make up to 49 per
cent of its sales to nonmembers. In fact, the Cooperative Federation, 
the wholesale warehouse arm of the cooperative food stores, does sup
ply independent retail operators. 

The federation was begun when the consumer cooperatives were re
organized in 1956 with the help of Fomento and the Agricultural 
Extension Service. A federation of these cooperatives was established 
for serving as wholesaler to the retail cooperaI;-e stores. Fomento 
loaned the federation a substantial amount of money to help it get 
started. Among proballe reasons for Fomento's encouragement of the 
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co-pOn were: (1) to iniplenlent Food Commission recommendations 
that food cooperatives should be given a liand; (2) to encourage some 
countervailing force for such private supermarkets that were being 
established and (3) to act as a political device to prove to critics that 
the governmeut had not sold out to private industry. 

Resulting Additional Investment in Food Retailing 
Investment in i 'uerto Rico looked much more promising in the early 

sixties than it did in the mid-fifties. Some new firms had been attracted 
into food retailing bV the high profits of the more efficient operators. 

A new discount house with a large supermarket was established 
in San Juan in late 1964. While the supermarket operation was mainlh 
owned by Continentals, the day-to-day operations of "Supermarcados 
de J)iscuentos de Puerto Rico- were managed by" u'erto Ricans. A 
local image was cre:ted, and a stateside buying office provided l)urcias
ing assistance. lBy nid-1966, this company had thr e stores in opera
tion and plans for others. Their initial entry had been very successful. 

Summary 
There are several threads which could he considered basic to the 

changes that occurred in I'uerto Rican food marketing between 1950 
and 1965, but the interest and attention of one man, Iuis Mujioz-Marin, 
Stands out. 'rivately and pulblicly, he strongly supported food distribu
tion reforms, lie had the political shrewdness and courage to move 
forward with potentially dangerous reforms, which would hurt some 
businessmen. Ile had the wvillingness to trust and listen to intellectuals 
and technicians wlho showed him how to accomllish reform. 

During 19-19 and 1950. intensive studies were made of the state of 
food production and (list ribution throughout the island of Puerto Rico. 
These studies resulted in the govei'nor ai)pointinig a Food Commission. 
TIic commission. wv'hicll had beeu a Illitical promise since 1)-I). recoim
mended the implementatioin of a number of reformis that had hwt' su,
gested by the earlier economic studies. 

The Econoniic )evelopment Administrationi, better known as Fo
niento in u'erto Rico, took the responsibility for puttintg to work the 
Food Commissions recommendatios. Foiiento's priniary eti'orts were 
directed toward encouraging local businessmen in new methods and 
types of stores. 'rimarily, thotugh, the more successflI change agents 
\were newcomers to food distributiol in 'uerto Rico. There was too 
much risk in these new ideas for most of the existing operatioms. The 
most successful programis of change were with the large supermarkets. 
The interest of other government departments, while fairly extensive, 
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was not an unmitigated blessing as indicated by the Planning Board 

regulations. 
Another contributing factor to the ease with which change was intro

duced was the rapid growth in the total economy and in family incomes. 
There was, (luring these years a five percent plus growth rate, which 

meant there was more for almost everyone. The higher incomes meant 
that consumers were ready to buy new products which the retailer 
could introduce. Thus the retailer gained dominance over the distri
bution channel. 

Below is a paradigm of accelerated change in food distribution 
which can result in increased development. (It is believed that this 

paradigm, while it is one way of understanding what happened, is not 
unique to Puerto Rican food distribution.) 

The diagram is a concentrated way of laying out the manner it was 
perceived that food distribution could change and, as part of its change, 
contribute to economic development. It should be kept in mind that 

even though neither the time period nor the feedback loops are speci

fied in the paradigm, in the view of the authors they do exist and in

fluence the results. In chapter eight some attention will be given to an 

explanation of the effect of improvements in food distribution on eco

nomic development and the dynamic interactions producing those bene

ficial effects over time. 

felt political fact preempt- selected lower 
need recogni- gather- ing of reforms cost 
for tion of ing vested on food and 

inr- potential about interest distribution more 
proved role of agri- opposi- and its effi
level -- food mar- -- culture --- * tion by - institutions cient 
of keting in and dis- political food 
living cost of tribution means distri

living aspects (based bution 
of food on facts) 
system 

_ _ _ reinforcementI " --- _ of success " 
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V.THE RESULTS: RETAILING
 

One major change in the Puerto 1Rican economic picture from 1950 to 
1965 was the increase in family income. Money coming to the Puerto 
Rican family increased 145 percnt. compared to the United States 
average of 63 percent during the same period. And yet many Puerto 
Ricans were still poor. The 1i95i) median family income in Puerto Rico 
was less than one-half the median income of the poorest state in the 
United States, 'Mississippi ($2,844). As shown in Table 5-1, the United 
States as a whole, as well as Mississippi and Puerto Rico, have shown 

Table 5-1.-Income distribution of spending units, Puerto Rico ( 1949 
and 1959) 

Income, (ollars 
(current prices) 

Percntliage of 
spending units, 1919 

Percentage of 
families, 195( ) 

Under 1,000 74 42.4 
],)()0-1,99Y) 16 23.5 
2,000-2,999 12.9 
3,000-3,999 2 7.0 
4,000-4,099 1 4.4 
5,000-7,499 .... 7.2 
7,500-9,999 2 
10,000, or over .... 2.1 
Not reported .... 0.6 

Sources 
(;&, 1lMarketing Efficicncy in Puerto Rico, p. 6, Table 1. 
Statistical Abstract of the United States, p. 341, Table 46. 
U. S., Census of Population, 1960, Mississippi, pp. 26-134, Table 66. 
Family Income. p7.390, Table 119. 
U. S., Census of Ppudatlion, 1960, PC(1)-53C, Table 57, p. 129. 
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increases in income. I Jowever, it is evident that Puerto Rican families 
in 1959 were just about where Mississippi families were ten years 
earlier. As late as 1959, 44 percent of the island families had incomes 
of less than $1,000. 

Table 5-2 shows the changes for the United States as a whole, Mis
sissippi, and ilicrto Rico over the ten-year period indicated. It can 
be seen that family incomes in both MIississppi and Puerto Rico in
creased faster than the rest of the United States. It can also be seen 
in Table 5-2 that while Puerto Rico has made great strides in the 
19 50's, its percentage change in median family incomes was not greatly 
different from the late of changes in the median income of Mississippi 
families. 

Table 5-2.-Comparisons of current $ incomes, mediani family incomes,
United States, Mississippi, an( Puerto Rico, 1949 and 1959 

Mediaii income 
United States 

1949 1959 
M ississippi 

1949 1959 
Puerto Rico 

1949 1959 
$3319 $5417 $1228 $2844 $534 $1268 

As % of U.S. 100% 37% 52% 16% 23% 
% change,
based on 1049 63% ........ 132% ........ 145% 
% change, 
based on 1959 39% ........ 57% ........ 59% 

Source 
Calculations from Table 5-1. 

There are, howeVer, indications that the rate of change of Puerto 
Rican fanlily incomes has accelerated since 1959. By 1963, the Puerto 
Rican nlledian family income was estimated to be $1856.* Another indi
cation of the rapidly increasing income is the results found in a survey 
of families in San Juan and Mayaguez. While the distribution in the 
two cities is different, it is obvious that this is a considerable improve
ment over that reported in the 1959 census, as indicated in Table 5-1. 

According to this survey, less than 30 percent of the families were 
in the lowest income bracket, as opposed to 44 percent in 1959. 
Although median income cannot be determined precisely, it is in the 
$2000-$349) range in both San Juan and Mayaguez. 

One must admit that the minimum income necessary for survival 
is undoubtedly less in Puerto Rico, where there is a year-round ten

* This was derived from Planning Board estimate of 1964 mean family income 
of $4244, and by using the same percentage relationship as existed between 1959 
median and 1960 mean incomes. At that time, median income was 44 percent of 
mean income. 
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Table 5-3.-Family income before taxes. 1964, by income classes, San 
Juan and Mayaguez 

Percentage (f familics 
I ncom<'

, San , all M ayai lie' 

Less than $i,000 27.4 21.0 
$1,000 -1(9q 
$2.000-3,499 

17.41 
20.00 

20.0 
20.8 

$3,500-4,9(N 
$5,000-9,999 
$10,000 or more 

13.0 
13.9 

8.71 

14.9) 
11.2 
1.4 

N 230 134 

Source
 
Latin Anierican Food Marketing Smndy, lP5-66.
 

perature above 70'F. and heavy clothing is unnecessary. Not even 

Mississipians call claim a climate like that. Still it may he that it costs 

more to maintain any given standard of living in Puerto Rico because 

of higher prices. (That issue will be dealt with in a later section.) 

Population Change 

For a variety of reasons, including a commnon citizenship, travel is 

fast and economical between the United States and Puerto Rico. The 

traffic has been especially heavy between New York City and I'uerto 

Rico. In mid 1966 the air fare of $45 one way for the 1,003 miles be

tween New York and San Juan was one of the lowest in the world. 

One is told stories, apocraplhyl perhaps, of hard selling travel agents 

who worked the rural areas (where unemployment was especially high 

during the fifties) selling one-way air tickets on the installment plan 

to New York. The Puerto Rican-born population of New York City 

tripled between 1940 and 1950 and increased from 187,420 to 429,710 

between 1950 and 1960. By 1960, there were 615,384 Puerto Rican

born persons living in the continental United States. (U. S. Bureau of 

Census, 1960, p. 7) 
Because of the heavy migration, the total population of Puerto Rico 

increased less than 12 percent, yet the crude birth rate of Puerto Rico 

was considerably higher than the United States. Table 5-4 shows the 

different rates of population change and crude birth rate. Were it not 

Puerto Rico could have had a serious populationfor out-migration, 
increase which would have complicated the development problems of 

the resource-poor and heavily populated island. (See Stycos and Black, 

1959, for a more detailed study of this area) 
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Table 5-4.-Crude birth rate and population growth, 1940, 1950 and 
1960 

Crude birth rate Population
(per 1,000) (in thousands) 

Item 1940 1950 1960 1940 1950 1960 

Puerto Rico 38.5 38.7 31.1 1,869 2,210 2,513 
% change, 1950-60 11-% 
United States 19.4 24.1 23.7 152,271 189,417 
%Change, 1950-60 19% 

Sources
 
PuertoRico StatisticalYearbook, 1964, p. 5, Table 2.
 
StatisticalAbstract of U.S., 1965, p.48, Table 48.
 

More recently, Puerto Ricans have been moving both ways. This 
movement of I'uerto Ricans and Continentals in and out of Puerto 
Rico has probably been a contributing factor to the relative ease with 
which many changes in food products and distribution have been 
accepted. 

Table 5-4 indicates that Puerto Rico has had and continues to ha,'e 
a considerably younger population than the United States. Note espe
cially the ledian age in Ituerto Rico, which indicates that 50 percent 
of the poplulation is under 19. In this respect, the age of Puerto Ricans 
is more like other Latin American countries than like the United States. 
Yet, in spite of the high birth rate, the great numbers of youth, and the 
increasing longevity of 'uerto Ricans, the per capita net product of 
Puerto Rico has grown greatly ; certainly, out-migration has heen a 
contributing factor. 

Consumption Change 
For a numnher of years, including 1963, total consumption exceeded 

disposable personal income. According to the Statistical Yearbook of 
Puerto Rico, total expenditures in 1963 were $2,053,000,000, or 101.3 
percent of disl)osable personal income of $2,026,000,000. On the United 
States nainland, consuml)tion is usually between 90 and 95 percent of 
disposable personal income. Table 5-5 compares personal expenditures 
in the United States and Puerto Rico. Two of the most obvious shifts 
in 1Puerto Rico have been (1) the decrease in the percent of income 
spent on food, while diets were heing upgraded, and (2) the increase 
in spending for recreation and transportation from incomes consid
erably lower than U. S. mainland incomes. Puerto Ricans still spent a 
larger share of income on food than their mainland counterparts. By 
1963 Puerto Ricans were also spending greater percentages on trans
portation and recreation. 
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Table 5-5.-Selected age distribution of Puerto Rican and United
 
States populations in 1940, 1950, and 1960
 

Per cent Per cent 
14 &under 65 &under Medkan Age 

1940 Puerto Rico 40.5 3.4 19.2 

United States 25.1 6.9 29.0 

1950 Puerto Rico 43.2 3.9 18.4 
United States 26.2 9.3 30.2 

1960 	 Puerto Rico 42.7 5.1 18.5 
United States 31.0 9.2 29.5 

Sources
 
1964 Statistical Yearbook, Puerto Rico, Table 2, p.2.
 
1955 Statistical Yearbook, PuertoRico, Table 5, p. 8.
 
1965 Statistical Abstract of the United States, Table 48, p.48.
 

Another indication of changing per capita consumption of various 
foods is the index of er capita consumption indicated in Table 5-5. 

Puerto Ricans are eating higher-quality foods-as a result of free food, 

higher incomes, and better food distribution. 

FreeFood Prograni 

The free food program has been a major factor in the teduction of 

the percent of consunption expenditures spent on food. The program 

is sponsored by the U. S. )epartment of Agriculture and the Com
monwealth )epartmcnt of Health. The free food program was estab

lished in 1956, when, in response to a hurricane, needy families were 

provided U. S. Department of Agriculture surplts foods through the 
Puerto Rican Department of I-ealth. In 1957-58, over $8 million worth 

of food (valued at its cost to the government) was distributed. The 
program was expanded 1y bits and pieces. A major addition was a 

school lunch program. Later, hight protein foods were made available 
to pregnant women. Over the years the eligibility requirements have 

been released so that today no Puerto Rican needs to go hungry. In 

1965, rice, flour, butter, powdered milk, dried eggs, and lard were given 

to needy families. The federal government bore the cost of the original 

food, as it does for all states. In fiscal 1965, the cost to the gov
ernment of food given to needy Puerto Ricans was nearly $25 million. 
The development and growth of this free food progran has been a 

boon to the development of the retail food distribution system. No 
longer is the commercial sector forced to make ethical jtdgments re

garding food for the indigent; the poorest families now receive their 

needs through government channels. Retailers and wholesalers are not 

forced to give credit to those very poor families who may never pay 

anyway, so the retailer does not have the burden of unpaid bills he 
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had in 1950 when Branson made his study. Neither is the retailer forced 
to stiffer the consequences of pilferage and robbery by those who have 
insufficient money to buy food. 

Table 5-6.-Consumption patterns, United States and Puerto Rico, 
1950 and 1963-04 

United States Puerto Rico 
Item 1950 1963 1950 1964 

Food, tobacco, alcohol .33.8% 43.9%25.4% 32.6%
Clothing, accessories 11.9 9.9 10.1 10.6Personal care 1.2 1.7 1.0 2.2
Housing &household operations 10.2 13.0 21.4 21.3
Medical care and death 4.9 6.8 3.1 4.5Personal business services 4.5 6.6 1.1 1.4
Transportation 11.6 12.6 7.9 11.8

Recreation 5.8 6.1 6.1 9.0

Miscellaneous expenditures 2.5 5.3
3.8 6.5 

Sources 
United States Statistical Abstract. 1965. 
Inqreso y'Produclo,Puerto Rico, 106.5, Junta de Planificacion, Table 1, p. 8 grd., 

Table 13, p. 32. 

The retail of this food isvalue give-away program considerably 
above the government cost. Assuming that the government cost is 50 
percent of retail price, in 1965 the retail value of the free food pro
gram was nearly $50 million, 9 percent of total food consumption of 
$567 million. The pIblic records indicate that some member of 20 per
cent of Puerto Rican families received free food. Yet only 5 percent of 
the families admitted receiving that assistance in the consumer food
 
marketing study 
 survey, one portion of the Latin American Food 
Marketing project. I lowever, the survey was conducted in only two 
urban areas, San Juan and Mayaguez. 

Dirt Changes 
Tile change in the Puerto Rican's diet is reflected in the changing

makeup of dollar value of imported foods (e.g., rice, beans, etc.). Since 
1950, the type of imported food has changed considerably, and local 
production of milk and eggs has increased. The proportion of rice, 
beans, and dried cod in the diet has decreased. 

Shopping Habits 
There is only a limited amount of direct factual evidence of con

smer behavior in Puerto Rico since the early fifties. The Department 
of Labor conducted decennial surveys of consumer expenditure in 
1943, 1953, and 1963. One can infer from the studies of Galbraith 
and Holton, census data, and the Labor Department's survey, that 
in the early fifties most Puerto Rican fi"nilies were poor by any 
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standard. Few had any durable goods, such as refrigerators or auto

mobiles and most families bought food on credit. 

A part of the Puerto Rican phase of the Latin American Food Mar

keting Study in 1965-66 consisted of a survey of families in San Juan 

and Mayaguez. The survey consisted of 246 households in standard 

metropolitan statistical areas of San Juan and 141 households in 

Mayaguez. Although there was only one car for every 75 persons in 

Puerto Rico in 1946, the survey indicated that half of the families in 

San Juan and Mayaguez owned cars in 1965. By this time the owner

ship of refrigerators was almost universal. 

Table 5-7.-Percent of families owning c,_s, refrigerators, and freezers, 
San Juan and Mavaguez standard metropolitan statistical areas, 1965-66 

San Juan MayaguezItem 

48 50 
Refrigerator 96 92 
Freezer c,.pacity of 8 lbs. or more in refrigerator 87 78 

Car 

Source 
Consumcr Survcy, Latin American Food Marketing Study, 1965-66. 

The Rclativc Importanceof the Three Types of Retail Stores 

For years the plaza del mercado was the place to shop for fresh food. 

Even in 1966, thece was a major Puerto Rican government program 

that helped municipalities rebuild their existing operations. In the 

opinion of several local people, the plazas still sold a significant portion 

of the local produce, yet only 44 percent of the families admitted buying 

any food at the plaza within the two weeks preceding the interview. 

The money spent at the plaza was significantly less than other types 

of stores. Table 5-8 gives the percmtage of families spending various 

amounts at the three main types of retail food outlets. It is obvious from 

these tables that small food stores and supermarkets are much more 

important than the plaza. The majority of families shop at both colnados 

and the supermarket. 
Table 5-9 is another indication of the importance of the supermarket 

in 1966. The tables indicate the place of shopping on the basis of in

come. While the table indicates that a significantly larger proportion 

of higher income families than lower income families, shop at sup,!r

markets, a considerable percentage of the poorest families do the ma

jority of their shopping at supermarkets. Thus, the e is some truth in 

the statement that supermarkets are for the rich ; but, like so many 

popular expressions, there is also an element of falsehood, for in San 

Juan 38 percent of the poorest families had purchased most of their 

food at supermarkets in the two weeks preceding the survey. 
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Table 5-8.-Percent of families buying and average amount spent at 
the plaza, colmado and supermarket, 1965 

Item 

Percent buying 
Most frequent means of transport by 

those families buying (walking) 
Modal distance 

Use credit 
Use delivery service 
Modal # times shopped in 2 weeks 

Average $ spent in previous 2 weeks: 
San Juan 
Mayaguez 

Source 

Plaza 

44 

66% 

Over 1kin. 


N/A 

N/A 


2 

$3 
$6 

Cohnado 
(small food 

store) Supermarket 

72 58 

83% 69% 
Same blcck Less than 

1ki. 
57% 9% 
32% 22% 

Bimodal 2 San Juan 
2 + 8 1Mayaguez 

$22 $28 
$24 $15 

Latin American Food Marketing Study survey, 1965-66. 

Table 5-9.-Percent of families in four income groups buying their 
food at supermarkets in San Juan and Mayaguez SMSA, 1965-66 

Family income level a 

Shopping 
level 

Per cent 
overall Low Medium High 

Total 
N 

San Juan: 
Supermarket
Other 

64.5% 
35.5% 

38.1% 
61.9% 

65.5% 
34.5% 

94.2% 
5.8% 

149 
82 

Total N -- 63 116 52 231 

Mayaguez: 
Supermarket 
Other 

38.8% 
61.2% 

13.8% 
86.2% 

43.2% 
56.8% 

58.8% 
41.2% 

52 
82 

Total N 29 88 17 134 

a l.ow -- less than $999 
Medium -- $1,000-4,9) 
High = $5,000 or more 

Source 
Latin American Food Marketing Study survey, 1965-66. 

Overall, there was a significantly greater percentage of families 
buying at the supermarket in San Juan. One of the reasons for a higher 

percentage of supermarket purchases in the San Juan area is, of course, 
the greater number of supermarkets there. There is one supermarket 

for every 2,000 persons in San Juan but only one for every 10,000 per
sons in Mayaguez. 
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Lack of Importance of Maids 
Before the survey was conducted, many persons had said in in-depth 

interviews that they thought the maid was a most important person 
in the shopping for food. The consumer survey indicated this was not 
true. Table 5-10 indicates the important persons in the purchase of 
foods for the family. 

Table 5-10.-Significant persons in the selection and purchase of food 
in San Juan and Mayaguez, SMSA, 1965-66 

Husband 
Question City Housewife Man and wife Maid 

"Who decides 
what food San Juan 246 83% 7% 10% 0 
to buy ?" Mayaguez 141 75% 12% 11% 0 

"Who 
purchases San Juan 246 77% 14% 8% 0 
the food?" Mayaguez 141 54% 27% 14% 0 

Source
 
Latin American Food Marketing Study survey, 1965-66. 

Co-op Membership 
Cooperatives of various forms have been vigorously promoted by 

the government of Puerto Rico since 1945. One of the results of the 
Food Commission work in 1954 was a revitalized program for strength
ening food cooperatives. Yet by 1965 in San Juan and Mayaguez, food 
cooperatives were not as important as one might have expected. Only 
4 percent of San Juan consumers belonged to a co-op, as compared to 
13 percent of Mayaguez consumers. Mayaguez co-op members were 
more loyal to the co-op, as indicated by their answer that 59 percent 
of the co-op members would continue buying at the co-op even if other 
supermarkets had lower prices. This may be because the co-op in 
Mayaguez was the only supermarket-type store prior to this time. 
The co-op in the small community of Mayaguez did provide a wide 
range of goods at low prices. By contrast, only 33 percent of San Juan 
co-op members would continue buying at the co-op if prices were 
lower elsewhere. This difference may be due to alternatives available to 
consumers. 

Sense of Community 
The small percentage of membership in food cooperatives should not 

be taken to indicate a lack of sense of community. Puerto Rico is not 
like the backward society that Banfield (1958) studied in which every 

person was out for himself and did not see how any good could come 
from helping others. In Puerto Rico, one senses a faith that things 
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can be made better by hard work. First, there is a trust in the govern
nient, based onl 25 years of experience of the government fulfilling its 
promises. Second, although there are complaints about long lines and 

minor inefficiencies of government offices, the people seeni to share a 
common belief that the government is honest and truly reform-minded. 
The consumer survey confirmed this sense of community. Sixty-seven 
percent of the respondents who thought improvements could be made 
in their own community said they would be willing to devote 50 hours 
of free time annually to work on community government projects. 

Measurement and Evaluation of 
Change in Food Retailing 

In this section we will attenlpt to l)resent a more complete descrip
tion of: (1) the costs of food retailing and how those costs have 
changed over the years; (2) differences in retail prices in very large 
and very small stores; and (3) some measures of efficiency ir. 1965 
with comparisons to earlier times and other areas. 

Changing Costs of Operation 
An average gross margin of 23 percent was reported for Puerto 

Rican food retailers in 1950. (Galbraith and Holton, 1954.) This figure 
is compared with gross margins calculated by the Minimum Wage 
Division of the Commonwealth Department of Labor. 

The I)epartment of Labor is required by law to make a detailed 
study of both revenues and expenses of each industry bienvially. The 
results are tabulated by the sub-type within industries as well as by 
geographical areas. One of the industries is retailing. Two sub-classifi
cations within retailing are supernmarkets* and retail food stores. The 
data are presented for the entire island and then by three zones. We 
will deal here with the data for the entire island and Zone 1, which is 
almost equivalent to the San Juan Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Area. It is necessary to look at both of these areas because many of 
the most meaningful changes in food retailing have been concentrated 
in San Juan. The data are collected from a disproportionate stratified 
sample with a census of the largest stores. Stores without employees are 
not sampled at all, and the fewer the employees the less the sampling 
percentage. The accountants who prepare these reports have access to 
records of the various licensing authorities, the income tax returns at 
the Department of the Treasury, as well as the company's own records. 
The ground rules under which the data have been collected have re
mained relatively constant since the first survey was run in 1955. Table 
5-11 presents total sales figures for the stores included in the various 

* Defined as a self-service food store with 3000 square feet or more of space. 
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surveys. It is obvious that sales of supermarkets have grown more than 
sales of other food stores with employees. 

Table 5-11.-Dollar salesn of establishments in the sample of Labor 
Department survey of food retailers, Puerto Rico and Zone I 

Puerto Rico Zone l-San Juan SM SA 
Supermarkets Food Supermarkets Food 

Year (census) stores (census) stores 

(thousands of dollars) 
1955 7,314 NSb 6,048 NS' 
1956 14,010 97,357 12,411 31.345 
1959 38,260 87,272 34,945 19,075 
1960 49,835 NSb 40,920 NSI, 

1961 56,042 137,434 45,237 32,337 
1963 77,005 122,202 60,363 44,941 
1964 85,398 132,680 65,198 42,987 

1The figures in Table 5-11 for any given year will be less than the Census of
 
Business because they do not include: (1) those firms without employees which
 
anuonnted to over 18,000 establishments selling $37,000,000 of food and drink in
 
1963; (2) restaurants or restaurants within hotels which had sales of $55,(M0,)0
 
in 1963; (3) some small firms which are sampled instead of censse'. If the figures

above are added to the given sales figures and an estimate is made for the sampling

ratios involved, they are indeed comlrarable to the Census of Business. By .hcse
 
standards, between 12 anl 20 per cent of sales of S.I.C. 54X and 581 are restaurant
 
and bar sales.
 
1,Not Sampled
 
Source
 
"La Industria de Comercio al por Menor," Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico,
 
Departmento del Trabajo, mimeographed, various years.
 

According to Table 5-12, the gross margins for supermarkets have 
increased from an average of 12.2 percent in 1955 to 17.8 percent in 
1964. The National Commission on Food Marketing (1966) reported 
a similar trend in the United States. However, even as late as 1964, 

Table 5-12.-Average profit as a per cent of sales, of supermarkets and 
food stores in Puerto Rico, various years 

1956 1959 1960 1963 1964
 
Item S.M.% F.S.b S.1%.I.S. S.M. '.S. S.M. F.S. S.M.F.S. 

1Percent) 
Gross profit 12.2 14.2 15.0 11.9 17.1 ...... 17.4 12.2 17.8 12.0 
Net profit 4.1 3.0 2.8 3.1 3.7 ..... 4.2 2.6 4.0 2.1 
a Supermarkets 

bFood Stores 

Source 
"La Industria de Comercio al por Menor," Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico, 
Departmento del Trabajo, mimeographed. 
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gross margins for both types of food retailers were considerably less 

than they were reported in 1950. The larger gross margin of super
markets since 1959 might imply higher prices. But, as will be discussed 
more thoroughly in a later section, the greater likelihood is that super
markets in reality have lower retail prices. Lower retail prices with a 
larger gross margin imply better buying practices. 

However, while the gross margins of supermarkets have been in

creasing, the gross margins of other food stores have been falling. 
Gross margins of other food stores in San Juan have dropped from 
20.1 percent in 1956 to 15.5 percent in 1964, where the supermarket 
growth has been the greatest. 

The trend of net profits has been similar to the trend of gross profits. 
Increased wages have absorbed much of the increase in gross profit. 
Still, the average net profit in 1964 of 4 percent was considerably better 
than the 2.1 percent average for all Supermarket Institute members. 
(National Commission on Food Marketing, 1966) 

THE NU.iBER ONE SUCCESS STORY. Pueblo Supermarkets, the company 
that most people credit with fostering much of the change in Puerto 
Rican food distribution, has been even more profitable than the aver
age. As shown in Table 5-13, Pueblo's gross profits have increased 
most rapidly since 1960 when a wholly owned subsidiary, Pueblo 
Wholesale Conipany, was formed. In fact, it can be seen by comnparing 
Tabels 5-12 and 5-13 that Pueblo profits have pulled ahead of the 
average since 1960. Since that time, the management of Pueblo has 
concentrated on integration and coordination of marketing activities. It 
has lmrchased food processing plants, helped amn egg "corporative"* 
get started, nmade direct purchase contracts with vegetable producers 

and encouraged local meat production. (In late 1966, the partially 
mwimed cattle fattening operation was closed down due to financial and 
cattle supply problems.) 

The success of Pueblo has attracted the attention of competitors who 
have become established in Puerto Rico since 1964. The arrival of 
aggressive competition is probably a healthy omen, since Pueblo was 
faced with the "Gener:l Motors" dilemma. 

Pueblo, with nearly 20 percent of total Puerto Rican grocery store 
sales and perhaps 30 to 40 percent of San Juan grocery sales, is so 

large that its actions are quite visible. Its high profits are a matter of 
public record. If profits and growth were to continue unabated, its 
operations might face monopoly charges. On the other hand, Pueblo 

* "Corporative" is a termn coined by Dr. Charles C. Slater w\hich denoted an organ

ization managed like a corporation but has the organization and benefits of a co
operative. It represents a needed hybrid for Puerto Rico. 
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Table 5-13.-Sales and cost of goods sold by Pueblo Supermarkets, 
fiscal year ending January 31, various years 

Cost of 
Fiscal Gross sales goods sold Gross Net profit 
Year (in thousands) (in thousands) profit after tax 

$ $ 5 9 
1959 13,830.9 11,472.4 17 3.3 
1960 17,663.8 14,549.9 17 3.9 
1961 21,867.8 17,793.0 18 4.1 
1963 31,370.7 25,335.4 19 4.4 
1964 38,413.5 30,975.6 19 4.2 
1965 47,659.7 37,206.0 21 3.9 
1966 55,787.8 43,189.9 22 4.2 

Source 
Annual reports. 

has the capability of reducing its retail prices in order to lower profits. 
A two percent cut in prices would bring Pueblo's net profits down to the 
most profitable of United States supermarket firms. But then, on the 

basis of Table 5-12, half the regular food stores would be losing money 

if they met those prices. Thus, the "General Motors" dilemma. 

SELECTED EFFICIENCY COMI'ARISONS. In 1950, Galbraith and Hlolton 
calculated sales per store, per employee, per customer transaction, inven
tory turnover, and the number of suppliers for various size retail stores. 
Sales per employee are compared for selected years of the Census of 

Business in Table 5-14. Various measures are compared to the 1965 
survey data in Tables 5-15 and 5-16. 

Table 5-14.-Annual sales per employee in grocery stores, 1948-49 and 
1963, as indicated by the U.S. Census of Business 

Dollar Sales per 'Worker 

1918-49 1963 
Sales Size U.S. P.R. U.S. P.R. 

All stores 24,216 970 48,631 8,990 
Under $50,000 12,581 577 N/A 5,403 
$50,000-299,999 25,875 1,524 N/A 16,097 
$300,000-999,999 39,372 N/A N/A 27,653 
Over $1,000,000 37,214 N/A N/A 36,743 

Sources 
Galbraith and Holton, Marketing Efflciepcy in Puerto Rico, Harvard Uoiversity 

Press, 1954, p. 17. 
NationalCommission on Food Marketing, 1966, p. 15. 
1963 Cetsus of Business,p. 4 5, Table C-3. 

It is obvious that the scale of retailing has increased considerably. 

However, there are still many more food stores per inhabitant in Puerto 
Rico than in the United States. Yet, the total number of stores has re



>
Table 5-15.-Average sales (dollars) per store, per employee, and per customer, Puerto Rico. 1950 and 1965-66 

Annual sales per employee Per customer transactionCategory as Per store per vear 
determined 1950 1964 1950 1964 1950 1965 

Mayaguezby municipal P.R. San Juan Mayaguez P.R. San Juan Mayaguez' P.R. San Juan 
(median)license (mean) 

Annual sales less than $12,000 5,892 15,953 20,000 4,319 3,500 5,475 .56 .48 .44 

$12,000-47,999 24,156 37,338 49,300 10,707 13.550 20.825 1.27 1.55 3.33 

48,000-119.999 69,036 127,167 413,500 17,815 11.825 29,975 1.77 1.39 10.67 

120,000-479,999 210,996 337,650 N/A 22,810 22,550 N/A 4.00 4.33 N/A 

480,000 or more ............ 2,035,927 N/A ............ 48,764 N/A ...... 7.24 N/A
 

1 In this and other talles using survey data, it will be noted that Mayaguez retailers have only 3 classes while San Juan classes compare to 

the 1950 data. The size assessment was niade on the basis of municipal licenses. Each community decides its own method of assessing. It 
seemed that Mayaguez authorities taxed the larger establishments at a lower rate by placing then in a smaller category than they belonged in. 

Source
 
1950 data, interpolated from Galbraith and Holton, Table 5, p. 17. 
165-66 data, Retailer Survey. 



Table 5-16.-Average annual inventory turnover and average sales per man hour, Puerto Rico, 1950 and 1965-66 

Weekly sales 
per sq. fL 

Annual inventory turn selling space Sales per man hour 
Category as 

1950 1964 1964 1964 
determined San Juan San Juan 'MayaguezSan Juan Mayaguezby municipal P.R. 

(mean) (median) (median)
license 

8.3 1.09 1.40 2.1912.8 10.5Less than $12,000 
6.8 1.05 5.42 8.3312.9 4.7$12,000-47,999 

10.7912.7 6.4 17.2t 1.21 4.73
$48,000-119,999 0I2.88 9.02 N/A

12.7 8.3 N/A
$120,000-479,999 

N/A 8.68 31.78 N/A 0 
...... 14.6$480,000 or more 

the supermarkets in M 
it The difference is probably due to the different standard for licensing by size inthe two cities. This category contains 
Mayaguez, all of which appear to he grossing well over $2,(0,000 annually. 

00 
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mained constant in spite of the increased economies of scale. These 
economics of scale are best illustrated by sales per employee and weekly 
sales per square foot of the largest stores. The quantity of customer 
transactions shows a considerable difference as store size increases. 
Also, it appears that the largest store sizes in both San Juan and 
Mayaguez compare favorably with U.S. productivity levels in terms 
of an inventory turn. Fifty percent of Supermarket Institute members 
in the United States had inventory turnovers between 14 and 23 times 
annually. It can be seen that the larger Puerto Rican stores approach 
the average U.S. supermarket efficiency level. In Table 5-14, 5-15, and 
5-16 it is evident that the largest store capacity in each city was by 
far the most efficient. 

The data presented in this section seem to indicate that the larger 
stores, i.e., supermarkets, are more efficient. The larger stores have 
the same or lower prices, the highest sales per employee, and the 
highest sales per customer transaction. The largest stores have the 
fastest inventory turnover and the most sales per man hour. They also 
have the highest average net profits. 

All these advantages seem reasonable, but they contradict the find
ings of the National Commission on Food Marketing (1966). In the 
United States, utilizing confidential data from tile nine largest food 
chains and holding store size constant at various levels of 4,000 through 
16,000 square feet, there was found to be no statistically significant cor
relation between prices and store size. 

The analysis )y the National Food Commission seems to be remiss 
on at least two counts: (1) it seems not to have analyzed a large 
enough range of store sizes; and (2) the data was analyzed by com
pan)y. Perhaps an analysis by metropolitan area would have led to con
siderably different conclusions. 

P'rocurementProblems 
The one area of food retailing that has not met or contributed to the 

changing conditions in Puerto Rico is food wholesaling. The mean 
number of suppliers serving the largest stores in San Juan is 73. 
lE ven the smallest stores (i.e., those retailers whose sales are $12,000 
annually or less) average six wholesalers. Since the Department of 
Labor reported 19(4 average gross profits of 11.2 percent in food 
wholesaling and since some large retailers were their own whole
salers,* most local retailers were at a distinct distadvantage in terms 
of cost. Those operators who were large enough to operate their own 
wholesaling were saving at least part of that 11.2 percent reported 

* 50 percent of the floor space in the stores of the largest supermarket company 
was devoted to storage. 45 percent of the floor space in the stores of the next largest 
supernmarket company was devoted to storage. 
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gross profit of the Puerto Rican wholesaler. The 11.2 percent becomes 

even larger when compared to the National Commission on Food Mar
keting (1966) of two percent for warehouse and delivery. 

Si-re of Stores 

The average size of food stores, eating and drinking places, in terms 
of sales, is increasing in Puerto Rico but not as fast on the average as 
in the United States. While Tables 5-15 and 5-16 referred to this, 
Table 5-17 gives further indications of this growth. The sales of stores 
selling less than $5,000 annually have remained constant at about five 
percent of total food sales from 1954 to 1963 for all Puerto Rico. On the 
other hand, in San Juan, where supermarket growth has been concen
trated, the sales of these smallest stores have slightly decreased from 
2.1 percent of total food sales to 1.9 percent. )uring these same nine 
years, those stores selling more than $1,000,000 annually have grown 
from one percent of sales to 17 percent for the whole island and, accord
ing to the same Census of Business, in the San Juan area, these large 
stores account for 31 percent of total sales. 

Table 5-17.-Average annual dollar sales of food stores and eating and 

drinking places, Puerto Rico, San Juan SMSA, and Mayaguez SMSA 

Year Total Island San Juatn Mayaguez 

1949 $ 6,514.72 $13,545.88 $ 8,4.34.46 
1954 15,754.06 27,888.15 10,939.01 
1958 13,472.78 25,668.09 13,186.44 
1963 18,252.93 34,060.91 18,762.24 

Sources 
1949 Table 1, page 3: San Juan Table 63; and Nyaguez Table 50; I054 Table 
I-1, p.3; San Juan Table 1I-1, p. 48; and Mayagucz II-2A, p. 144; i5,? Table 
A-I, p. 12; San Juan Table 11-1, p. 47; Mayaguez Table 111-2A, 1. 149; 1963 
Table A-I, p. 12; San Juan Table Cl, p. 34; Mayaguez Table Al, p. 14. 

There has also been a change in number and dollar sales of corpora
tion grocery stores. In 1949, corporation sales of groceries, almost all 

of which can be assumed to be large sul)ermarkets, amounted to $3,439,
000, for the island but by 1963 this figure had jumlped to $86,089,000 
with over half of the growth coming in the last five years of that period. 

The growth of corporation sales was even more rapid in the San Juan 
area over the same time period. The Census of Business reports San 
Juan metropolitan area corporation grocery sales at $30,181,000 in 

1958. By 1963, corporation grocery store sales had increased to $71,
036,000. 

Thus, while total sales from food stores and eating and drinking 
places increased from $290,028,000 in 1958 to $411,164,000 in 1963, 
or 42 percent, the dollar sales of supermarkets increased 48 percent 
between 1959 and 1963. And, in those same four years, Pueblo's sales 

http:18,762.24
http:34,060.91
http:18,252.93
http:13,186.44
http:25,668.09
http:13,472.78
http:10,939.01
http:27,888.15
http:15,754.06
http:8,4.34.46
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increased 127 percent. Thus, supermarkets in total have had a dis
proportionate increase over that time period, and Pueblo sales in

creased even more. 

Trend Toward Cash 
In 1949, Galbraith and Holton (1954) reported that 94 percent of 

the retail food stores made some credit sales, while more than half of 
the stores did 60 percent of their total volume of business on credit. 

The sncceeding Censuses of Business indicate a growing trend toward 

cash sales, especially in the San Juan area. Table 5-18 indicates this 

trend more explicitly. It was the smaller stores that were the heavy 

sellers on credit. It is also clear that credit sales have decreased more 

rapidly in San Juan than in u'erto Rico as a whole. 

Table 5-18.-Trend toward cash sales in food stores, eating and 
drinking places, 1954, 1958, 1963 

lstaldishments l'stablishmleiits 
Reporting Some Reporting Credit 

Credit Sales n 61-90% of Total Sales 

Item Fstablislhment Total SalesTt  .staFlisient Total Sales" 

Puerto Rico 
1954 16,299 162,204.9 4,021 48,352.7 

% of totalb 93.3% 78.2% 23.3% 23% 

1958 17,204 178,472.5 4,952 58,336.9 
% of total 80.3% 62% 23% 20% 

1963 17,862 248,062.3 4,651 63,399.2 
%of total 80% 60% 20.7% 15.4% 

San Juan Standard Metropolitan 
1954 3,093 49,476.3 795 13,947.3 

% of total 74% 66% 19% 19% 
1958 3,031 48,908.6 734 12,565.4 

% of total 70% 47% 17% 12% 
1963 3,558 74,023.0 524 11,543.0 

% of total 66% 42% 10% 6% 

AAll sales figures in $1,000.
 
I All percentages refer to total food stores or food store sales.
 

Source
 
1954 Census Table 1-6 and Table 11-6; 1958 Census Table 1-6 and Table 11-6;
 
1963 Census C-5.
 

Differences in Retail Prices 
\Vhile price level information and computed price indices are help

ful in determining changes over time, they indicate nothing about prices 
in different kinds of stores at a point in time. Neither do gross profit 
comparisons tell anything about comparative retail prices. A higher 
gross profit might reflect higher retail prices, lower purchase prices, 
or both. In this section, prices of specific items are compared. As a 

part of an extra study of small retailers in mid-May 1966, it was decided 
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to collect prices from nearby supermarkets. Prices were collected on 

nine food items which are used by even the poorest [Puerto Rican family. 

In addition, a comparison was made on the prices of the l)opular I'uerto 

Rican beverage, rui. Table 5-19 indicates that the average super

market price was less than the average small store price for five of the 

nine food items, as well as for all brands of rumh. The greatest absolute 

price difference was on the dried codfish (bacalao), which, according 

to the interviewers, wvas even more pronounced because the quality of 

the product was higher in the supernarlets where the price was lowest. 

The highest percentage of differences was on flour and lard. 

Where supern'rkets had higher prices, there was anl average of nine 

percent difterence. Most of this differelce, though, was due to the 30 

percent price difference on plantains. 
In addition to this factual evidence of prices, which indicates the 

supermarket prices are similar to but in general lower than small store 

prices, the owners of the small stores were asked why their sales had 

decreased. All respondents who reported a sales change reported a de

crea.se. Of the 75 percent who reported a sales decrease, half blamed it 

one way or another on the fact that supermarkets sell for lower prices. 

Ini the larger store, there is more freedom of action in setting prices 

in order to achieve a profitable mix. Basic commodities, which all 

families buy, have a relatively inelastic demand curve frot an industry 

viewpoint. That is to say, the consumption of rice, beans, or dried cod 

fish, which are very important in the average Puerto Rican diet, will 

not vary much regardless of the average price. On the othcr hand, 

certain convenience foods, such as T.V. dinners, have a highly elastic 

demand from an industry view. I lowever, the sale of many food prod

ucts with a highly elastic demand, and greater profit potential, depends 

to some extent on impulse sales to the consumer. And the way imlpulse 

sales are made is by getting the customer into the store. Convenience 

foods and/or new products are bought mainly by higher income people. 

These convenience foods may have an inelastic demand at the i' in 

level. That is, the customers may buy a convenience food without nuch 

regard to the price once he sees it in the store. 

If these situatiOns are perceived to be true, the retailer might well 

cut prices on the basic commodities, knowing that they are purchased 

by great numbers, and hope that the lower price on these commodities 

will act as a drawing card to bring people into the store. In addition, 

he might reason that with increased traffic he can make a greater dollar 

profit by selling more of the relatively higher profit foods to the high

income families. If in fact this happens, as it appears to in Puerto Rico, 

it can have the same effect as a progressive income tax. In this case, 

as with a progressive income tax, the rich families who are most able 



Table 5-19.-Price comparisons on basic foods, supermarkets and small stores, San Juan, Puerto Rico, May 1966 

Total Mean Mean Price HLucky Grand Price for for Small Difference >Pueblo SevenItem Union Supermarkets Retailer - = S.M. r
3 Stores 3 Stores 3Stores N = 11 N = 40 Lower Z 

Rice (packaged) 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.0. 
Dried cod fi.h 27.0 33.0 32.0 30.6 35.1 --4.50 
Flour 12.3 11.3 8.0 10.9 14.1 -3.2
 
Lard 
 20.0 16.3 20.0 18.5 22.9 -4.4Evaporated milk (Carnation) 17.0 17.3 18.0 17.2 18.3 -1.1Plantains 7.3 8.0 8.0 7.1 5.5 1.6 

(2 stores)
Dried beans (packaged) 21.0 19.6 20.5 20.5 19.3 0.9 
Tomato sauce (8 oz.) 8.7 10.0 10.0 9.2 10.0 -0.8 
Corn meal (packaged) 10.3 10.3 10.0 102 10.1 0.1 
Rum

(Don Q Llave) $2.057 $2.09 $2.01 $36 -35 
(1 store)
 

Others 
 $1.545 (2 stores) $1.41 $1.94 3.0

All rums 
 $1.86 $2.12 6.0 
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to afford it are paying more. Because of competition, the basic com
modities are priced near to or perhaps even below cost. So the poor 
family gets food at a lower price than it could in the smaller store where 
only the basic commodities are sold at a higher price since the small 
retailer cannot depend on impulse buying of high profit items by rich 
families. 

On the other hand, with basic commodities being priced at or near 
cost in the larger stores, the small retailer is faced with a dilemma. He 
must: (1) let the price spread widen between his small store and the 
supermarket and thereby lose customers; or (2) meet the lower price 
in his own store and thereby lose profit; or (3) expand his store to 
sell a wider line at a time when his profits are decreasing. 

SupplementalSurvey 
As previously cited, an additional survey of small food cohinadoswas 

made in May 1966. The sample was pIrposive and the number was 
small (ii = 40). But it was felt necessary to have a better indication 
of what happened to the small retailers and why there had not been 
greater opposition to the rapid growth of supermarkets in the San 
Juan area. 

Three reasons seemed to predominate: 
1. Supermarkets had taken business fron the small stores and, as they 
had done this, the husband had lost his usefulness as a shopper for 
groceries. He would still stop at the colmado, but in.itead of buying 
food, lie bought a beer or two. In this way the small stores became 
similar to neighborhood taverns. 
2. The beer and rum companies, with funds available for nerchan
dising and advertising, made it easy for the small food stores to sell 
beer and rum. 
3. The operators knew that the government supported the large 
store operations. 

The majority of the 75 percent of respondents who claimed that 
their sales had gone down blamed it on the lower pricos that consumers 
find in the supermarkets. According to tile respondent's recall, there 
had been very little, if any, increase in sales of any type of item. The 
only claims of increase were on sales of "liquor for on-premise con
sumption" (seven percent), and sales of "liquor to take out" (four per
cent). Most of the decrease had been in food. In fact, 86 percent of re
spondents answered that their food sales had either "decreased a little" 

or "decreased a lot." Alcoholic beverage sales decreased less: about 72 
percent of respondents claim decrease in "liquor sales to take out," and 
-the lowest rate of decrease-about 50 percent of respondents said 
that their "liquor sales for on-premise consumption" decreased either a 
"little" or "a lot." 
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Beer and rum sales seem to have been of some importance to small 
retailers, especially sales of these alcoholic beverages for on-premise 

consumltion. Although there is insufficient evidence to say with assur

ance that the increased consumption of beer and rum contributed to 

the ease with which supermarkets have become dominant, it can be 

inferred that liquor sales have definitely helped the small retailers to 

subsist after the'supermarket invasion. 

Although a small retailer often has to pay supermarket retail price 

for the bottle of rum, lie profits on it by selling it by the drink-some
thing that the supermarkets cannot do. Nevertheless, when asking 

the small retailer, "What have you ldone to defend yourself from super

markets " only one respondent answered that he had "devoted more to 

liquor." Yet, about 80 percent of reslpondents who sell liquor claim 

that they would not obtain enough profits to stay in business if they 

were to stop selling liquor. 

EmployicntEffects 
The previous sections ha:e discussed how the largest stores which 

have the fewest employees per thousand dollar sales have been the most 

successful in sales growth. Still, the employnent statistics suggest a 

double-eCdgld effect from changes in food retailing. 

At the preseut time in many of the Latin American countries, a 

great percentage of goods consumed does not enter into the market 

econony at all. It is consumed where it is grown. Thus, there are fewer 

jobs than there would otherwise be if more food moved through the 

retailing sector. An increasing percentage of food moving through the 

marketing system at any given point in time will mean an increasng 

number of jobs. This plic!tonienon has frequently been overlooked by 

theoreticians as well as political decision makers who have recognized 

tile possibility of changing the food distribution system. These people 

have been concerned about the elimination of disguised unemployment 

in food retailing. Galbraith and ihlton in their 1954 report were con

cerned with the unemployment that would become obvious if food 

retailing were rationalized. 

Since the (lay of Adam Smith, most persons have accepted the view 

of specialization that he articulated: with specialization one's standard of 

living can be higher. Therefore, from a theoretical standpoint, it would 

seent likely that many families would prefer to specialize and buy their 

food, if the food they nced is priced lower and/or they have increases 

in real income and/or the food becomes more available in the food 

stores. In Puerto Rico, a greater percentage of social food consump

tion is moving though the commercial sector. Table 5-20 indicates 

how the percentage has increased since 1949. 
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Table 5-20.-Percent of food consumed that is purchase(] in the retail 

system food stores and eating and drinking places. various years, 1949
1%3,Puerto Rico 

P'rcent 
Nm ber Food Total Value of Food 

Stores," Sales Value Fld, I.iquor NMoVitng 
I'atil;:..du of I(H)l( ai Tobaceo Through 

Year 
I )rinking 

Places 
tirchases 

(Millions) 
Con sunlpt ioll 
(Millions) 

Retail 
Store 

1949 19,811 130.1 294.4 44 
1954 
1958 
1963 

17,558 
31,327 
22,526 

208.9 
290.0 
411.7 

3W0.7 
450.0 
656.6 

53 
63 
63 

aGrocery stores not separated from eating and drinking Ilaccs.
 
Sources
 
149 Census of Business,Puerto Rico, Table 1,p.12.
 
.1954 Census of Business. fPuerto Rico, Table 1-1, 1p.3. 
1958 Censts of Business,Puerto Rico, Table 1-1, p. 3 .
 
1963 Census of Business, Puerto Rico, Table A-1, p. 12.
 
Inoresso y Producto, Puerto Rico, 1965, Junta tie 'lanificaeion, Febrere 1906,
 
Table 13, pp. 32-33. 

In lerto Rico, only 44 percent of the total food consumption was 

passing through the retail food stores in 1949. As a result of private 

and intensive government eflort to bring about both industrialization 

and marketing changes ainincreasing percentage of the fool, over the 

years has been passing through the marketing sector. By 1958, 63 per

cent of the food consumed was passing through the retail stores. This 

additional percentage passing through the retail sector created over 

12,000 new jobs at 1958 average productivity levels. One could say that 

in regard to food distribution, more of a "national market" was and is 

being created. 

There have been increasing efficiencies in food retailing. Since 1950, 

average sales per employee have increased considerably. Still, there is 

a wide range of productivity among retailers. For example, in 1963, 

the dollar sales per employee for supermarkets was $40,000, while 

the average dollar sales for smaller stores was only $5,000 per employee. 

Suppose that Puerto Rico had only sulermarkets with the average 

productivity of $40,000 per employee. Then employment could have 

been as low as 10,000 people working in food distribution, instead of 

over 47,000 people. On the other hand, without any supermarkets, 

and if all stores had productivity of $5,000 per employee, employment 

would be over 80,000 in food distribution. 

Thus, it can be seen that the employment effects of changes in food 

retailing are two-sided in nature ; increased employment, as a result of 

more food passing through the marketing system, and unemployment 

created through increasing productivity of each worker. In the time 
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period under consideration, paid employees working in food stores and 
eating and drinking places increased from 2,906 to 25,032. However, 
total emlloyment did not change drastically, because each establish
ment must have a proprietor and many small stores have family help. 
The result was that over 23,000 persons were working in food retail
ing in 1949, as compared to over 47,000 in 1963. 

Conclusion 
By 1963, 63 l)ercent of the food in Puerto Rico passed through com

mercial channels versus 44 percent in 1949. $287,000,000 would have 
passed through commercial channels in 1963 had only 44 percent of 
food been commercially sold. Since tile average productivity in 1949 
meant $5,000 per employee when the food price index was at 91.2; in 
1963, the food price index was 144, the per-employee sales in 1963 
would have been $7,900 in current dollars, assuming no change in pro
dnctivity. Thus, by dividing per capita sales in current dollars into the 
sale figure as if 44 percent went through commercial channels, we can 
estimate tile number of employees the food retailing industry would 
have had if no increase in commercial channels had developed, i.e., 
$287,000,000--$7,900/employee equals 36,200 employees. In contrast, 
the 1963 food retailing employment was 47,000. Such comparisons are 
specious hecause other factors changed, such as income and the mix 
of food products eaten. lowever, such analysis does suggest that in
stead of always being a labor releasing industry when developed, food 
retailing cal absorb labor. This is especially true when the productivity 
increases are accompanied by gains in real income, a relative reduction 
in retail price, and upgraded quality. 

Politicians and technicians have been reluctant to recommend chang
ing tile food distribution sector because of the potential problems result
ing from retiring present employees. And, most plans for reform do 
recommend increasing possible output per employee. Thus, regardless 
of possible potential benefits to the consumer, the spectre of immediate 
and increasing unemployment far outweighs those potential consumer 
benefits in the mind of the political decision-maker. Puerto Rican poli
ticians thought differently and were willing to risk unemployment. 

The above analysis also suggests that in a dynamic economy rela
tively lower prices call mean increasing employment in food distribu
tion because more food is passing through retail stores. In Puerto 
Rico, the aggregate result has been increased employment. At least 
some of those employment increases have come about because of in
creasing labor efficiencies and prices lower than they would otherwise 
have been. Total employment has increased in food distribution and 
thus new entrants have come in. 
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VI. THE RESULTS IN AGRICULTURE 

In this chapter we will explore the relationship between the changed 

output of three farm commodities at the sane or lower cost per unit 
and the differences in the amount of coordination by the marketing 

system beginning with the farmer and continuing until the comniodi
ties reach the consumer. 

Three commodity groups were chosen for (etaile(l study in order 

to describe and analyze, for the period from 1950 to 1905, the important 
changes in market organizations and to relate them to specific per

formance criteria reflecting the basic societal goal of economic growth. 
The commodities are eggs, milk, and fresh fri'it and vegetables. A sec
ond purpose of the commodity studies is to provide a description 

of the evolution of certain types of government marketing policies and 
institutional forms and to evaluate their contribution to more orderly 

and efficient markets and greater farm output. Finally, the commodity 
studies provide evidence to test the hypothesis that a production and 

marketing system characterized by slall scale, unorganized and atom

istic business units will lead to a set of conditions inhibiting the devel
opment of more efficient techniques al(1 will result in high production 

and distribution costs and low product quality. 
The particular commodity groups were chosen primarily because 

of the diversity represented by the three in terms of market institutions, 

government regulations and assistance, structural characteristics, be
havior of competitors and performance of the industries. Marketing 

developments in the three commodity groups provide an excellent 
opportunity to examine the economic impact of various degrees of 
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governient marketing assistance and the effect on economic perform
alICe in the industry. 

Eggs 
11w data available for comparing egg production efficiency for 1950 

wilh 1965 suggest : ( I ) the size of producing units has been increasing;
(2) the growth of specialized commercial producers has been accom
panied by better management practices and greater production per hen 
and (3)real iproduction costs have been reduced significantly. 

Very little data are available for evaluating changes in the cost of 
mariwtimig eggs in 'uerto Rico. ()nc of the reasons is that significant
changes have tawin place over the past 15 )cars with respect to the 
mnarketing and coordination arrangement. Currently available data are 
not coi parable to earlier data lwcanse the production and marketing 
phases have been verticallh integrated through private firms and co
operative associations. The imlportance of truckers and other middle
men in the exchange process Ias declined. The 1966 farmer survey 
in the Mayaguez regi,) revealed that none of the eggs lroduced by
farmers in the sample (which included about 71 percent of all commer
cial producers in the region) was marketed through truckers. About 
20 percent were :;old directly to retailers and 75 percent to coopera
tives or marketing associations. Egg marketing specialists in Puerto 
Rico argue that this vertical integration has lowered exchange costs by
eliminating (I) excessive transaction costs and (2) duplication of 
marketing services, lby reducing market information gathering costs, 
by lowering mcertainty and by permitting more accurate scheduling 
of production, grading, and distribution to the satisfaction of consumer 
demand. The atomistic and imperfectly competitive markets of the 
early 1950's, in comparison to the present marketing structure, appear 
to have fostered higher exchange costs. 

Progressiveness 
The first measure of performance, progressiveness, is based on the 

degree to which available innovations have been adopted. Egg producers 
in Puerto Rico, by and large, were quite slow to adopt available innova
tions prior to 1957. One basic area in which innovation was possible was 
in organization for efficient commercial egg production. Despite the 
fact that a few commercial producers (lid exist, the adoption of coi
mercial egg production came fairly slow and only after marketing co
ordination changes. From 1957 to 1964 the number of commercial egg 
producers more than doubled. 

Another potential egg production innovation, which was slow to be 
adopted, was improved breeds of laying hens. The value of baby chick 
imports( for both broiler and laying stock) was $249,188 in 1950, 
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$505,420 in 1957, and $051,843 in 1OQ5. Indications are that most of the 
imports in earlier %earswere dual purlxIse breeds rathei than tihe more 
specialized and efficient strains of layers and broilers. The farm sur
vey in the Mavaguez agricultural region, which included 57 commer
cial egg producers, indicated that of all those farmiers now using im
proved laying breeds. only 20 percent had hegun doing so prior to 
1957. As a result of the slow adoption of impro'ed and specialized 
strains from the 1.nited States, production per lien remained fairlY low 
until 1957. At that time the adoption process speeded up), and average 
production per hen moved from 108 eggs on commercial farms ti 232 
eggs in 1964-65. 

Similariv, the innovation of scientifically mixed and controlled ffee 
rations, after having limited acceptance in the early 1)50's, has been 
rapidly adopted since 1957. Total commercial poultry feed salts (in
cluding broiler feeds) almost doubled from 158 t'.VI64. 

The fact that at present at least 25 percent of all domestically pro
duced eggs are candled, graded, cartoned, and delivered in refrigerated 
trucks to retailers shows tile rapid improvements in marketing methods. 

All of these innovations are closely related to the fi:st iniitation-

organization for efficient commercial lproduction. Adoption and im
provement with respect to that innovation is still very much illprocess 
in Puerto Rico. Jit indication, are that the adoption process is moving 
rapidly. 

It is significant that almost half of the commercial egg produtcers oii 
the island are memlters of some kind of economic organization for lhe 
encouragement of egg production. The types of orgailizations iicliide 
a highly integrated cor)orate firm, a iiiarketing iri iising lproducer 
contracts, and a nomi-profit marketing and suplply corporation owned 
by producers. Members of these groups are generally believed to be the 
most progressive on the island, and it appears that for egg production in 
Puerto Rico the displacement of atomistic competition in egg production 
and distribution by the various institutional forms has stimulated 
production and encouraged technological innovation. 

ProductQuality 
As noted earlier, tile quality of eggs available to the IPuerto Rican con

sumer was low and quite variable before 1957. Since there were no gov
ernment grading regulations, consumers could not be sure that they were 
buying a consistent quality of size and quality of egg from one irchase 
to the next. 
Incontrast to this situation, it is estimated by the authors that about 

25 percent* of all eggs produced in tt erto Rico iii 1965 were graded, 

* This figure was obtained by estimating, from personal interviews, the yearly 
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packaged, ;nld di.,triliitld under pialitv regulations specified and en
forced 1)vthe I)e11iartilellt of .\gricultitire. This iiiealis that tile eggs were 
Catidhei, gradidl, sized, aiil laced hi dozon(cartolis with tile date)ille
p 

Of Jill;lghi;f ildilcauIl antd the iispiectiol seal (f tile I)epartmient if 
Agriculliir ;ipplied. 'The hulk of the- e-gs were distriluted through 
silp(riliioiIls, slipireties, and large ctioliados. Ilowever, the cnliipeti
live eflrt of bieitr qluiality eggs i llerllltarl.ets and larger cohnados 

bas iinirl\oved Ihe qillitv (if Ihd dir.ctl" to colisuiers and dis
trhilted hirmiigh 'a'iois coiiihliitimiis of producers, truckers, and snall 
retailers. I )istrikutors of cggs through these chniiels have been forced 

ti deliver l'tr quility eggs hiorder to c(miiiette with the larger re
laiilers hiiidliig ( ,ilv ll(ienil' fresh graded cgg-s. The higtilh of time 
fromni llrdlici tillu oi silliltii has been sigiiilicaitlv reduced. Fihiallk, 
the qlhuliit"' inlroved as a result (ifchangesillirliitdl eggs has lietii 
hi dolistc rolliiiti(ill aniil i']aroetiiig practices andlgovernimeit reg

uilhatiois. At ocille ihe I'u1i'l1, Rico was used isa dumiingi~i ground for 
surpilus aiii Iiw quality U.S. eggs. Moire effective coordination and 
iilproveil lianidhliig iitlids of local producers, in conjunction with 
giovorliiliernet iiiirt regulltiiiiis, has b rought a miiarked improveenlcit 

iuithe over-all ijuiality Of hiliioried eggs. 

Milk 
iRv 1950 diiirving had develolped is inle of the Imuajor agricultural 

eiterlprises in I'uertlo Rico. Inlfiscal vear 1950 the total value of milk 
production was 21.8 inillion diillars--seconIud only to sugar cane illthe 
value of farm oiit hut. Thus, nijlk production accounted for more than 

111percent of lhe groiss value of agricultural output in 1949-50, Koenig 
reports that from 1)40 to 1050 considerable progress was made toward 
inup'oving the prdiiuction methods and satuitation requiremeits of 
dai'v farms in l'uerto Rico. ( Koenig, 1953) These chaiges were 
accomllanid Iy siiine siginifi'lant inproveinents in production efficiency. 

I'uerto Iican daitry farmers have lieen fairly successful in lowering real 
costs of priductiin over the fifteen years since 1950. 

D)ata filinm ai unjililisied mianuscrilt by I'hacido Acevedo denon
stite tl t iul on first class dairyclangL' the real cost of milk production 
farms letwetn 1953 and 19(i3. Acevedo found that production costs,
s5 rl.'ortl h' the liu'erto Rico ,iniium \Vage Board, were 13.60 

cents per quart in 1953 and 16.50 cents per quart in 1963. Net re
tuirtis per quart were 2.4 cents ill1953 and 1.3 cents in 1963. So the 
ahsolute cost of producing milk on first class dairy farms in Puerto 
Rico increased 1 2.9 cents per quart from 1953 while net returns 

production of time six major egg producers who grade andIlIckage all their pro
duction ; suinnlig that figure and dividing by the total domestic production. 
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declined from 2.4 to 1.3 cents per quart. Ifthe I'llo3 cost of product ion 
per quart is inflated by the conllsier price index, the co.,t of production
for that year ,.tated in 11)o,6 dollar values is 18.25 cents per quart. I h'uce, 
the real costs of productito in 1I ,3 mere 1.75 cents per qumart less than 
in lQ)53-54. 

It should be clplsized that these I1t"-it'UrTS dtheal old V \\itlh class 

dairie:. No attempt is made lere to evaltlate tile production e'l'iciic' 
ot second clans or mmerci:l hrohmicers. Toh-Their production gell
eralh" remainfed conlstamt durimtif the period under comsideration wvhile 
first class )rodulclitml increased b 1 cti'ilt. illit.elfover 5Wth This fact 
is indicative of improvements illproducti,1 of etticieticY. Ile shift 
from a second class licenise or from a no -commercial producer usually 
involves al investment in additional sailitation eqlip llt. Ilrepiieitly, 
the farmer realizes that to tmake the chiatiig \er to first class produc
tion profitalle, lie must increase the scale of outptt anld adopt more 
efficient production techniques. I lence, the producer whw oltains a 
new first class license is likely to invest .,some ;dhitional capital illup
grading or increasing the size of his herd, purchasingt milking mtatchitles 
or other equipmlent, and imlproving feed iroductiotl or Ilmldling facili
ties. These kinds of implrov'etments have Ibeell showit to be cost reduc
itg or output increasing itnovations alllOng dairy farmers in the I.'nited 
States and iinPuerto Rico. "l'Its, one maY coeCIIle tlat tile ralpid 
changeover to commercial uctio bieen afirst class prodI has 1r,baly 

positive factor toward greater over-all production efficietcV. 
Table 6-1 contains four series of statistics on first clas.,,prodluctionl 

of milk in Puerto Rico. These statistics give some indication of pos
sible changes in production efficiency since 1)50. The first columoti 
shows the number of first class dairy farms in operation at the end 
of fiscal years 1952 through 1965. The number increased from 296 
in 1963 to 747 in 1965. The percentage increase illfirst class dairy farms 
was 38 percent during the five year period from 1952 to 1957. lBut 
during the first fivc years that the milk regulation was iineffect ( 1957
63), the number of first class dairy farms increased by 56 percent. 

During 1953-54, a comparison was made between the average pro

duction of cows on first class dairs' farms and average l)romhtctiotl for 
all other dairy cows. The average production per cow oti first class 
dairies was more than twice the average production of all other dairy 
cows. Column 4 in Table 6-1 indicates that average daily I)roduction, 
per cow on first class dairy farnis las increased from 8.10 quarts in 
1953-54 to 11.20 quarts in 1964-65. Going back to 1949-50, the aver
age daily production was only 7.03. It is evident that first class dairy 
farms have made significant improvements inproductivity per cow since 
1950. 
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Table 6-1.-Statistics of First Class Dairy Farms in Puerto Rico, 
195 1-65 

Average Daily 
Average Total Production 

Numlwir .f Numtr 'r,,luction per Cow in 
First (.lis of ('I v I 1 'rooluctionThouawl 


YrI Jairy Farnms Farm (Quarts)
1't'r Quarts ) 

1951-52 2(4 73 45,635 
1952-53 3300 71* 56,542 
1953-54 .,i* 72" 70,974 8.10 
1154 . 5 5 4(91 73 80,051 
1955 50 41i g2* 93,23t0 
1956-57 410 .A) 104,344 
19)57-58 465 g,) 114,471 8.98 
1958-59 521 89 129,916 
1959-(A) 566 93 151,556 
19A),0 1 .88 1) 165,018 
19S61o)2 039 99 183,354 10.53 
1902-03 691 97 2(j,504 10.49 
1963-64 718 103 225,269 10.614 
1964-65 747 i7 251,704 11.20 

IEstimated 
Source
 
)lh've of Milk IRegulation and (f Agricultural Statitics, )cpartment
Hltu1-Vi of 

Agriculturc, Commonwealth of 'uerto Rico. 

Uiually, column 2 in Table 6-1 shows the average number of cows per 
first class dairy farm for fiscal years 1952 through 1965. The number 
has increased almost yearly from 73 in 1951-52 to 107 in 1965. This 
figure may or may not be an indicator of improvements in production 
efficiency. 'The relevant average cost curves for different size dairy 
farms have not been determined by research studies in Puerto Rico. 
While the average number of cows per farm has been high through
out the period under consideration, thi:; might be due to the fact that 
economies of scale (1o in fact exist, or it might be caused by the fact 
that first class milk producers in I'uerto Rico have historically been 
large landowners who may not have known about cost at various herd 
sizes but N\'ho did have an abundance of capital and land to invest in 
dairying. It is probalbly more likely that some economies of large scale 
lro(uction (to exist since the trend toward larger herds has been quite 
pronounced and steady. 

E.rchanye Costs 
Prior to the passage of the milk regulation in 1957, the dairy industry 

was completely dependent on a bargained price system for allocating 
available supplies in the market place. Producers were free to sell their 
milk to the highest bidder, and processor-dealers were also able to bar
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gain for the best deals. In such a sN stem, daily slpplies and demanlds 
estalisled the price of milk. 

Exchange costs in a coilpetit i'e price s' stem are frei letitly some
what high. especially for perishable commoditics. 

There are several reasons for this trend. Stpply agreemetis letwl'eell 
buyers and sellers are often quite utistaile. It is .l\\aiy\s possible that 
either the bitver or seller will tind a more attractive offer and terminate 

the arranetients ; so the other party has to find anld come to tterms with 
another buyer or seller. Ii such a search process, the ili idual ttlst 

incur certain costs associated with gatherilng and e\lll:Itillg itiforma
tion, bargaining with possible htivers or sellers, ;1ud nitmking the Imal 
decision. In tile e\'ent that a bu\etr is not imuediattelY av'ailal, tile 

seller may incur finllciaul losses due to spoilage of the Iprdtict. Finial'y. 
indirect costs Ilua" be 1pr..t-ent ill aLcompetitiV\e exchn:ge sysemlll bCie 

of the lnecessity (f finltncial hedging against risks and the ahIllllett 
of blusiness investment oplportunities because of price or s5lqYillt
certainty. 

These factors, ill addition to a l)r(iomiced st-asonal production pat
tern, combined to make exchange costs fairly high ill the milk intults
try prior to 1957. There are no data available to indicate the mnatiii
tude of such costs, bttt undotuhttedlv they were regardetd Ihy Iro(lcers, 
distributors, and processors alike as toI great to tolerate since a govern
ment regulatioll was requested and Slporte(l by the industry. 

The result of that request was a regulation which provides for a 
marketing system ill which most exchange relations were administered 
by a government agency. Exchage costs under such a stable arrange

ment were lrobably reduced significantly. More ver, price aid sup

ply arraligelllents becalue Collll)letely stable uller the regulation. The 

administered price system almost completely eliminated inforniatitm 

gathering, bargaining, and market risks. Of course, the elimination 

of these costs would have done produlcers aid distributors little good 

if the set prices had not been sufficiently high tL cover lrodluctiot atld 

distribution costs with an acceptalte margin of lrofit. It appears that 
the industry has been satisfied with the operation of the regulatory 
system since, as noted earlier, a high percentage Of farmers anid pro

cessors surveyed in this research project indicated a belief that tile 
regulation had been beneficial to producers, (listributors, processors 
and consumers. 

Progressiveness 
Findings in several (ifferelt countries by Tax, Banfield, Schultz, and 

others suggested that technological progressiveness is one of the criti
cally important factors for improving agricultural productivity. The rate 
at which proven technological innovations can be diffused among agri
cultural producers is a critical variable in determining the rate of agri
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cultral output of a given comn litv. Of the writers mentioned, 
Tax, Hamlfil,, andi Belki1aw imply that the structure and co)rdination 
o. 	 twe iihrkeiig s\st*tii llav have a signi fiai)t effect. on technological 

;w'\'s i)r(olucers. a)ata oil the Puertoat'ugn;tgrictflttiral 
Riian da;irY Ihdtistrv indimate fir.st of all tiat lrodu(cers have readily 

;ilogtpel iiilprovnulelts ill , ductlio Ic teiiqIts s,,hwe 19)50 and secondly 
thllt olarlwt stLbill/.',tio)n thro(ugth g,)\(rmn~t administration has bceen 

a s),stliye facto',fr ill ih a ,lo titt n lro)cess. 

Th'li -,ut raIt ltwc(i iit' two following. statellelltts p)oilts upl) the 

iliagilittlde of t(cliittlttgical changts oil dairy farms it) Puerto Rico 
Sill('' 1150. The first statltilnt is al excerptt from tKclnig's 1953 study 

of the luerto Ricaii agricultural economy in 1950, and the second is 
drawn fr tin a ti)ct tra I dis,r tatitn oil adoption of innovations amtong 

first class dairy farniers in 1905. 

This illlustry is only sli.htly mechanized. As a result, the
maliln-,r '.h to) produce IMX pounmds o)f milk is front 3 to 

• tinles as great as tile miler required oil the Mainland. Only 
a few dairies in Pu'nert) Rico use milking nmachines. Few Ise 
ptower ilowers or clltters. Still fewer have silos. Farm and 
Itarn lavttuts are poior. IProrductio1n is low. There can Ie little 
doultt as to the illil)Ortant roles that mechanization and related 
techliitogy c(uld play ill the improvement of dairying oil the 

1)island. ( Koenig, 	19)53, . 180) 

Il this dramatic developnet (raplid change-over to first class 
dairy farnis and ralpid increase in output since 1953), the adop
tiotn of new technology has ptlayed an iliortant role. At tile 
pr'esentl time such inlnovations as artificial breeding, pasture 
imrol)vemen1t, 1itter fe(liuin 1methods, Ibetter 1breeds, farm 
recoIrds, Iec(hallnizatioll, and disease and parasite control are 
widesp read. It is apparent that the rapid growth of the dairy 
indlustrv has 1been influenced by favoralble farmer predis
position toward the adloption of new tecluology. (Oliver
ladilla, l))-I, 1). 57) 

In his study, Oliver-lPadilla gave farmers a list of specific innovations 
and asked them, among other things, if they had ever used the practice 
and if they were now using it. Table 6-2 includes a list of the innovations 
IIe specified and the percentage of the 233 farmers in the samlple who 
had ( I ) us(d the practice and (2) permanently adolted it. At least a 
majority of lroducers had permanently adopted six out of the ten 
innovations. The percentage of adoption among farmers samples for 
such important innovations as fertilizers, use of artificial breeding, and 
)asture improvement was over 70 percent. 

Our sample survey of 1966 included a set of questions on techno
logical innovations. The sample of 54 included a high percentage of all 
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region. Of the 54. !) percent had plermanently ;dopte itertili.'irs, and 
first class dairy farmers in the Dcp artment of .\gricult tre's ,MaN 

81) percent had perinaivintlv adopted insecticides. II addition. I'lacido 

tOftice of .Milk Re."liatills Iam eAceedo anti Felix Roman at the 
indicated that virtiallh all first cl;tus hllk producers had lutllk storage 

tanks ISitnce all pastenri/ing plants hiM, hulk tatilk pilclktps ) and mtilkitig 
.Inachities as of 1c .;\And ()Iixer- I'adilla ( 10 l iroted th atl v.t. 

mated 9.5 percett of all first class dlairy fartits now ha\eIIiilkiig 

machines. 

Table 6-2.-Percent of lirst (lass Mill\ I'roducttrs in a Samtple of 233 

Who .'sed l'ermtnentlv Specific I mo1ma llos. P,and .\dled 1,) 

I'cretvil ,of S."; ph. I'tctett S ift
WVho II; L 'Ic 'Cl'Tlt \Vh, Ilad Pvct 11.1u1vitly 

Innovations lactice .\4h1-I, d tilt- I'l at-I h'e 

.7Fertiliers t . I 
92.7 (h.')Ihternal Parasite Cout,I

A.rtificial Blreeding 84.1 (.8.2 

S'aqturc Rotation 8(J.7 78-

Pasture lnttewal 77.2 71.2 
1 lerhicides 57.5 50.6

49.1 40.8'he,'ecticidcs 

S t StltitWS 44.6 .; .rj 
1..0tRecord Keeplting 18.0 
(,.4
Silage 8.0 

Source 
Oliver- I'adilla, 1%4. 

Impact 

The impact of governmet market rcguIlatits ont tile rate of adop

tion of innovations is demonstrated by theildata in Table ()-3 which 

indicates the rate of adoption of certain intovations, 'erhaps one 

of the most imlportait i11ovatiois in dairy I1roduction Ihas bee1 tile 

changeover to mechanical milking. u'erto Rican farmers Iprchased 

only $62,529 worth of new dairy farm equip ment in fiscal year 1951 

(the bulk of which was for milking machines). \Vhile the amunt pur

chased increased each year through 1957 when purchases atmntted 
1959.to $222,931, purchases dropped off in 1958 only to rise again in 

A second type of production innovation which has been important ill 

improving productivity is pasture improveient. The number of cuerdas 

as well as the number(approximately an acre) of pasture established 

of cuerdasimproved increased steadily from 19)54 through 1959--reach

ing a combined total of 50,800 cuerdas in the latter year. Both dropped 

off a bit in 1960 but remained fairly high through 19(4. Finally, govern

ment incentive payments to producers for the purchase of construction 

of new equipment or facilities followed the same pattern. Payments rose 
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stradMy throigh 1 .),+ ith a sizeable decline in 1957 followed by a jtmp 
ill 1958. And aiyruelts fluctuated between $40")(XI) and $1 ff)O roer 
year after 1F')5. 

Tie gen,.ral l,:,tterm for these illlovatioins steelis to be a rapid ih

cream' uhirin ll (e vars prior to 159.5, and folluwecd li. either conitiied 
less sigllfici;ll expi,.,irn or relative 'lability. 

Table 6-3.---Vahti of )airv luIiiipmet Imloirts, Ne'w and Improved 
I'asliire, ai Iiciuti<e l'aivielits to l);iry Farmers in 'uerto) Rico, 

195 1 6 

Ce.h ]Payments 
to Pro-hicers 

I ii3;,lI \' ,. New for New 
,,f I )airy I alill 

Ef'l1iillcw it 
l.,sture

1'st al id wfl" 
]'I' l lft' 

l1mlprowv,]" 
Eq'uipi ti ;Ll(I

Facilities" 

Year I(,,llars) (cuerdas) (curdas1 (dollars) 

151-52 23,M47 .. 
1952 53 29,044 
I'953-54 73,03 5,31M) *1,70 4-5M 
1054-55 162,582 12,20(0 5,50 23,965 
1955 56 213,8',1) 14.8(M1 4,0(0i 39,596 
Il5(, 57 222,9)3 22,(H 5,3(I 18,722 
1157-58 (3,792 10,2(X) 16.2(g 22.,815 
1'5- ) 124,.88 32,2011 18.(AI 40.871 
1059-.00 12o ,174 18,(X)0 6,(X11 84 ,978 

190.01 Io-4,689 23.51 7, 1 M 108,691
Iho1 62 211,58.1 27,287 <Ii5o 139.8.A) 
1902 63 307,287 i..(H() 8,2(1x 1210.357 
196,t}i4 228,305 ... 91,424 

1 ~refcrs Io taiollit oif nltv IinLsitil estalblishctl anid critrdal" improved with as

sistilt't' fr'oml t 6 h govertltci it's pasture ilulroveltnelt pIrvgram.(.il ziolmeltq 
h lefteIs to gotv'l'lillt-Ilt incrntive paytents to pirMhlcers for ptirchasit!i ne.' 
rttqilmtuit or facilities, ,.g., silos, mulasses tanks, stahCs, Milk rooms, etc. 

Source 
E-xt'rnl Trde Staisti.ulics, u'erto Rico 'lanning Board and l.a Indmistria de la 

I.CIII Y d, la G;imah'ria,junta le Salario MlilimniO, I)epartlmemto del Tralojo, 
I:,stlih, I.ibre .\s.ociado di I'uerto Rico, I)ecembcr, 1P64, 

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables 
u'erto Rican farmers have traditionally em)hasized the production 

of starchy fruit and v'egetable products. H1istorically, Puerto Rican con
suner incomes have been such as to require large quantities of those 
items. 'rior to 1950, there was little demand for such items as lettuce, 
toliatoes, anld cucunhers because most trban consumers could not 
afford to purchase such products. As incomes began to accelerate, how
ever, there was a growing demand for products not normally produced 
by Puerto Rican farmers. At the same time consumer demand for 
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starchy vegetables %\. declining. I'tierto Rican frut arid vcectabh, pro. 
ducers ia',e had di0tich1v a It, tlrltt t) tihese chm.n.' in csi ,'rr 
detirand. 
The irature of fruit ,iitl\t-g talse pro,lict it'll :ai. 11,t1i1tristtir h1.1\(' 

made it difficrIlt for itro Iixr atsd u1i-t riltr.> ,t tii I, lkI t iti ciI.tiritg 
cotrslttim r wantrits. I 'r')drcttss [Ias a1 ctsoid'vti sct t ltrim, ) stit witiclY 

disirerseil stwar, coffee. tir tollacco trii. \%ith few ,,'si;ti.'et Coln

iercial lprssthwers las rtutoI in lhnil'l itti,(,-ti iII cltt ,,ittng eri 
stirmptitrn arrsnr fruit and % telih' siroductr"li1ti toot, tihe. eCtl
ditiolls ill tl,,e for tiiol.,dh: aiod vep-(tadh'rsdirlm nSV,,clI till, 

have istr.,utch that ;rijtr tilirtits ti'.e; t s]'t' .;1',-, hlisptt tite 
These twio isiomrs htttttitd tt Ir t-h ill a laglillt ;srsitctitti andi 

distribution s\' ttc fir frtrit.s arts! \edt.;uih.e frsit to 5.I')3t l)tt)\'ir
tuaily all ltrslrrhliin was hsri ed frirt swar. Colfce. or tt)l)saco fariis 

or froir v:rt-ti:ne ()rsiflisiteyic wasurits. Thrt'. aa sliglht chanlge 
illthe cotmpo()sitiorn (sf \v'gcItt i'., g v1 lld lvas!fruit an,i ltte otutlput, sr i'f% 
vegtalules or fruits vs. starchy lirtslrtt.. The ilarkltilg s'vsterr voris 
ntied to center aroind rterchatt truttl'rs.* ,Mlarkctineg methods arid 
)racticts remained virtually the same. 
\While conditions in shomestic fruit and vevlg'taihe lvr)dir'tion r'

iraired static, significait chaiges wviv' takirg place iii foot)d retailitg 
oil the island. The ifilr thlictio of tire first s ltcrrt'iit't oi rlie ishnIld 
in 1956 and tire gr, ving acceptance of tihe rratrkcting instititition since 
that time has alr.adv been discussed. Iii P)(6, suerinarkel sales ac
counted for abotri 22 ]wrcent of retail f(x) ,sales Oiltihe islaitd aild Oe 

lpercentage has been increasing rap idly. 
Because the existing marketing systei- for fruits and vegtlalbles 

iil Puerto Rico does not satisfy theldemands sf well managed super
markets, the new sulpermarkets, and irany larg -st ale, self-service gn)
cerv stores competing with theim have turned to the mainlad ft r a 
stable su)ply of consistent quality produce. I lowever, it has ireeri neces

sary for them to purchase local specialty items such as the starchy 
vegetal les iinlargest suplly on the islaiid, i)flataS, l)laltai is, yanis, 
taniers, casava, etc. Table 6-4 indicates the farim valuie of doiiestic 
fruits arid vegetal)ies conm)ared to ihe value of imported fruits and 
vegetables (calculated valite alongside ship at the port of embarkation 
in the U.S.). Vhile the value of imports has remained equal or slightly 
larger than domestic production throughout the l)ast 15 years, recertly 
imports have captured a slightly larger proix)rtioni of total supplies. 

It is obvious from the foregoing discussiotn that production and 

* The farmer survey indicated that for the Mayaguez Region farmers alx)ut 42% 
of allfruit and vegetable sales were made to truckers. Produce wholesalers psur
chased only 19%, retailers 14%, cooperatives 11%, processors 7%and "others" 7,. 
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Table 6-4.-Value )fDomestic and Imported Fruits and Vegetables,
 
Pierto Rico, Fiscal Year 1951-65 

Domestica 
Producion Importsb 

Year $1,000 $1,000 

1950-51 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 

19,986 
24,082 
22,397 
23,543 
23,190 
23,749 
20.577 

14,294 
19,895 
22,487 
20,849 
23,199 
23,697 
24,697 

1957-59 
1958-59 
1959-60 

23,929 
22,806 
26,975 

27,270 
25,889 
27,166 

1961-62 30,193 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 

31,852 
33,967 
36,034 

33,499 
34.999 
39,582 

a The value figures represent farm value of starchy vegetables, green and leafy 
vegetables, legumes and fruits. 
bThese figures represent only imports from the U.S. (since foreign shipments are 
quite small) and reflect values of products "free alongside ship" at the port of 
embarkation on the mainland. These import values include processed fruits and 
vegetables as well as fresh. 
Source 
External Trade Statistics, Puerto Rico Planning Board and Foreign Trade Re

ports, U.S. Department of Commerce. 

marketing of the bulk of fruits and vegetables produced in Puerto Rico 

has changed very little over the past 15 years. As a result rapidly ex

panding supermarkets and self-service retailers have continued to de
pend heavily on U.S. imports. There are four reasons for this reliance. 

First the bulk of the production has come from extremely small 

specialized farms or from farms on which the production of fruits and 
vegetables is a secondary enterprise. Table 6-5 shows some of the 
characteristics of farms classified as minor crop and fruit and nut farms 

in the Census of Agriculture. These are farms having gross farm sales 
of at least $150 during the year for which more than 50 percent of all 

sales were in products classified as minor (e.g., rice, pigeon peas, dry 
beans, sweet potatoes, yams, taniers, etc.) or fruit and nuts (all tree 

fruits, nuts, and pineapples). The table shows that there were relatively 

few such specialty farms, although there was a slight increase in their 

number between 1950 and 1959. It also indicates that the average 

number of cuerdas in cropland on minor crop farms was 9.5 in 1950 
and declined to 7.0 in 1959. Similarly, the average number of cuerdas 

in cropland on fruit and nut farms declined from 14.5 to 9.5. While 

data were not available to classify these farms on the basis of size (total 
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Table 6-5.-Characteristics of Minor Crop and Fruit and Nut Farms 
in Puerto Rico, 1950 and 1959 

Minor Crop Fruit and Nut 
1950 1959* 1950 1959* 

Numb.er of Farms 961 1,082 1651 .X547 
Cropland in Farms (cuerdas) 9,132 7,588 23,914 33,763 
Average Cropland Acreage 

per Farms 9.5 7.0 14.5 9.5 
Number of Farms by Size: 

1-9 Cuerdas ........ 875 ........ 2,955
 
10-29 Cuerdas ........ 197 ........ 430
 
30-39 Cuerdas ........ 7 ........ 130
 
100 or more Cuerdas 3 32 

Fertilizer Purchased (dollars) 39,800 39,137 339,130 437,538 
Tractors ........ 1 ........ 74 
Trucks ........ 34 ........ 136 
Irrigated Iand in 

Farms (cuerdas) ........ 4 110
 

* The 1959 data were derived from a sample of producers on the island, and they 
may include sampling errors. 
Source 
Census of Agriculture, 1950 and 1959. 

acreage in farms including cropland and pasture) in 1950, such a 

classification for 1959 reveals that the majority of both minor crop 
and fruit and nut farms have 1,-9 than nine acres per farm. Thus, dur
ing the ten year period frum 1949 to 1959 census data give no indica
tion of a treud toward the development of specialized fruit and/or 
vegetable producers. 

Second, there have been no significant improvements in production 
methods. Table 6-5 also gives the value of fertilizers purchased by 
minor crop and fruit and nut farms in 1958 and 1959. Fertilizer pur
chases were extremely low for minor crop producers in 1950 ($39,800) 
and declined slightly in 1959 to $39,137. Fertilizer purchases by fruit 
and nut farms increased from $339,138 in 1950 to $437,538 in 
1959. This increase may have been due to a few new specialized pine
apple and papaya prodacers who started commercial productien during 
the period. Moreover, Table 6-5 indicates that in 1959 tractors and 
trucks were practically nonexistent on minor crop fanns while fruit and 
nut farms had a total of only 74 tractors and 136 trucks. Admittedly, 
these census data do not completely reflect the production situation for 
fruits and vegetables since some progressive, elicient producers could 
be classified elsewhere because they have over 50 percent of their sales 
in some other commodity. But they should suggest that those who 
glean the majority of their income from fruit and vegetable production 
have made relatively few production improvements. 
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Third, fresh produce wholesaling and processing has shown little 

improvement since 1950. Products are still largely assembled by mer

chant truckers buying at concentration points or more often directly 

at the farm. The products are then transported to one of the municipal 

markets on the island or occasionally directly to retailers or even con

sumers. The municipal markets, however, remain as the single most 

important marketing institution for fruits and vegetables. In 1964 about 

34 percent (in terms of value) of all starchy vegetables produced on 

the island were marketed through one of the seven largest market 

plazas. Similarly, about 30 percent of all fruits and 43 percent of all 

green and leafy vegetables passed through those markets. These high 

percentages in and of themselves give no cause for alarm since it is 

common even in the United States for large municipal markets to serve 

as a meeting place for buyer.; and sellers of fruits and vegetables. But 

the conditions and facilities of most municipal markets (and e.pecLally 

the larger ones) are far from satisfactory. They are genermaiy the same 

kinds of markets that existed in 1950 since they provide no unloading 

wharfs, no sorting areas, no cleaning facilities and generally no area 

for the operation of wholesalers or brokers. There is usually only a 

limited amount of parking for trucks. About all they do provide are 

small cubicles for the operation of retail businesses. 

There are only a few (four to eight) specialized fruit and vegetable 

wholesalers on the island, and there are no wholesalers who handle a 

wide variety of fresh produce. A few firms have been organized in the 

last few years to specialize in a narrow range on commodities (e.g. a 
pepperspotato wholesaler and a wholesaler handling only tomatoes, 

and cucumbers). But individual truckers still provide the bulk of prod

uce wholesaling services. Similarly, fruit and vegetable processing facili

ties on the island have expanded slowly. A high percentage of the 

canned and frozen fruits and vegetables consumed on the island are 

imported. There are three fairly large canning plants on the island

one was established in 1949 and the other two about 1955 and 1961 

-whose main products are pigeon peas, tomato paste, and beans. In 

addition there are several smaller processing plants specializing in 

fruit juice, nectar, and paste. Because of their limited number and size, 

these processing plants have had only a small effect on the total pro

duction and distribution system for fruits and vegetables in Puerto Rico. 

Finally, the Puerto Rican government has had little success in im

proving the condition and efficiency of fruit and vegetable production 

on the island. In 1955 the Commonwealth Department of Agriculture 

hired a mainland consultant, Harry W. Day (1955), to study the mar

keting of fresh fruits and vegetables and make recommendations for 

improving its efficiency. He found the marketing system to be poorly 
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coordinated and highly inefficient with little progress being made 

toward improvement. He recommended that the government take 

immediate action to fill the following needs, using whatever programs 

and incentives necessary. ( 1 ) Establish at the grower level, through in

dividual producers, cooperatives or specialized firms, organizations for 

receiving, grading, washing, packaging, and delivering fresh produce 

to retailers or produce wholesalers in urban areas. These organizations 

would replace to some extent merchant truckers. (2) Organize and 

establish a sufficient number of privately owned and operated service 

wholesalers who would secure their supplies described in (1) above 

and would supplement the supply of these products with others needed 

from the states. (3) Encourage the development of supermarkets and 

other improved retail food stores on the island. (4) Prepare simple and 

practical grading regulations and provide adequate education and en

couragement to assure their use among marketing firms. (5) Adopt 

standard containers adaptable to specific commodities and require their 

use in packing for local markets. (6) Provide intensive training pro

grains for produce handlers, demonstrating efficient marketing methods. 

(7) Improve marketing information and communication methods (espe

cially telephone service). (8) Provide loans and teclmical assistance 

for produce handlers interested in improving marketing facilities and 

methods. 
These recommendations undoubtedly were broad and would have re

quired an ambitious program to implement immediately. Day recog

nized this and suggested that the program should be a long range 

(10-15 year) effort. He did feel, however, that the government should 

start immediately with a fairly intensive effort. 
The government of Puerto Rico has enacted programs designed to 

accomplish at least four of the recommended improvements. Yet, the 

programs have generally had only a limited effect on the fruit and 

vegetable marketing system. The Department of Agriculture tried to 

encourage grading, washing, and packaging by constructing facilities 

in Naranjito to be used by farmers and wholesalers as a rural collection 

point, but the market nas never been used to any extent for the intended 

purpose. 
A second effort to encourage grading and improved handling of 

fruits and vegetables was the establishment of a government owned 

and operated wholesaling facility established to supply produce for 

public institutions. The facility was to demonstrate the beneficial 

effects of improved handling methods and facilities or product quality 

and efficiency. Unfortunately, the business was never well managed 

and has not made any significant improvements over the handling 

methods of truckers and other middlemen. 
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Recently, the assets of this government produce wholesaling facility 
have been turned over to a central produce cooperative being organized 

by Fomento Cooperativo. The cooperative plans to collect produce 
from its members at a central packing facility in San Juan where 

grading, washing, and packaging will be performed. Then the coopera

tive will deliver produce orders directly to retailers. Results suggest 

that the cooperative is having the same management problems as the 
previous government wholesaling facility. 

Other government fruit and vegetable marketing programs include 

a market news service and educational programs in produce handling 

by the Agricultural Extension Service. The market news service col

lects daily price information in the municipal markets and dissemi

nates it through a radio program. The lack of consistent grades coupled 

with the combining of retailing and wholesaling operations in the same 

market seriously reduces the value of the government's price informa
tion to producers and distributors. Even though the training programs 

of the Extension Service have been helpful in some cases, in general 

they have not attracted the interest of the people most needing the 

assistance. Limited success has therefore been achieved in four of the 
eight areas )ay stressed as important in the imIrovement of produce 

marketing. 
The l)epartnent of Agriculture has been interested in the fruit and 

vegetable marketir.g system but has not attacked the more critical prob
lemns relating to actual changes in marketing institutions and practices. 
For example, little has been accomplished toward creating effective 

cooperative or private farm receiving and packing facilities, creating 
efficient service wholesalers, establishing usable grades, or standardiz
ing containers. As a result the marketing system remains basically the 

same as observed by )ay in 1955. 

IsolatedMarketingImprovements 

In spite of the fact that the marketing of fruits and vegetables has 
remained largely the same since 1950, there have been some recent in
dividual developments that suggest potential improvements. 

Bananas have traditionally been produced by coffee growers for 

shade and supliementary income. They wxere sold to independent 

truckers who in turl sold them in municipal markets. In 1957, a banana 
marketing cooperative was organize2d among eleven banana producers 
with government assistance. Though little progress was made toward 
improving incomes or services to members during the first five years, 
by 1961 the cooperative had begun to increase its volume considerably. 

Between 1961 to 1965 gross annual sales increased from $241,000 to 
$526,000 and during that same period significant marketing improve
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ments were made. The cooperative established a ripening plant in 	San 
at aJuan. They started to assemble, wash, grade, and pack bananas 

rural shipping station in Adjuntas. Finally, a well organized mer

chandising and delivery svstenm was implemented. The effect has been 

to improve markedly the quality of products marketed while stabilizing 

incomes for producers. The two large chain supermarketsprices and 
now make all banana purchases from the cooperative ason the island 

do many smaller retail stores on the island. Until last year all the co

operative's supply of bananas canie from trees interplanted with coffee. 

But in 1965 several producers began specializing in the production of 

bananas. It is expected that others will rapidly follow suit. 

Tomato sauce is a staple in the Puerto Rican diet. Until recently most 

canmed tomato sauce was imported from the United States. Tomato pro

duction has (like other fruit and vegetable crops) been relegated pri

marily to hilly and less productive agricultural land with small family 

plots of native varieties suplvpling tomatoes for fresh consumlption only. 

About three or four year ago, lihs, one of the island's major im

porters of tomato sauce, decided to establish a tomato processing jilant 

in Puerto Rico. Since there were few commercial producers available 

and even fewer wlio were capalble of or interested in producing the 

kinds of tomatoes needed for processing at a price considered realistic 

1 the processor. the plant's management decide~d to lease good quality 

land on which to produce their own supply. The operation has 	beei 

quite successful. In addition to prodticing processing varieties, the 

firm has expanded to the production of varieties suitable for fresh con

suimption. The poorly organized market and low quality of other local 

tomatoes has created a need for a well organized firm producing col

sistent and high quality fresh tomaoes, especially for sales to super

markets and other large retailers. The firm started out producing 75 

acres. mostly processing varieties, but has now expanded to 150 acres 
sucwith a significant proportion plalted with table varieties. I bbys' 

has caused other firms to consider producing and processingcess 
tomatoes (either through complete vertical integration or producer 

contracts) on the island. 
Since local produce has generally been available only through the 

market plazas or through independent truckers, the supermarket 

chains on the island have had great difficulty in efficiently tilling their 

.leeds. As noted earlier. they have often turned to the mainland for 

supl)plies. 1lowever, many products either are not available from the 

states or are much more expensive than local products. Ill those cases 
to deal with local suppliers. Untilthe supermarkets have been forced 

recently the chains made local produce purchases in the municipal mar

kets or from independent truckers. The products were delivered to the 
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individual store where they were washed, graded, and pre-packaged. 
Product quality anl handling methods of such product suppliers were 

inadequate to the needs of such retail stores. In an effort to overcome 
these cost and quality disadvantages, all three major chains have begun 

programs of direct buying. The purpose is to fill the void created by 

a complete lack of service wholesalers. The method of procurement 

varies by product and among retailers, but the main objective is to 

discover and encourage suppliers wvho will furnish (at premiunm prices 

ill
some cases) stable suppllies of high quality produce. The results have 

been encouraging. A sampling of such suppliers for the various chains 
includes : ( 1 ) a single producer under exclusive agreement sulpllying 

graded, washed, and sacked yames and potatoes :(2 ) a loosc knit group 

of producers supplying specified quality and quantities of leaf lettuce; 
3) a marketing cooperative supllying graded, washed, and crated 

oranges . and (4)a trucker specializing in the distribution of consistent 
quality, graded, and crated pineal)ies. 

Efforts to improve agricultural productivity through regional plan

ning were mentioned earlier. As a result of such efforts in the Iayaguez 

region, several )rolucer associations have been organized. Egg mar
keting associationis in Lajas, layaguez, anid Isahela w-ere previously 
descriied. And a similar associaiion whose menihers are primarily 

coffee producers who use native orange trees for shade has been or
gaiiized for orange producers at \laricao. The lurpose of the associa
tion is to establish an orange processing plant. Organizing methods for 

this project were similar to those used in the egg marketing assocla
tionsl Personnel from the regio'l office of the I)epartment of Agricul
ture generated interest among producers, initiated a feasibility study 
with Fomento, made arrangements with the ,\gricultiral l)evelopment 

Bank for loans of $1,000 to each member for investment in the coopera
tive, later obtained a loan from Fmlento, and generally coordinated the 
efforts of several interested governument and private agencies. The 
plant was completel early in 1966 at about the middle of the orange 
harvesting season. It began operations immediately, producing canned 
orange juice for export to the mainland. IProducers were receiving an 
average of $35 per ton for their oranges as comparel to $25 per ton 

the previous year. If satisfactory markets (both external and internal) 
can be obtained, the plant will contribute significantly to the agricul
tural economy of the region. It will provide a stable market outlet ior 
native oranges, a commodity frequently left unharvested by coffee pro

ducers or sold at ridiculously low prices because of overabundance 
(for fresh consumption ) during the short harvest season. 

A similar development is the recent organization of a joinl, com
mittee between )epartment of Agriculture representatives, Fomento's 
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Division of Puerto Rican Industries, and the Food P'rocessing L.abora
tory of the Agricultural Experiment Station to study and recommend 
possible food processing opportunities on the island. loniento coordi
nates feasibility studies including market opportunities, suply depend
ability, and technical feasibility. The other agencies represented on the 
committee are able to bring special abilities to assist in particular 
aspects of the prelimtinary study. Once the study is complete, lrospec
tive investors are alle to evaluate more accurately the investment 
potential. Then Fomento can offer the usual variety of incentives such 
as tax reduction, site lprocurement assistance, loans, etc. The inter
agency approa-eh is relatively new, bit appears to have the advantages 
of linking a wide variety of talents to evaluate all aspects of the pro
posed plant, including supply procurement. financing, and marketing. 

Productionand larketingPerormance 
It is clear that production of fruits and vegetables has been regarded 

and continues to be regarded largely as a secondary or even tertiary 
enterprise in I uerto Rico. Long years of s!uch thinking coupled with 
the limitations of the antiquated markl-ting structure have operated 
together for so long that they have come to lie accepted as normal con
ditions to which the economy has had to adjust itself. ( Koeni,. 1953 
This slightly altered quotatiotl from Koenig's 1950 stud\ describes the 
production and distrilbtion system for fruits and vegetables in 1965. 
When evaluated by most of the performance criteria used in this study, 
the industry has shown little improvement. In a few cases minor im
l)rovenients are developing as noted in the previous section. Their imi
pact oin various perfornionce criteria will be discussed. 

CosTs oF lIOuc-l'rmoN AND MARK'rlN(;.As a result of poorly coordhi
nated marketing sy,.ten1 and prevailing 1elief that fruit and vegetable 
production should oily Ibe SilI emental to more imliort ant farn enter
prises few inprovements have been made in production efficiency. 
'hough data are not available to indicate the ,r;iciencv of present re
source use in fruit and vegetable productio)n, it appears that committed 
resources are leing combined relatively efficiently. As Schultz Ct al. 
noted in other countries, the difficulty (oes not appear to lie with in
efficient management or lack of a l)rofit motive, but rather with in
stfficient utilization of improved production techniques. Basically, the 
land, labor, and capital resources committed to fruits and vegetables 
are insufficient and inferior. I terto Ricans have not yet "recognized" 
the opporttutnity for reaping significant profits Iy specializing in the 
commercial production of these food crops using advanced techniques. 
One of the few produce wlholesalers in IPuerto Rico was asked by the 
author why he did not lpurchase more of his su))ly from local pro

http:MARK'rlN(;.As
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ducers. lie answered that because of perceived market risks and un

not even interested in vegetable produc
certainties "producers are 

tion." This same reason was given time and again in in-depth interviews 
and uncer

with producers, processors, and retailers-excessive risk 
on our farmer

tainty retard producer interest. Results of a question 

farmers in the sample had 
survey indicate that 3S percent of the 

never considered tomato production, and 36 percent had never con

of the marketother fruits and vegetables becausesidered producing 

risks involved. A few commercial fruit and vegetable producers are 

the tomatomaking production improvements (e.g. 	 integrated pro

of starchy vegetables, a
 
ducing firm, an integrated private producer 

but 
papaya producers ' association, and scattered individual farmers), 


same procedures used

the bulk of production is carried out under the 


in 1950.
 
the past

Since the market structure has shown little change over 

fifteen years, there has consequently been little improvement in mar

keting costs. The system is still characterized by small scale producers, 

truckers, and retailers competing atomistically. Because of this, infor

mation gathering costs, transaction costs, and market uncertainty costs 

are still relatively high. \gain the organization of certain marketing 

institutions (e.g. corporate supermarkets. wholesalers, and coopera

is just beginning to have an impact on exchang-e efficiency in fruit
tives) 

and vegetable production and (listribution in Puerto Rico.
 

Progressvcness 
and vegetable production and dis-Technological change in fruit 

bulk of total production still comes
tribution has come slowly. The 

from farms using the same methods used in 1950. The survey 

farmer-, in the Mayaguez region indicated that fruit and vegamong 
fewer of the technological innova

etable producers who had adopted 

tions varied from a high of 98.5 percent for fertilizers to a low of 18.4 

percent for packing products into some kind of protective container. 

Only 51 percent had adopted imlproved varieties of crops. Similarly, 

only 8.5percetlt had adopted insecticides. When compared to milk and 

fruit and vegetable producers were considerably less 
egg p)roduccrs, 

The median percentage of usable innovations which hadinnovative. 
was 50

been adopted by fruit and vegetable producers in the sample 

the median for egg producers was 86 percent and for 
percemt while 

milk producers 81.5 percent. It should be emphasized that the sample 

results can be usedincluded only farmers inthe Mayaguez Region. "he 

as an indicator of the progressiveness of producers in other parts of 

the island, since their production characteristics are quite similar. 

By the same token, marketing firms have been slow to improve dis-

The description prevailing marketingtribution methods. earlier 	 of 
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methods suggests that relatively few technological changes have been 
made among marketing firms. 

Product Quality 
While the general quality level of Puerto Rican produce is 

basically the same today as it was in 1950, pressure from expand
ing supermarkets has caused some improvements in refrigeration and 
handling, but these have been limited to a few products and primarily 
to supermarket sales. An experimental station survey in 1964 in the 
major tonmato producing areas suggested that practices in the harvest
ing, handling, packing, storing, and tran' )orting of tomatoes resulted 
in an extremely high level of waste and spoilage. Isolated quality im
provements have been achieved by the banana marketing cooperative, 
an orange marketing cooperative, the integrated tomato prodUcer, and 
a few independent procedures. 

Summary 
It should be obvious to the reader by now that government programs 

assisting producers and/or (listrihutors in the three industries reflect 
three (iff'erent strategies. The marketing program developed for milk 
)roducers and distributors has regulated practically every phasc of 

the industry, including pricing. Government egg marketing assistance 
has been less intensive, centering on facilitative regulations and tech
nical assi',tance to cooperative groups. With respect to fruits and veg
etableF, government policy has reflected less urgency and has ellpha
sized programs to inform producers and improve the competitive struc
ture of the market (i.e. "perfect" the market). 

The conclusions of these commodity studies are discussed belowv. 

(I.) In the prodtction and distribution of eggs and milk, l)erformance 
has been satisfactory as measured by the three criteria used in this 
study. Generally, production and marketing costs have been reduced, 
and the two industries have exhibited significant progress in a(loption 
of improved production an(l distribution techniques. Product ,uality 
has improved significantly both in milk and egg markets. O:n the other 
hand, the productioni-distrilbtionmsstem for fruits and v'egetalhles has 
shown little change since 1950 (vith the exception of isolated cases). 
When measured h- any of the three criteria, industry performance has 
been below a desirable level. Probably, the difticultv is due to tie de
cline in demand for traditional Puerto Rican fruit and vegetables, 
coupled with a high degree of marketing risk and ineffect ve traditional 
marketing procedures. 

(2.) Production and marketing performance data for the milk and egg 
industries definitely suggest that rapid industry improvements have 
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coincided closelv with market coordinated changes. The trend toward 

improved p)erformance was closely correlated (chronologically) with 

such developments as government market regulations, cooperative de

velo)ment and private marketing institutional change. Bu, the analysis 

does not show causality. Impinging varial)les are far too numerous and 

comlplex and data far too scarce to accomplish such an analysis. How

ever, the performance changes accompanying government market pro

grams and private marketing developments in the milk and egg in

dustries, together with the lack of performance change in the relatively 

unregulated. unassisted, and atomistically competitive fruit and veg

etable industry, suggest that positive efforts to foster market develop

ment may yield significant results in developing countries. 

(3.) Performance results in these three industries support the hypotlle

sis that excessive atomnistic competition hampers productivity improve

ments 1 stifling technological innovations and inhibits the agricultural 

and marketing development process )y fostering market uncertainty, 

high transaction costs, and excessive market wastes, and by preventing 

the effective transmission of incentives to firms in the production-mar

keting system. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that marketing 

developments in the egg and milk industry have revealed a definite 

trend toward fewer firms and/or cooperation among existing irms for 

the purpose of improving market coordination. As noted above, these 

two industries have shown rapid performance improvements since 1950. 

On the other hand, the competitive structure of the fruit and vegetable 

industry has remained atomistic with relatively few efforts to organize 

large scale priate firms, cooperatives, or institutional forms for the 

purpose of improving market coordination. Taken as a whole, perform

ance in this industry has not improved significantly since 1950. It is 

significant, however, that the major performance improvements have 

come in segments of the industry where specific market organizations 

have been created to cope with the market coordination problems evi

dent in the atomistically competitive industry. 
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VII: AN ANALYSIS OF INNOVATIVE 
BEHAVIOR AMONG FOOD RETAILERS 
AND FARMERS IN PUERTO RICO 

Tiis chapter presents some further insights into the development proc

ess of food marketing in the economlic growth of Puerto Rico through 

.he special lens of social research. The measurement and analysis of 

innovative beha ;ior are considered in detail. The previous chapters 

have generated some insigits into the role of food retailing and farm

ing in tile economic develolmlent of 1luerto Rico. We will look at inno

vative behavior of both groups inthis chapter. The food retailers and 

farmers were iiterviewed separatelv, and tile data from both survevs 

will be reportel. 
Many economists have become convinced of the limitations of eco

nomics per sc and realize the necessity of discussing the role of the 

innovator or entrepreneur, Joseph A. Schumpeter (1934 ) in particu

lar dealt with this problem John M. Keynes alluded to it in his dis

cussion; L. J.Zimmerman (1965) has suggested that being concerned 

only with resource, allocation will not solve the problems of develop

ment. Robert M. Solow and others have concentrated oil the role of 

technical change. 
A more recent example of an economist who feels uncomfortable 

working within the limits laid out by the neoclassicists is Harvey Leib

enstein. In an article in the June, 1966, issue of the Anmerican Economic 

Rzqic ,,Leibenstein reviews seven studies in six difTerent nations that 

have been concerned with misallocation of resources on a macro level, 
as well as 27 studies of labor productivity in certain industries in seven 

different countries. He notes that the welfare effects of iuacro-misallo

cation of resources are small, apparently less than 2 percent. However: 
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There is one important type of distortion that cannot easily 

be handled bv existing nicroeconomic theory. This has to do 

with the allocation of managers.... But the [economic] theory 

does not allow us to examine this matter because firms are 

presumled to exist as entities that make optimal input decisions, 

apart from the decisions of its Isic] managers. This is obvi
cannot be handled. (Leiously a contradiction and therefore 


benstein, 1966, 1).397)
 

On the other haid, the 27 studies cited by Leiben,'ein revealed pro

ductivity increases from 5 to 71 percent with little, if any, added invest

a large part of these productivity in
mnent. Leibenstein admits that 

a normal economicwould come from motivation which is notcreases 
some

variable. One of thL ILrposes of this chapter is to try to explicate 

in what Leibenstein calls "x-efficiency."of the variables 
nume ous studies of innovation, few have

Although there have heen 

been published in the field of marketing. The Michigan State University 

Diffusion l)ocuments Center, ander the leadership of Everett Rogers 
new ideas,studies on the spread ofhas available over 700 empirical 

but only 15 of these studies are in marketing. Thus, there feware 

with diffusion of innovations in 
published empirical studies concerned 

there are few empirical studies concerned with the
marketing just as 

role in economic development. Yet with
relatei area of marketing's 

can make a 
out innovation in marketing, it is doubtful that marketing 


co.tribution to economic development.
 

Innovation as a Condition for Growth 

almost axiomatic that economic development cannotIt has become 

take place unless some people change. E. I".Hagen, an economist, was 

troubled by what he perceived to le the inadequacies of the explana

tions contained i:1 various economic theories of development. Hlis ex

in Burma led him to look for a better explanation of theperience 
growth process. Early in the book On the Theory of Social Change, lie 

with the capital accumulation approachesspells out his dissatisfaction 


of some previous economists.
 

assume that the central l)r(,!c,, growth is capitalThey all iii 
assume that sufficient technologicalfornmation and they all 

creativity to carry forward economic growth is present in all 

Now it is clear beyond any question that technosocieties. 
logical creativity is responsible for a far greater share of 

increase in productivity than is capital formation. (Hagen, 
1962, p.49) 

of the ideas laid out by Schumpeter.Ilagen chose to follow some 

Along wtih Schumpeter, lie believed that change begins when a person 
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becomes dissatisfied with society and wants to reform it. This person, 

the innovator, is open to new phenomena,andlhe believes previously 

unnoticed aspects of the world are meaningful and knowable. "lie trusts 

his evaluations of the world. The prospect of "esolving a problem fere

fore attracts him." Anxiety is connon and creates a "gnawing feelilng 

that the [innovator] is not doing enough, or well enough. Repeatedly. 

they escape from their anxiety temporarily by creative achievein, i1! 

(I lagen. 1962, p. 86) 
In order for the innovator to reveal himself, I lagen feels it is neces

sarv for a disturbing event to occur. Subsequently, respect from "sig

nificant others" is withdrawn, and the group, of which the would-he 

innovator is a member, finds itself without the desired amount of status. 
avenuesWhen there is withdrawal of respect, there are several open 

to the individual or the group of which he is a part; "he may become 

ritualistic, retreatist, innovational, or rebellious." ( 1-agen, 1962, p. 198) 

It is evident that many of the seeds of lIagen's ideas are in 11. G. 

Barnett's landmark hook lniov',.K'on: The Basis of Cultural Change 

1953). B arnett suggests that the innovators are the dissidents, the 

dissenters, the indifferent (those to whom customs are not important), 

the disaffected (those who have experienced major crises), or the 
finds innovatorsresentful. W\hile Ilagen and larnett both say that one 

among members of these groups, neither one of these authors explains 

why some and not all members of these groups b1ccome innovators. 

Although innovation has been found to be a necessary condition for 

economic growth and increasing agricultur;lI production. few would 
there are examples ofsuggest that it is a sufficient condition. In fact, 

great innovators (e.g., the Tucker of auto fame) who were forced out 

of business.* Thus, innovation is a necessary but not a sufficient con

dition for growth. It is possible to o\'eradopt new innovations, but fre

quently it is impl)ssible to know when overa.doption has occurred until 

a later time peril. 
A case example of innovation as a necessary but not sufficient con

dition is cited below. 
was a chain ofIn the mid-fifties in San Juan, Puerto Rico, there 

four supermarkets which were aniong the few inexistence in Puerto 

Rico at that time. These four supermarkets were, by the standard pre

sented later in this chapter, among the first innovators, but they were 

closed by bankruptcy within a short time. However, another man 
samestarted a sul)ermarket chain in 1956 and adopted many of the 

practices used by the bankrupt firm. In 1966, his was the most success

* Looking at such matters after the fact, one can smugly assign the hundred dollar 

word, "overadoption" to such failures. But the state of the arts of measurement of 

innovation makes it only an after the fact consideration. 
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ful and perceived to be the most progressive supermarket chain in 

Puerto Rico. Many attribute his success to managerial skill, which is 

measured only with difficulty, if at all. 

PART I: Innovations Among Retailers 

Methodology 

Medium-size retailers were selected for study because the' were 

large enough to enter the race for modern retailing operations. Yet the 

two largest organizations have been exempted primarily because they 

were used to provide the criteria for the attributes of innovation. 

On the other hand, the very small retail outlets in Puerto Rico were 

exempted from this an'alysis because theirs is a special kind of retail 

business much more in the tradition of the street merchant or tiny tienda 

that is accounting for a smaller and smaller share of the Puerto Rican 

food business. 
The investigation of food retailing innovations involved nine specific 

items. These nine items are so common in mainland United States 

retail grocery stores that they are accepted as the natural way of doing 

business. They were selected after in-depth interviews when the two 

largest food retailers in Puerto Rico indicated their applicability there.* 

Research in the diffusion of innovations on the basis of recall data 

has its limitations, just as every research technique does. One is usually 

looking at a small, select number of innovations introduced to a givenl 

a specific time period. The selected innovationseconomic group over 
are a non-random sample of all possible innovations. Since it is recall 

data, one call question only those respondents who have remained in 

business throughout the years. 
Such a technique creates two possible biases in a dynamic situation. 

* The analysis in this chapter does not utilize all 140 retailer interviews, nor does 

it include the establishments of Puerto Rico's two largest food retailing firms. The 

result of the former exclusion is that tile statistical analysis is based upon 91 

respondents and ignores the 49 "subsistence retailers," who seen, to be quite dif

ferent from the larger ones. They were found to have few accounting records. 

They were older. llccause they were socially and statistically (litTercnt, they are 

not included in the factor analysis. 'he name "subsistence" retailer is given these 

operators because, even with the outrageously high 30 percent gross profit and 

10 percent net profit, the profit for the largest operator would only be $1,200 per 

year. Since the two largest retail firms were used to establish a valid list of inno

vations, these, also, were not included in the analysis presented in this chapter. 
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Some entities could have adopted or did adopt certain innovations and 
have gone out of business in the intervening time. To the extent that 
they differ from those remaining in business, bias is introduced. On 
the other hand, in a dynamic situation, new firms are always entering. 
If innovativeness is measured on a basis of time of adoption, the new 
firm may be categorized as a late adopter when, in fact, it is one that 
adopted the practice as soon as it could. Then, too, when the subjects 
of the research are business establishments, there is the problem that 
the firm, and decision-makers within the firm, are separate. In the rural 
sociology tradition, wherein lie the roots of this type of research, the 
individual farmer has been assumed to be "the farm." In contrast, few 
businesses have only one decision-maker. To the extent that such 
assumptions do not hold or are not statistically controlled, unexplained 
variance may be higher and/or a bias may be introduced. 

Another problem with this type of research is the recall of earlier 
behavior. It has been indicated by George Katona, of the I niversity of 
Michigan Survey Research Center, that recall for any behavior over a 
time span of more than a few months is subject to gross errors. Still, a 
cross sectional diffusion study requires small information. Rogers and 
Rogers ( 1961 ) noted that recall of several items proides more accurate 
information than recall of a single item. We have used several items in 
our innovativeness scales. 

In this study there are nine items making up the various innovative
ness indices. Retailers were asked about the applicalbility and use of: 
(1) self-service groceries, (2) self-service meats, (3) prepackaged 
produce, (4) cash regi,'rs, (5) off-street parking, (6) sales on cash 
only, (7) paid advertisement, (8) participation in training, and (9) 
group purchasing. 

Each respondent was asked about the applicability of each of the nine 
innovations for his operation. If he felt the item was applicable, he was 
asked if he ever used it. If he had ever used it, lie was asked the year 
he adopted it and if the innovation was in use at the time of tile inter
view. Up to this point, the methodology was very similar to other studies 
of diffusion of innovation. 

One of the main differences between this study and previous ones 
was that the aplplicability of each of the nine innovations was also 
judged by the author. The applicability for each innovation was the 
author's opinion based upon his practical experience in food distribu
tion and also upon other sections of the questionnaire. The author 
assumed that aAl of the storc-s interviewed could use a cash register, 
parking space, seil on a cash basis only, and coul.l- purchase through a 
group. The applicability of the other five innovations depended upon 
what the store sold, the size of the store, and other economic variables. 
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Thus, the author's view of applicability was that of an outside judge 

it could be checked by other judges but 
or expert. Methodologically, 
was not. 

Having the two judgments concerning the applicability of the various 

innovations was felt to he a necessary step because of the wide diversity 

of food retailers. In addition, it was thought that there would be a sig
measure" oi an out

nificant positive correlation between an "objective 

sider and the owner-illanager's perception of the applicability of given 

innovations. It was hypothesized that there would be a significant posi

tive correlation between the index of agreement on perceptions between 

the objective source and(the owner-manager and the other innovation 

indices. 
Five different indices were constructed from the survey informa

tion. The indices were constructed as follows: 

This index notes only the gross number of
Innovation Idh.r #i: 

The expert's opinion of applicabilityappl;cable innovations adopted. 
for each respondent and divided into the

for adoptions was summed 


sun 
of the number of innovations that had been adopted. This result 

was multiplied bw 100. The highest possible score would be 100 percent 

and the lowest would be zero. 

measures the earliness of adoption.Imovation Ilndex #2: This index 

The year of ,option colunin wvas converted to a percentile for each 

summed and divided by the number
inlovation. The percentiles were 


in order to arrive at an average.
of applicahle innovations 

hmozation h1nc.1 #3: This index measures innovativeness in compari

son to the age of the firm. The hypothesis underlying this rather differ

ent index was that firms innovate when the\- are new. After being in 

business a while, they stop innovating. The index was constructed by 

( minus a constant I in orderthe year of estahlislment of the firm 
from the year of innovation.always to wvork with positive numbers) 


The differences are summed and then divided by the numbier of sub

tractions performed in order to have an average which can be compared
 

to different numbers of innovations.
 

This is an index of perceptual agreement. HereImovatimi Index #/: 
the expert's opinion of the applicability of the nine innovations was 

sum of the owner's opinion of the applicability.divided Ibv the 

'1 ,6s index is the summed relationship betweenInnovation !ndex #5: 

the owner's perception of the applicability of the nine innovations and 

the use of those innovations. It measures the extent to which percep

tions of possible use and actual use of the innovations can be correlated. 
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It was hypothesized that there would be significant correlations be
tween each of the five innovation indices. Table 7-1 below indicates the 
zero order correlations. 

Table 7-1.-Zero order correlations between the various innovation 
indices (N = 91 

Innovation Index 
Innovation Index I 2 3 4 5 

1. 	 (PIA) percent of 
innovations adopted 1. 

2. 	 (A YA )average year of 
adoption .767** 1. 

3. 	 Self renewal .121 .042 1. 
4. 	 Perceptual agreement .948** .58** .129 1. 
5. 1)o use/could use .311** .061 .169 .354** . 

** Statistically significant at or beyond the 99 percent confidence level. 

The hypothesis did not hold tip in certain indices. It is obvious that 
Index #3 was measuring something different from the other indices. 

Table 7-2 shows: (1) the lack of agreement between the expert 
view of apl)licahility and the owner's view of applicability for each 
innovation; (2) the high degree of correlation between what the owner 
believes al)l)licalle and his use of that innovation; and (3) the corre
lation between the expert opinion as to applicability and the use of the 
innovation. 

Columns I and 3 show the low degree of correlation between the ex
pert opinion and the use of tile innovation by the firm. Basically, column 

Table 7-2.-Perceived applicability and use of each of the nine innova
tions 

Owner Owner 
Perception Perception of Expert

Versus Applicability Perception 
Expert Versus vs. Use of the 

Innovation Perception Firm Use Inovation 

r r r 
1. Dry gocery self-service .191 .899** .173 
2. Meat self-service 	 .2804* .951** .266 
3. Prepackaged fruit anl vegetable .303** .085"* .298 
4. Cash register 	 .177 .902** .160 
5. Parking for cars .041 .99,** .041 
6. Cash sales only 	 .060 .946"* .057 
7. Paid advertisiig 	 .039 .998** .039 
8. Training programs .0F6 .889"* .050 
9. Group purchasing .028 .998** .028 

**Significant at or beyond the 99 percent confidence level. 
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2 reveals that firms are using those innovations the manager believes 

applicable. 'rihe high correlation between Imovation Index #4 and 

Innovation Index #1 in Table 7-1 indicates that the agreement is 

greater in those firms with high adoption rates. Anion- those firms with 

higher percentage adoption, there is a higher agreement in perception 
oneof innovations. (The cocrelation coefficient is 4 = .948.) Thus, 

could conch''e that innovatve firms perceive possibilities to a greater 
degree tha- jn-innovative firms. 

This low correlation coefficient between the perception of the outside 

expert and the perception of tle owner-manager could lead to two or 

three different conclusions. The first possibility is that the United 

States "expert's" view of what innovations are good, proper, and neces

sary for a food retailing establishment are invalid for food retailers in 

San Juan and Mavaguez, and the owner-managers know this. The sig

nificant correlation between perception of individual innovations and 

the percentage of innovations adopted (PIA-Index 1), as well as the 

significant correlation between perception and average year of adoption 

(AYA-Index 2) would tend to discredit this line of argument. 

Another possible interpretation is that the United States expert's 

opinion is in actuality valid, but the operator does not consider use of 

the innovation as advantageous to him. The experience of 20 years of 

failure by traveling experts in having their recommendations imple

mented might be accepted as tentative proof that the outside advisory 

expert is unlikely to accomplish change in the system. 
If change comes about when a man with the power to do something 

risks what he has because he believes in the change, then extra capital 

will not necessarily bring about the change. In food retailing, in Puerto 

Rico at least, the owner-inanagers who are not now using the innova

tions see little need for them. Tnus, when innovation occurs, either the 

attitudes change, or new people who see additional opportunities come 

into the business. The main change agents in Puerto Rican food retail

ing have been new entrants. Rogers noted that if one expects high adop

tion, "it is the characteristic ... not as seen by experts but as perceived 

by the potential adopters that really matters." (Rogers, 1962, p. 123) 

Prediction of Innovativeness 
Much of Rogers' work has been concerned with obtaining sufficient 

information for predicting innovativeness. Social scientists have com

pleted studies and now have tests whch purport to predict the proba

bilities of success in specific occupations, academic pursuits, and even 

marriage. However, those who loan money for investment, as well as 

those government officials who are concerned with bringing about 

social change, have little to go on except faith in their own expertise. 
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Consider the case of Iuerto Rico in the mid-1950's. The governor 

had requested studies of food distribution. A comlission analyzed the 

studies and recommended that the food distrihution system needed 

change. The Economic )evelopmeit Administration (FDIA) iade 

available technical assistance and capital for chang",ing the system. As 

with most projects of this type, funds and administrative time were not 

unlimited. Thus, one of the fir.st problems was to select which business

man should he helped by major governuent efforts. The banker's 

standard for loans is past performance for which wealth is a fairly good 

indicator. Thus. an. ulpstan(li1g, re.lpectable, second or third generation 

lsinessmal would have a better chance to olbtain a loan than would 

others. It was noted that the theories of E. E. Ilagein (1962) and Eric 

I [offer ( 19(3) suggest that the "outsider" is more likely to try some

thing new alld tnproven. Also ientioned earlier, the cxecviwes of the 

Economic I)evclopment Adlniistratiol found that to be the case in 

I uerto Rico. Successful local businessmen were unwilling to shoulder 

the risk of new ideas. They were u,,illin.g to risk what they had for the 

uncertain future of something that might fail. Thus the EI)A wvas forced 
to turn to outsiders as well as those l'uerto Ricans who had not yet been 

eminently successful. It w, a matter of intuition to identify those who 
would be more likely to succeed. 

It would be helpful to know the claracterstics which explain some, 

if not all, of the variance iii innovations of food retailers. Since a pro

grai of directed change has taken place in 'uerto Rico since 1955, a 

study of the factors associated with innovations in food retailing would 
be worthwhile as a preliminary effort to devise a predictive tool for 

the use of change agents in food retailing in other areas. 
Three such methods of analysis vere used in this study. First, the 

zero-order correlation of a number of independent variables was corn

pared with the two highest intercorrelations of measures of innovative
ness (the dependent variables). (These two are Innovation Index #1 

-percentage of innovations adopted [ I\ , and Innovation Index 

#2-average year of adoption [AYA].) The secoi d method was the 

multiple correlation of series of "independent" or I recdictor variables 
with the dependent variables in terms of injiovation And, third, factor 

analysis was employed as a search method tu .;ce which variables are 

most related to the various measures of innov.ativeness.* 
Zero ordcr correlatioi, the relation of one independent variable to 

one dependent variable, is subject to the same limitations as the Chi

* Many of the diffusion studies have used Chi-square or the t-test to check for 

significant differences in two-way relationships. While such studies are useful 

they provide less usable information foi the decision-maker or change agent be

cause the variables are isolated from the system within which tiey operate. 
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square or t-test, except that it provides an indicator of the strength 

of the relationship. It indicates how much prediction of the independ

can he improved by knowing the valtue of the dependentent variable 
variable. Still, zero order correlation has the weakness of abstracting 

one variable from the interrelationshil)s of the world of reality. 

The purpose of utilizing such an approach for understanding which 
or, in otherfirms anrod individuals are innovators is one of economy, 

words, a task of successive approximations. The method most eco

zero order correlations. If the zerononiical in time andimoney is 
cororder correlations do not give satisfactory results, then multiple 

relation will be utilized. In order to see what variables go together, to 

better understand certain ideal types and thereby better understand 

who are the innovators, factor analysis will be used. 

Some Zero Order Correlations 

Earlier a number of bivariate hypotheses were proposed concerning 

in relation to innovativeness. Theythe importance of certain variables 
can be determined fromare listed in shortened form in Table 7-3. It 

the table that the majority of these hypotheses are statistically sig

were not accepted will be discussed first,nificant. The hylpotheses that 


followed by the discussion of those hypotheses that were accepted.
 

SIGNIFICA NT DiFFERENC'ES. New firmsIIv'o'riIESiS NOT INDICATING 

are more innovative than established firms. The evidence does not sup

orport this hypothesis. While the age of the owner manager was in

firm had no relationshipversely correlated to PIA, the age of the 
be that the firms were allto innovativeness. One reason might 

age of the 91 store operations wasrelati-ly young. The median 

Additional evidence that this hypothesis is invalid is thatfive years. 

Innovation Index #3-Self renewal is not significantly correlated with
 

the other innovation indices or with many other variables.
 

Innovative firms have more sales growth. This hypothesis was not 

not confirmed because of the inadequaciesconfirmed. Perhaps it was 

in the written records. (Only 11 percent of the respondents referred to 

written records for data.) Thus, very often the respondents did not 

remember what sales had been made in an earlier time period. The 

arbitrarily chosen time period over which sales growth was to he 

measured was five years, an intermediate time period in U.S. account

ing terms. It was obvious, after the field results caine in, that in the 

dynamic Puerto Rican 3ituation, five years was a "long time," since 

50 percent of the stores had been founded within that period. Thus, the 

rejection of this hypothesis is felt to be due to a measure of sales 
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Table 7-3.-Zero order correlation relationships with two measures of 
iniovativeness 

S)epenI,'nt Variable 

I Year otPercent 
Adopted .\dopt ion 

Correlation Coelicient 
(IA) (AYA)

Independent Variable Name r r 

Innovative firml managers are younger .351~ .165* 
I novative fitr havemnallager!s mnore 
education, .ars Schoil cemiuletcd .317; * .2465* 

ltitmivative firm lnanacers difer 
Signific ntly illntutral origil 
]'uerto Roic --. 317' -.2, 
Clilal) .350 .181 
tited Statc, .094 .131 

a
h(tite firm., mttilime more goverlmncnt help .359a .-91

tewfirm, mnore ilillvative than ol
 

c.wtiblivcd firms; .130 .028
 

size of .leus .342 .895 
I tivativ ierin,;, inure ,altegrowth .W1)10 .0'7 

a
Innovative firms havc fewer soliliers .495a .',l)
Innovatitv e ttrins have greater United 

,ttlcs,lpurchasc':; .122 .153 

Innovative fhirus have great kno\ Ieige 
anld use oif U.S. prices .379a .347a 

I timlvative irmt ll;nag laeave IlOr 

1 ,,litical k-n wl-de .278a .225) 
Innovative firm managers have more 

military L-xcrieucc .2351 .215 . 
I nt:iuvat ive firm mtnlagers have higher 
uI'seof llas| .127. l t.-lia .134 

Innovative hirm managers have higher 
govermentlt in'llcN .-cores .410" .3511 

Innovative firm managers have niore mobility .086 .054 
Innovative firtnma-agers have more 

modern attitudes -.291,- -. 26711" 
Innovative firms have more eductiotal 

achieveteunts ( for son) W(11 --. 034c 

aSignificant at o0)percent level. 
Ii Significant at 05 percent level. 
N'l.inus
( -) indicates more mtodert. 

growth that did not fit the situation inl which it was used. The author's 
belief is that the innovative firms had a munch greater rate of sales 
growth. And, one evidence of this is the raptid growth of the per
centage of food sold by corporate stores which are signiicantly greater 
adopters of innovation. Again, however, the hYlothesis was not Sup
ported StatistiCfally.
 

Innovativ~e firms 'ill
have fewer sopplirs.This hypothesis could not 
be accepted, even though the correlation coefticiet was statistically 
significant. Correlation is .495 with l'lA and .300 with AYA, respec
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tivelv, wlcl is just opposite from, the predicted direction. In other 

were also the larger firms,
words, the more imnovative firms, which 

direction and statistical
had more instead of fewer s pl~liers. Th., 

)etwee'n 1ut11er of .upipliers and iililo
sig.nilicance of this correlation 

of vitality of m'ull-line 
xative firms is another designation (if the lack 

food whollc..alilg il I)uerto Rico. 

hlcir wrchandis,dirctlyin, (s r'I-ca/cr pcrcccna/, ofInnovative'c irms 
not be accepited (ue

This livi)(thesis coul
from the" I nih'd .atc. 

c rrelatioti coeiicient. Earlv 
to the lack of it .,atistiCally sig-iiicant 

weref10(1 r'tailing firms showed they
evidence from the three lar.est 

with U.S. snip 1 licrs. This fact led the writer to believe 
dealing directly 

profital le and therefore more
(irectiv more 


inlnovativye firms \v(,nl(d 1my directly from the United States. Such was
 

not the case.
 

that bu'ing must )e 

11(manacrs will hav'e" /iIr'eahr s, of the mass mecdia. 
[mu 'ativ'e"firint 

a1s.;melia was
M a iv 1 rtvious stuldies l( i(licatled that the lste of 

statistically signiti
correlated with ilmllovativelicss, 'et there was 	not a 

a use of a single type ofiilinovati x'ciess an,1
cait correlation 1bet ween 

mass media in this stud\. 

'rca I'r mol,i!ity. )elie(If the more c, il
a/Inovatiic 6ru1a 11121,qcrs have 

b" snmming the scores of 
plicated varialbles, molbilitv \,as measnred 

..ignificant because all u'erto Ricans
four rItistiolls. 1'crlaps it was not 

Ii ,)r survey, 72 percent of the respondents had been 
travel a lot. 


outside Plc'Irto Rico.
 
i11rlT ,duca/ion.allqcrs 'WillWant tlhe'ir sons to hact'

Innovative frII I1 	 a 

.,imilar to the ()lne concerning mobility. There is lit-
This livpthesiis is 

tle vari ation in eluicational aspirationls for sons ; fathers want their clil

and they believe it possille.
dren to have at least a college edilcatioll 

nrt),' progiressive market atti-
Innovative firm manflgcrs will have 

s s ilinlex the summation of nine 
ludes. The market pr,)grcs,'iv" ei was 

vere 
I Ikert-type questions a.ked of all retailers. The questions, which 

not to ie tmidimen
liew as a set (If IllestiIlls, sulsequently proved 

of the reasons for thisscale. Thus, (nesional, and did not make ill ) a 


index failing was its methodological inadequacy.
 

ZERO ORDEII IylOTit.sF.S 'I'llT \VF'Ri'E ACCEi-':riE. Although the above

could not lie accepted, 13 of the hypothesized
listed eight hlpotheses 

lresented in Table 7-3 were statistically significant.
relationshils 
The profile that (le draws of the inniovative persons is that he is 

to be an c./ranjro (or immi
more education, is likelyYotlllger, has 

grailt ), has utilized more government help. has more suppliers, and has 

-,ices.a greater knowledge of United States 
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The variable with the higher r is one that was correlated in the 

opposite direction. The second-ranking variable, klnowledge aid assis

tance of government help, explaincd only 17 percent of the variance ill 

ituovativeness. Thus, not one of the statistically significant zer)-order 

correlations was high (emoigh that a decision-maker woull wvant to 

take action utilizing these findings its t basis for any major prwgralil. 

Still, it is notable that the si-nilicant corrClatiols are il both eco

nonlic anld soc;al variables. Light of tle 21 iItdepcilnctlt v:riables 
mentiolne( ili the simple correlations are cconlomic in nature anid are 

concerne(I with the performalce of the fir. \Vhile only thrCe of tile 
eight are statistically significant, thwv have I.ighcr correlati coefii

cients than the six of the seven sociological variables. In short, while 

both economic :,in l .,ocial variables are sigiiiiic;iit, zUro-order corre

lationl leaves -onicthiilg to be desired. 

Multiple Correlation 
Multiple correlation is a statistical metod wlrebv a series of ill

dep endent variables is related to one de.pendent variab1le. ,, lrV\ ioUsrile 

diffusion of innovation studies have utilzedl multiple correlation to 

predict innovativeness. Rogers 11(4,2) stmimnarizes tIe results of t 

number of such studies through 1)(,2. Vroim 17 it (4 percent of the 

variations was predicted in thOse alillv.,es. Since o er,' hook was pub

lished, a l)ifliusion 1)ocumients te'CtCer has beenI established at MIichigan 

State University. Annually, the center puldislhcs a bibli igrahy of the 

empirical studies coicerning innovation. ( )f the I .O qtudies listed in 

the 1966 bibliography, only 80 had utilized multi-variate statistics ini

chiding multiple correlation. The exlanation \arillce ill ilio\atioli 
tostudies using multiple correlation extends from a low of 17 percent 

a high of (9 percent. 
cases where .30 percentIt is interesting to note that ill all of those 

or more of the variance in iinovativeness has been ex!plained, there 

is a comlbination of economic aid so iib gical variables. 

IIYPoTHE.SIZEi) REL.ATJ)NXSiIis. As a result of perusals of the earlier 

studies, reviews of various theories of social chiange, and l]wrsoiIl in

depth interviews with participants in Puerto Rico. it became obvious 

that any set of indepeident variables from a sin!1e discipline woldl have 

limited predictability. Since the unit that could adopt was the retail food 

establishment (in most cases a firm ) but ilnformation was obtai nedI from 

the owner, manager, or primary decision-maker, we collected both per

sonal and institutional information. The 35 independent variables used 

to predict innovativeness were broken into the following grutps :demo
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graphic, lerformance, and value orientations and opinions. They are 
presented in Table 7-4. 

Two different measures of tile dependent variable were used just 
as they had been in tile zero-order correlations. Inovativeness Index 
#1 ( I'IA) was the measure of percentage of innovations adopted. h1o
vativeiless Index 42 (AYA) was a measure of the average time of adop
tion of the innovations comlparel to a ranking of other firms that had 

adopted each of the nine innovations. It is interesting to note that R2 

and R" for the percentage of innovations adopted (IIA) are .875 
and .833, respectively. The two measures of explained variance are 
lower whel year of adoption (AYA ) is considered. In this case, R 
.722and R-.629. Still, the explained variance is among the highest yet 
reported instudies of innovation. 

Table 7-4.-1 lypothesized important varLles for multiple coorelation 
with innovati veness 

IPemtraphic I alis orientation and opinion 
City Personal 
Salfis by license Modernization 
Nei.ihhorh]Kxd icoeic level Trust, would co-sign note* 
Age oi owner Risk orientation 
Education (if owner Hoarling index* 
Income (If owner ].ducatioIial achievement, soil 
Natioialitv Supers have all business they 

Puerto laican will get* 
Cuban (oivement programs hellp only 
Uniited States Competition larger 6 years ago 

Index of market attitudes 

Why left business: 
Sales growth Old age 
Percent sales on credit* Poor managers* 
'erceived familv income of customers Super competition* 

Ntmber of supilers 
Percent purchases in U.S. 
Mass niedia usage* 

Reported sales 


]Political knolehdge 

U.S. prices knowledge 
Goverument htic'l*
 
Nlolfilit.* 

* Significant at 95 percent confidence level. 

Only 11 of the above hypothesized variables were significant at 95 per
cent conidlence or more inhelping explain the '-of .833. Those eleven 
which explained tile most of the variance in inilovativeness gave us a 

picture of the innovator as being a large firm with few if any sales oil 
credit. hie manager or owner was well educated, used the mass media 
widely, was aware of government help and had used it. The manager 
had traveled widely but rejected tile traditional Puerto Rican values of 
co-signing on loans for a relative. -Ie believed others had gone out 
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of business because they were poor managers or because of super
market competition. He felt the supermarket growth was bound to con
tinue and he was ready to invest a windfall into the business or into 

education. It is evident that there are "economic," "sociological," and 
"psychological" variables in the above list. Thus, one could conclude 

that it iq necessary to draw upon a number of disciplines in order to 

increase explained variance in innovations. File hypothesis that pre
dicted that the variables would be statistically correlated is thus accepted 

R2 
on the basis of the high or .722 and .875. The correlations are sig
nificantly different from zero. 

USING ZERO ()IRER CORRI.LATIONs As INDICATORS FOR NULTIPTlE 

CoRR l.EA'r ox. Some researchers (see Campbell. 1905, for an example) 
have used the zero ordcr correlation coeffcicints to search out tile best 

predictor for a multiple correlation prediction of a dependent variable. 

The author wvent through the various zero order correlations between 

183 independent variables and tile previously mentioned innovation in

dices. The 17 indelwndent variables with tile highest correlation coeffi

cient that made intuitive sense were chosen for a multiple correlation 

run with tile same two innovatiol indices used before. Fiose variables 

are noted in Table 7-5. It is interesting to note that econoic, socio

logical, and psychological variables all aid the prediction. TIit expla);ined 

variance with these 17 variables is 89Y)- for I'IA and .074 for 

Table 7-5.-Indepen-dent variales with high zero order coefficients 
used for predicting innovativeness 

Demog!raphic I'ahus 

Age of business Luck 
Age of owner Risk orientation 

Supermarkets have all the business 
Performanice Government programs, use 
Actual sales 
Credit, percent of sales 
Number of suppliers 
Number of employees 
Telephone orders 
Montlhly rent 
Persons comilg by car 

U.S. price knowledge 
Yesterday media reading 
Discounts taken 
Purpose of training progranm 

AYA. While still high, it is lower than the explained variance based 

on hypothesized relations. So, at least in this case, the raw empiricisnl 

was not as useful as multiple correlation based upon theoretical relation

ships. 
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FactorAnalysis 
\Ve have suggested above that variables associated with any one aca

dem;c discipline are not suflicient for explaining changes in the complex 

we live. There is evidence that someinteracting system within whicl 
better applications of an integrated approach would help. Since coin

puters have become available, tile statistical techmique of factor analysis 

makes this conjectture ain operational and empirical question. 

Factor analysis is a matlhematical statistical techniqlue devised soie 

of the laborious calculations30 -ears ago. ( larmnon, 1960) 1 ecause 
required, factor analysis was never very popular. The cost in time and 

not usually justify the possible results. Computers havelabor did 
changed that ; today a very complicated multifactor solution can be cal

culated in a matter of minutes. 
In factor analysis, one is searching for the kinds of things that cluster 

on a given mathematically constructed vector. The technique provides 

the researcher with: 

(1) 	 the amount of total variance in the variables under considera

tion which is explained by each factor; 

(2) 	 the amount a given variable contributes to a specific factor; 

(3) 	 the "community" or amount of the variance in each variable 

accounted 	 for by the particular factor solution. 

the computer print-out and looks specificallyThe researcher uses 
for the particular combination of the highest explained variance coi

bined with the fewest number of factors which makes the most "intui
show high loading.tive sense" and on which the pertinent variables 

cer-Factor analysis is, therefore, useful when one is trying to make 

tain an index measures one thing and/or vhen it is desirable to reduce 

a greater number of variables for purposes of explanation. In this 

stu(ldy, the factor analysis wvas conducted with the same retailers used 

in the correlation runs discussed earlier in this chapter. 

Earlier, the author discussed whether or not the innovation indices 

measured the same underlying construct. One way to deternine 

whether or not indices measure the same construct is through factor 

analysis. Basically, Table 7-6 shows that Innovation Indices, 1, 2, and 

4 measure the same thing. This can be determined because the three 

indices are loaded most heavily on the same factor and the communality 

is higher. Table 7-6 also shows the amount of variance in each index 

that is explained 	by the factor analysis. 
Listed are the six tables (Table 7-7-Table 7-12) which cor

respord to the individual factors analyzed. Only those variables which 

have a loading of .30 or greater are listed. Those variables that have 

the highest loading and that contribute most to a given factor have the 
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Table 7-6.-Factor loadings for the five innovation indices 

Innovation Indices Factor 
Coinmu-

Name .... . No. I I....... 111 IV...-..- V VI nalities... oi.. 7 -

5%adopted
Year of adoption 
Renewal 
Perc-ptual agreement 
Action vs. perception 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

.7)

.65 

.01 
.75 
.12 

.18 

.18 

.13 
.14 
.10 

*(Y)
.13 
.14f 
.13 
.4 

.0; 

.03 

.11 

.06 

.10 

.24 

.16 

.S 
.21 
.35 

.09 

.08 

.02 

.0; 
.A4 

.73 

.51 

.20 

.6.5 

.18 

be noted that, contrary to ty picalhighest numbers. Also, it should 
one factor explains more than 10.5experience with factor analvsis, no 

42 percent of 
percent of the variance here, vet all six factors explain 

the variance in these 87 variablcs in the questionnaire. 

iv looking over the variables in each factor, names have been 

assigned which seem indicative o the variables grouped in that fac-
IV, andtor. lactors i and IIl describe certain types of firms ;factors 1I, 

and 1Factor VI is a combinationV describe types of owner-managers; 


owvner-firm index. The names that have been given each of the factors
 

follow:
 
Factor I-Modern Firm 

Factor I-Modern Businessman 
Factor III-Older Stagnant Firm 

Factor IV-The Transitional 
Factor V-Small Traditional Retailer 

Factor VI--Modern Independent 

Each will be described in some detail helow. 

Modern Firm-Factor I. Table 7-7 lists the 22 significant variables 

which contribute to this factor and explain 10.5 percent of the total vari

ance in the 87 selected var'ables. Because three innovation indices are 

loaded on this factor, obviously this is the large innovative corporation. 

It does a considerable business in U nited States merchandise, anid uses 
c.rtraniero 

a great amount of advertising. It is more likely to have an 

as manager rather than a native Puerto Rican. 

is heavily weighted by
Modern Businessnmw-Factor II. This factor 

7-8 indicates
value orientations and communications behavior. Table 

that this factor explains 7 percent of the variance, yet it does not have 
are only three of 

one variable from the discipline of economics. There 

the eight items of the index of modernization included in this factor. 

Here, then, is an indication that the modernization index was not 
one concept.to have measured more thansingle-valued; it appears 

(See Factor V for a better indication of the modernization index.) 
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=Tables 7-7.-Modern Firm, Factor I (Variance explained 10.5%) 

LoadingItem 

Type of legal organization this establishment has 
-. 49(corporation) 

.61Square feet of sales area 

.30Merchandise inventory at end of 1964 
Total number of people working .69 

.54Total nunber of hours worked 
Use of posters in showcase .49 

.74Use of handout sheets 

.46Use of ads in newspapers 

.37Use of ads on TV 
.64Use of loudspeakers for advertising 

$ spent on ads and promotion last year .63 
Number of weekly sales transactions .60 
Number of suppliers .54 

.35Percent of purchases direct from U.S. 

Personal family income of manager in 1964 .40
 

.81Size as determined from municipal license 
.64Index of knowledge of U.S. prices 
.78Innovation Index No. 1-percent adopted 
.65Innovation Index No. 2-year of adoption 

Innovation lndev No. 4-perception agreement .74 
50Puerto Rican nationality -. 
.45Cuban nalionality 

Table 7-8.-Modern Businessman. Factor II (Variance explained 
7 %) 

Primary 
Item Loading 

.46Read newspaper yesterday 
.53Newspapers read regularly 

Read a magazine yesterday .50 
What magazines read regularly -
Knowledge of political leaders .52 

-. 65"Children shouhl be instructed to follow ways of past" 
"When a problem arises, one should depend on leaders" -. 67 
"I prefer to work alone rather than be tied to family" .57 

-."Consumers spend more for platanos when scarce" 68 
"Increase'in income means smaller proportion for food' -. 50 

-. 61"Milk regulations have benefited business and consumer" 
-."Supermarkets have all the business" 49 

"If friend asked you to co-sign a loan, what would you do" .45 
-. 42Age 

.45Highest grade passed in school 
-. 32TV main source for local news 

Loans most important source of funds for expanding .35 
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It appears from Factor V that the modernization index identified the 

traditional person better than the modern person. There are six vari

ables which are attitudes toward events and paranmeters of the market 

place. It is rather obvious that this individual would prefer not to have 

the government regulating his business. He is highly educated, reads 

a lot, and knows of government assistance, hut he does not use it quite 

as much as Factor III. lie is oriented to the future and is willing to bor

row money to expand his business. I le is optimistic in that he would 

willingly co-sign a note for a friend. 

The Older Stagnant Firm-FactorIII. Here is a company in trouble. 

As indicated in Table 7-9, the owner has faith that the government will 

help him. Ilis sales have not grown, but lie had adopted sole inno

vations as indicated by the index renewal (innovative index #3). i-e 

knows about, and has used, government help to a greater extent than 

anyone else. Five percent of variance is explained by this factor group

ing. 
As a matter of conjecture, one wonders if this man isn't too old to 

carry the burden of competition in today's world of business. Perhaps 

at one time he was progressive. Perhaps lie is just about to turn things 

around, but he is feeling the pressures of competition. He does not 

believe in the benefits of group action but does believe in price reduc

tions for certain merchandise. 

Table 7-9.-Older Stagnant Firm. Factor II (Variance explained 
5% ) 

Primary 
Item Loading 

Years business established .63 
Index of sales gcowth -. 68 
"Happy with changes, new better than old" .32 
"Confide only in relatives" -. 42 
Wher.dealer reduces prices, less earnings for him -. 45 
Egg classification and refrigeration law is wise .41 
\When dealer reduces prices, less earning for everyone -. 39 
"Group organizations such as buying associations 

can be beneficial" -. 60 
"Government programs benefit select groups of dealers" -. 43 
"Five years ago competition was Etronger" -. 38 
Put a windfall in local bank -. 44 
Agea .32 
Newspapers main source .36 
Index of government help .48 
Innovation Index No. 3 .40 

a The primary loading of the variable age was oil Factor II. Since it is loaded in the 
opposite direction, here it is used to better explain this factor. 
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in Table 7-10 describeThe Transitional-FactorIF.The variables 
a manager who has not yet made up his mind. These items reveal the 

value orientations of a manager who is not consistent in his values. Onl 

=Table 7-10.-Transitional, Factor IV (Variance explained 5%) 

Itern Loading 

-51"Risk and insecurity in selling fruits less today" 

Figures of 1)epartntent of Agriculturc
 
are reasonable and unbiased' 
 -. 33 

"[:ive years aio, competition and pressure were strongcr"ft .33 

Use of windfall income, buy or pay debt on durables .65 

Use of windfall income, education for the family -. 71 
Year schooling desired for oldest son -. 37 
Newspapers main source for local news .37 
Radio main som cc for local news -. 69 

Radio main source on price, for fruits and vegetables -. 48 

Index of agriculture radio f.*cct -. 50 

InOdex of mobility .54 

aThe primary loading was on Factor III. Since it is loaded about as heavily but in 
opposite direction it is also listed here. 

the one hand, he believes the problems of selling fruits and vegetables 

are more risky to&LLV, but at the same time he claims that general coin

petition was stronger five years ago. lie does not want his son to have 

much education and would not spend any windfall money for additional 

education, ulithe would lby durables. The man has traveled a lot, but 

apparently it is travel without specific business irpose. Ile claims to 

get his local news from the newspaper and does not listen to the radio. 

Small TraditionalRetailer-FactorV'. In Table 7-11, we see the por

trait of the poorer and less successful businessman. Ile has his store in 

a low income section of town. His world view is more traditional, le 

does not consider himself a continental, i.e., a U.S. citizen. He disagrees 

most with the "expert" about the innovations that can be applied to 

his business, lie doesn't trust others, believes the market is of fixed 

size, and that government actions benefit a select group. He believes 

in luck, an attitude generally associated with traditionalism. 

The Modern Inidependent-FactorVI. This man, as indicated in Table 

7-12, is similar to the modern businessman of Factor II, in that he uses 

the mass media extensively. However, he does not use interpersonal 

communication. Ile has not been quite as successful as the man of Factor 

1I. His business has been profitable andl he has used the profits for rein

vestment in his company. lie uses advertisements and ht operates in a 

"better" residential area. He either is a member of a group or believes 

in group buying. lie would be the most likely to continue buying from 
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Table 7-11.-Small Traditional Retailer, Factor V (Variance ex

plained 511c%) 

Iten Loading
 

L.evel of income in residential area -. 44 
"Better if scientists left things alone" .41 
"Most ioportant thig in lifeto succeed isluck" .59 
"Things of pat are better, changes bring pollems" .34 
"Eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we tmay (lie" .56 
'Costminers only spend a fixed amnont on food'" .61 
"Governmet ptIgraims benflt select group of dealers" .40 
"Ifrelatives asked to co-sigi t loans, would yout'" -. 57 
"1low would you invest $10,000 saved from income; 

savings account" -. 48 
lIttoation Index No. 5 -,35 
U.S.Continental -. 34 

a group instead of froto a one-shot wholesaler who offers a better 
price. I le believes lie can influence his environment. There is a sharp 
contrast between this ty meand the traditio nal maaager. Four percent 
of the variance is explained 1y the ''modern indepenmlent businessman" 
factor.
 

Table 7-12.--Modern Independent, Factor \ (V.Lriatice explained 
4t-; ) 

Iteti Loading 

L.istened to radio veterday .6.3 
Hturs li.stened to radio itt a week .59 
\Vatched television ycsterday .64 
I lours per week watch television .56 

'
 "Better if scientists left things alone b -.08 
l)ifferent \whulesaler offered $.25 a box less, would 
you continue butying from regular store: .33 

Interlpersotal chatmels are iain source of local news -. 52 
'ersonal saving.s of inhritatces ,itost 
ihlportant sotrc' of funds -. 46 

Profits froto sa.e husincs:. iost imlportant source of funds .51 

b This variable loaded more heavily ot other variables, but it helps explain the 
variance atd %as included. 

Retailer Summary 
Innovatiotl has been a lvwword itt I'oerto Rico for some time. Ill 

food retailing there are differing perceptions of applicalility of spe
cific innovations. The statistical analysis, which concentrated upon 
those stores with more than $12,000 sales and had the added limita
tion of excluding the establishments of the two largest retailers, was 
a methodological success. The explained variance of innovativeness was 
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the highest that has yet been reported. The independent variables were 

multidisciplinary and represented variables of both the firn and the 

individual responsible for major decisions in that firm. The simple 

correlations with in'ovativeness were of less use than the multiple 

correlations. Contrary to hylpothesized results, the number of suppliers 

serving a firm increased as innovativeness and size increased. Both 

multiple correlation and factor analysis helped explain who the inno

vators were and what kind of variables are associated with those per

sons or firms most likely to bring about change in food retailing in 

Puerto Rico. As has been discovered in other studies, the innovator 

tends to be a well-informed person of younger age, who is meeting 

with some financial success. More likely than not, he is some sort of 

foreigner. I lis business is relatively large so he can afford to fail in his 

innovations. 

PART II.Innovations Among Farmers 

Rogers defined an innovation as "an idea which is perceived to be 

new by the individual." (Rogers, 1962, p. 13) lie points out that under 

this definition innovations might include social movements, clothing 

fads, the twist, compact cars, and the steel ax. In the context of this 

study, innovations may include the adoption of new prodiction meth

ods, new marketing methods or new organizational forms for accom

plishing either production or marketing. Particularly, emphasis has 

been placed upon the diffusion process for new agricultural produc

tion techniques as it is affected by other variables. 

Methodology 
The sample of farmers studied was designed to include approxi

mately equal numbers of association members and nonmembers in the 

Mayaguez agricultural region. The objective was to find out what 

characteristics, if any, differentiate those who were either selected by 

government agents for encouragement and assistance or who were 

personally motivated to seek out and join the new organization. The 

inference is that those individuals who were chosen or who volunteered 

to cooperate in these associations had certain socio-economic attributes 

which qualified them for cooperation in the institutional innovation of 

a producer association. It should be noted that it may also be possible 

that the association members experienced changes in their character
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istics as a result of membership in the association. The following is 
a brief description of the economic characteristics of the 172 farmers 
included in the sample. 

By far the largest farms in the sample were engaged in milk and egg 
production. While thirteen milk producers each had gross farm sales 
of more than $180,000 in 1964, nine more had gross farm sales be
tween $50,000 and $100,000. There were three egg producers who 
had gross farm sales over $50,000. Moreover, several of these large 
farms showed up in the sample as producers of other products. There 
were a few fruit and vegetable producers in the sample other than the 
large farmers mentioned above who had gross sales of over $25,000. 
But most of the fruit and vegetable producers had gross farm sales 
of less than $10,000 per ycar. 

This same size ranking appears in the yearly farm salks for individual 
commodities by farms in the samlple. Table 7-13 shows the average 
and median sales for each commodity group studied in the sample. It 
points out that milk producers generally ]lad the highest product sales 
followed by egg producers, and then starchy vegetables, other vegetable 
and fruit producers. It is also interesting to note that in all cases except 

Table 7-13,-Suniniarv of 1904 Sales Data for Farms in a Farmer 
Sample in the Mayaguez Region (N - 172) 

Association Non-

Members Members 

Egg Producers 
Number of Producers 29 26 
Average Gross Sales $11,068.97 $ ,9.780.77 
Median Sales 8,200.00 4,300.00 

Milk Producers 
Number ut Producers 33 24 
Average Gross Sales $35,666.67 $36,616.67 
Median Sales 26,200.00 21,630.00 

Starchy Vegetable Producers 
Number of Producers 22 24 
Average Gross Sales $ 1,622.73 $ 591.67 
Median Gross Sales 550.00 400.00 

Other Vegetable Prolucers 
Number of Producers 4 4 
Average Gross Sales $ 725.00 $ 450.00 
Median Sales 550.00 350.00 

Fruit Producers 
Number of Producers 23 10 
Average Gross Sales $ 1,547.83 $ 630.00 
Media Sales 500.00 400.00 

http:1,547.83
http:1,622.73
http:21,630.00
http:26,200.00
http:36,616.67
http:35,666.67
http:4,300.00
http:8,200.00
http:9.780.77
http:11,068.97
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average milk sales, association members have higher average and 

median product sales than nonmembers. 

A combination of production and marketing innovations were chosen 

for study. Table 7-14 lists the innovations used and the questions 

asked each farmer with respect to those innovations. Using the infor.. 

mation collected from the questions in Table 7-14, two innovation 

scales were constructed. 

Innovation scale # 1 was coml)uted by dividing the number of applica

ble l)ractices adopted by the total number of applicable practices for 

each respondent. This scale simply shows the percentage of innovations 

adopted by the farmer out of all those perceived by him as applicable on 

his farm ( IA). 

Table 7-14.-Production and Marketing Practices Used in Making Up 
Respondentthe 	Index of Innovativeness and Questions Asked Each 

(a) 	 Is the practice applicable Innovations
 
on your farm? 1. Fertilizers
 

(b) 	 In what year did you 2. insecticides
 
beg in using tile 3. Classifying and grading products
 
practice, if at all? 4. Slecial handling and packing
 

(c)Are you using tile to prevent quality damage and
 
practice nlow ? product loss
 

(d) 	 If adopted but not 5. New varieties or breeds in your
 
in use,wily did you pritncipal farm enterprise
 
stop using it? 6. Buyiig group
 

7. Contracts with buyers 
8. Marketing group 

is indicator of the earliness of adoption ofInnovation scale #2 an 
y'ear of adoptioninnovations in the study by individual farmers. The 

was converted into a percentile scale for each innovation. Applicable 

wvere then employed to comilute an average percentile scoreinnovations 

for time of adoption for each respondent (AYA ).
 

It was decided after examination of the relationships between the 

two scales and other variables that innovation scale #1, for purposes 

of this study, gave a mtore accurate indication of innovativeness than 

the second scale. Although innovation scale #2 has ttle advantage of 
act itself,taking into consideration the time of adoption as well as the 

it also introduces the possibility that a younger farmer who began using 

all the innovations six years ago when he first started farming may 

receive a lower score than the older farmer who adopted relatively few 

(and it is supported ininnovations 25 years ago. 	Studies have shown 

farmers do tend to be innovative. Thethis study) that younger more 

simpler percentage of applicable innovations adopted thus gives a better 

indication of the act of adoption which is the relevant concept for this 

study. 
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Independent V'ariables 
The other variables used in the analysis cover a wide range of socio

economic factors. 

Economic variables include sulch things as gross farm sales, value of 
farm holdings, farm sales growth over the past five %ears, and size of 
the farm. 

Demographic variables are those concerned with the physical and edu
cational characteristics of the respondent and his family. E.xamples of 
these variables are age, education, size of family, place of residence, 
and religion. 

Communication variables are those providing information describing 
the channels, sources, and nature of information receiv'ed by the respon
dent. Illustrations are newspapers read, membership in farm organiza
tions, source of market news, etc. 

The Attitude variable,, are made up of a series of statements with which 
the respondents were asked to indicate their agreement or disagree
ment on a five-point scale. The individual's response was taken as an 
indicator of his attitude with respect to such things as luck, scientific 
inquiry, product grading, cooperatives, etc. 

Prediction of Innovativeness 
Zero-Order Corrclation Tcsts 

1lypotheses were fornmulated to predict that innovativeness would 
be sigmificantly correlated (either positively or negatively) with cer
tain of the other variables. In the section below the results are discussed. 

Innovativeness scale #1 was correlated across all 172 resldonlents 
with many of the same variables mentioned above in addition to others.
In Table 7-1- the results are given along with the name of the variable 

and hypothesized relationships. A double asterisk denotes the statistic
ally significant (at the .01 level ) correlations. 

The group of variables listed under modcrnitv wa., designed to indi
cate the world view of the respondent. The conceptual basis and some of 
the questions were derived from earlier work by lKluckhohn and Strod
beck ( 1961 ) and by Otis Oliver (193 ). The earlier work had pointed 
out that modernism might be indicated by the values and attitudes held 
by an individual. ]Nluckholn and Strodbeck commented that values 
held with respect to the following "oriemtations" suggest the degree 
to which all individual will be receptive to new ideas and a changing 
environment (1 humani nature orientation, (2) man-nature orien
tation, ( 3) time orientation, (4) activity orientation, and (5) rela
tional orientation. A series of seven agree-disagree statements was 
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Table 7-15.-Hypothesized Relationships Between Innovativeness, 
and Other Socio-Econonic Variables, Correlations Obtained and Sta

tistical Significance of Each 

Coding Used Hypothesized Simple 

in Correlation Relation- Corre
lationMatrix shipVariable Name 

Modernity 

Modernity index (Range = 07, Lower 
values indicate modernity 
and Higher values 
traditionalism .
 

New customs better than (1 =strongly disagree,
 
+ .04old ones 5=.trongly agree) 

Let leaders solvc problems (I =strongly disagree, 
- -.22**5=strongly agree) 

Scientists leave things alone ( l=strongly disagree, 
- -. 115=strongly agree) 

To get ahead-be lucLy I=stroigly disagree, 
5=strongly agree) - -. 13 

Farmers can't do much to (I =strongly disagree, 
change things 5=strongly agree) .19-

Ways of past better ( 1=strongly disagree,
 
5=strongly agree) 
 - -. 08 

Eat, drink and be merry ( =strongly disagree,
 
5=strongly agree) 
 - -. 12 

Familism 

Can only confide in family (1 =strongly disagrce,
 
5=strongly agree) 
 - -. 27** 

Prefer to work alone l=strongly disagree,
 
5=strongly agree) + .02
 

Attitude Toward Government 

Egg grading regulations (I = strongly disagree,
 
good ;=strongly agree) + 
 23** 

Milk regulations (1 =strongly disagree, 
+ .09beneficial 5=strongly agree) 


Count on government (I =strongly disagree,
 
help 5-strongly agree) + .13
 

Government program help (1 =strongly disagree,
 
lolitically influential 5-strongly agree) - .09
 

Markdting 

Farmers should let others (I strongly disagree, 

do marketing 5strongly agree) - .14 

Not wise to deal directly (I =strongly disagree, 

with retailers 5=strongly agree) - .07 

Communications 

Index mass media (0=exposure, 
exposure 12=high exposure) + .28** 

+ .34**nldex ixilitical knowledge (0=low, 7=high) 

Number farm magazines
 

+ .13read 

Talk to friends of new
 

techniques 
 (0=1o, I=yes) + .01 
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Member co-op (0=uo, l=yes) + .14 
Member other agricuhural 

organizations O=1io, 1=yes) + 23** 
Member other organization (0=no, I =yes) + .20** 
Index economic i.,olation (0= iiist isolated 

12=least isolated) + .30** 

Self Perception of Inovativeness 
Dofricnds think you ( 0=no, I=don't know, 

adopt first 2=yes) + .03 

Cooperativism 
Would you share eqtipment (0-.:,.1 yes ) + -. 09 
Wouhl you help with (0=no, I=yes) + -. 12 

communtity project 

Risk 
Effect of 50% output (I =lx)rrow moniey, 

reductiin due to 6izzuit farming
technological innovation move to citv ) - -. 10 

Investment risk (0=low rikk. low profit. 
I=-somewhat risky, high 
profit) + .14 

Use insurance (01io. 1=yes) + .12 

Farm Business 

Gross farn sales 1064 l )ollar, ) + .07 
Index of sales growth +g, i\\ th 1)50-64) + .31 ** 
Acres in farm 1964 + .06 
Farm and equipment value I)olIars) + -. 04 
Family income (i )ollar. + .15 
Additional tion-farm 

income (I)ollar.s ) - .08 

Age and Education 
Age I Yar ) - -. 2(.* 
Education Ycars ) + .28** 
Education for son index I 0_-.!,w aspiratioii for son, 

5=hiieh aspiration) + Iq** 

lInvestnit 
Invest in farm improvemelt I 6licc of 8 altertatives 

to invest $500) + -. 18 
Invest in non-fairm business iCh,,ice of , alternatives 

to invest $500)
(0=11o, l =yes) - .20 

Invest in family education I Choice of 8 alten atives 
to invest $500) 
t0=1io, 1=yes) + .21** 

Hide money Cihice of 7 ;i.ternatives 
to invest anioUnt equal 
to amual salary) - -. 18* 

a The range of the variable innovativeness in 0- 100 were larger numbers indicate
 
a greater tendency to innovate.
 
** Statistically signiificant at the .01 level.
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designed to explore these orientations. The results of those responses 

were cobinned to yield an index of the degree to which individual's 

attitudes indicates "'modernism." The modernity index in which a 

high score indicated traditional views was significantly worth innova

tiveness with an r of -. 20. The only one of the individual items making 

up the index which revealed a significant correlation was a statement 

suggesting that people should depend upon community leaders to solve 

cOmonlll problcins. 
included the modernity indexTwo other variables which were in 

are listed under familism in Table 7-15. It was hyp)otlesized that the 

more innovative individuals would le those who depended less on ex

tended fami"l support and more on the self. A feeling that people other 

than family members can be trusted was found to le significantly 

correlated (-.27) with innovativeness. 
attitude toward governmentIt was lIVpothesiz'd that a favorable 

assistance would correlate with innovativeness. But only one of the 

four attitudes toward government variables was statistically significant. 

The Simple correlation between an agree-disagree statement suggesting 

that the governient egg grading regulation had proven to be beneficial 

was + .23. 
Notne of the hylpotheses relating markctIing attiltudcs to innovative

ness could be accepted. Since five of the eight iu\ov'ations used in the 

innovation index were marketing practices, this was somewhat sur

prising. This information seems to suL)Iort earlier conclusions that 

u'erto Rican farmers do not completely understand the vital inter

relationships between production and marketing, or it may also indicate 

that the farmers are not innovative. 

The set of variables showing the highest general correlations with 

imovativeness were those labeled comminications.The first variable is 

an index comptutedl for each individual by combining in index form his 

regular weekly exposure to various mass media (radios, newspapers, 
television, and mgazines). That index of mass media exposure was 

signilicantly correlated with innovativeness (r - .28).The correla

tion of + .34 for an index of knowledge about political leaders is also 

a reflection of the amount of communication exposure and its effect 

on innovativeness. It is interesting to note that "talking to other farm

ers about new farming techniques" (lid not show a statistically signifi

cant cJrrelation to inl'ovativcness. The correlations for belonging to 

cooperatives (+ .14) and other organizations (+ .23) were statis

tically significant. The index of economic isolation wvas prepared by 

considering the distance of the farmer from a village, the number of 

visits per week to the village, the type of road, and whether or not the 
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farmer lived on his farm. Economic isolation was significantly corre
lated with innovativeness (+.30) suggesting that the ability of the 
farmer to get off his farm and into a city or village is strongly related 
to innovativeness. 

In earlier chapters, we frequentlv referred to the importance of per
ceived risks and uncertainties in the marketing svYteni. It was not 
possible to derive a satisfactory method of measuring the impact of 
such uncertainties inthis study. IBut three statements were used in an 
attempt to get some indication of the effect of business risks in general 
on the individual farm business. Though the correlations of these three 
variables with innovativeness were in the direction hylothesized, they 
were not large enough to be statistically significant at the .01 level. The 
first question asked the respondent to indlicate what lie would hatve to 
(10 if his aboption of an innovation caused a 50 percent decreae in 
his total outlut. The alternatives ranged from the least datilaging 
"borrowiig nionev'' to the most serious "sell out and move to the cit." 
The simple correlation between this v'ariable and ino\vativet(SS was 
-. 10. The second risk question asked the resl ondent to state how le 

would inve.t $10,000; he was offered a highly lucrative but somewhat 
risky alternative and a low-viebling but conll etelv safe alternative. 
The simple correlation with innmovativeness was 4- .14. Finally, re
spondents were asked if they had farm, lime,crop, or live.,tock insur
ance (r + .12).±--


The group of variables under the farm business heading includes a 
number of variables relating to the size and success of the farm unit 
in economic terms. ()nIv sales growth showed a statistically significant 
correlation with innovativeness. But this relation was quite strong 

+ .31), showing that tho.,e farmers who are using new techniques 
have realized farm sales increases over the past five years. It is some
what surprising that the simple correlation between innovativeness and 
gross sales for 1964 was only .07 and that the relationship between 
value of farm holdings and ilmovativeness was negative. This might 
be due to several very large estates included in the sample where there 
is absentee ownership and where managers are regarded as somewhat 
conservative and uninterested in production improvementl'. 

As other innovation studies have shown, age and education were 
highly correlated with innovativeness. In addition, the respoidents 
were asked to in(licate what level of education they would like their 
eldest son to have and whether they thought it possible to achieve. An 
index was devised using the two questions, and it correlated significantly 
with innovativeness ( + .18). This gives an indication of the respond
ent's achievement motivation as reflected through educational aspira
tions for his soni. 
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Finally, the investment variables indicate the relationships between 

alternatives and innovativeness. It
the predispositions for investment 

was found, contrary to the hypothesis, that there was a strong negative 

iS between "invest in farm business" and innovativerelationship of --. 

ness and a positive relationship of .20 between "invest in nonfarm busi

reflects the ability of
ness" and innovativeness. Perhaps this only 

the many profitable nonfarm investinnovative producers to perceive 
in comparisonnients available in the booming Puerto Rican economy 

to the sluggish agricultural sector. 

In summary, there is a significant relationship between certain kinds 

and innovativeness. The correlations sugof socio-economic variables 
kind of modernity test may be useful for predicting in

gest that some 
such as

novativeness when used in conjunction with other variables 
investment preferage, communications, business growth variables, 


ences, and perhaps some other variables such as risk perception, co

operativism, and marketing attitudes if they can be better operational

the possibilities, aized for quantitative research 	methods. To explore 

was performed using, as a dependentmultiple correlation analysis 

variable, innovativeness and as the independent variables a combina

tion of socio-economic variables which had shown the greatest correla

matrix of all factors.tion to innovativeness in the simple correlation 

The results are examined in the following section. 

Multiple Correlation 
The simple correlation analysis implied that it might be possible to 

predict association membership and especially innovativeness with cer

that possibility, the variablesta independent variables. To explore 

highly correlated with association membership and innovativeness were 

used as independent variables in multiple correlation equations. For 
wereassociation membership, the 29 most highly correlated variables 

used in a least squares delete program on the CDC 3,(0. The inno

vativeness analysis started with 34 independent variables.* 
in theIn deciding which independent variables should le included 

reported equation, the following criteria were used. ( 1) The co-efficient 

* The least square delete program is designed to first perform a least squares 

analysis using the initial 34 variables. Then the variable making the least contri

bution to the variance of tile dependent variable is deleted anl a new least squares 

analysis is performed. This process is continued until sufficient variables have 

been deleted to produce a least squares result corresponding to the objective cri

teria formulated by the researcher and included in the computer program. This 
which variables make the least contributionpermits the researcher to (etermine 

wlmile selecting theto the variance of the dependent variable and omit them, 


least squares equation deemed most appropriate for predicting variability in the
 

dependent variable.
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of multiple correlation (R 2 ) should be as large as possible. (2) At 

the same time the co-efficient of multiple correlation corrected for de

should also be as high as possible (this permitsgrees of freedom (R2) 
after spurious correlathe researcher to observe "explained variance" 


tions due to large numbers of independent variables which have been
 

removed). (3) The standard error of the estimate should be as low as 

possible. (4) The independent variables should have logical theoretical 

dependent variable. The multiple correlation rerelationships to the 

sults are discussed below. 

The multiple regression equation containing the 34 variables with 

the highest simple correlation with innovativentss had an R"2 of .45. 

only .32. By deleting 14 variables wh:ch contributed littleBut R was 

to the explained variance, a least squares equation was obtained with 

of .44 and an I ' of .36. This means that the 20 independent-
an K-2 

variables shown in Table 7-16 accounted for about 44 percent of the 

in the sample.variance in innovativeness among farmers 

Table 7-16 presents the results of the multiple correlation analysis. 

Seven of the twenty regression coefficients are significantly different 

from zero at the .05 level. The independent variables are grouped under 

four major headings: communication, demographic, value orientations, 

and farm business. The reader should note that nany of the variables 

contributing to the explanation of innovativeness in the multiple corre

the same as those found significantly related in the simplelation are 
tests. On the other hand, several new variables appear incorrelation 

the analysis. 
that multiple correlation methodsIII conclusion, there is evidence 

using communication, demographic, attitudinal, and economic concepts 

be utilized to predict innovativeness. An as independent variables can 

R.' of .44 was obtained using 20 such independent variables. However, 
to

in order to imlrove "explained variMnce," there is a definite need 

define more explicitly variables related to innovativeness and to im

prove the measurement of variables used in this study. As a step toward 

that goal, a factor analysis was performed; the results are discussed 

in the following section.' 

Factor Analysis 
multiple correlationThe conclusions of the bivariate analysis and 

analysis indicate that innovativeness can be predicted using certan inde

pendent variables. But additional research needs to be directed toward 

uncovering other significant independent variables and improving the 

of those used in this research. To that end an explorameasurement 
tory factor analysis was performed using 90 of the 201 variables used 
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Table 7-16.-Summary of Innovativeness-Multiple Correlation 

Dependent Variables 
%of applicable 

Independent Variables 
innovations adopted 
R 2=.44; RZ2=.36 

Name 
Regression 
Coefficient Signiificance 

Communication 
Mass media exposure 
Listened to radio yesterday 
Read a newspalper yesterday 
Index of market news use 

- .865 
1.951 
1.351 

- 5.694 

.19 
.30 
.16 
.01" 

Help from Department of Agriculture radio 
program 4.445 .09 

Personal contacts principal source of local news -12.649 .02* 
Member of non-agricultural organizations 5.188 .08 

Demographic 
Live on farm all year - 1.3',9 .30 
Age - 1.335 .19 

Value Orientations 
Modernity index .915 .01* 
Can only confide in relatives - 4.022 .00* 
Let leaders solve problems - 1.630 .19 
Consumers spend more on platanos 

in periods of scarcity - 1.522 .25 
hndex of consumer demand knowledge - 1.502 .04) 
Egg grading regulation good 1.558 .33 
Supermarkets have all the business they 

caniget - 1.154 .33 

Too much foreign com1petition 7.481 .05* 
Invest in business other than farm .019 .08 
Hide money in a safe place -14.086 .05* 

Farm Business 
Index of sales growth .077 .03* 

* Denotes those variables significant at the 95 percent confidence level or better. 

in the survey qtuestionnaire. Those variables judged most useful in de

scribing and differentiating farmers in the sample in terms of willing

ness to change and innovate were selected for factor analysis. These 

variables again represented various aspects of economic and marketing 

behavior, demographic characteristics, communication behavior, and 

individual attitudes. 
In this study the purpose of the factor analysis was to explore rela

tionships existing among the variables in order to determine the num

ber and nature of the factors underlying the 90 items used in the field 

survey. Factor analysis may provide us with additional information 

about the "real" factors underlying the variables and the relationships 

existing between those factors and between the variables that make 

them up. 
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In order to decide which of the ten solutions most nearly described 
the constructs underlying the 90 variables, the following decision cri
teria were used. The ideal solution should: (1 ) explain a high percent 
of the variance of the variables in the study, and each factor should con
tribute a significant percent to that explained variability (this refers 
to variance in the factor columns) ; (2) indicate "pure" factor loadings 
(i.e., a variable correlating highly with one factor should not have par
ticularlY high correlation with other factors) ; (3) have a high level of 
communalitv (i.e., all factors together should account for a high per
centage of the variability in a .single variable-this, then, refers to low 
variance) ; and (4) have a logical explanation in theory and practice as 
judged subjectively by the researcher. Oin the basis of these criteria, 
an eight-factor solution was chosen. The proportion of variance of all 
the variables explained by the eight factors was 41 percent. 

Table 7-17 lists the variables and factor loadings for the first factor, 
which explained 9.15 percent of the variance in all the variables in
cluded in the analysis. For each of the eight factors, names were devised 
to indicate the concepts believed to be underlying the related variables. 

The names giveiI each of the eight factors are 
Factor 1-Modern Farmer 
Factor I I-Anti-hinovation (Economic 
Factor I l-The Transitional 
Factor 1V-Anti Innovation (Marketing) 
Factor V-The Cooperator 
Factor VI-The Traditional 
Factor VI I-The Isolate
 
Factor VIII1-The Fatalist
 

Each will be described iv. some detail below.
 

Modern Farmer--FactorI. The high loading on the political knowledge 
index (+ .75) and mass media exposure variable (+ .76, +75, +.65 
and + .62) suggests that these kinds of indices can offer an indication 
of the communication aspect of modernism. For plrposes of detecting 
modernity, one could simply measure political knowledge and determine 
the number of magazines and newspapers read r .gularly. 

In addition to the high loading ( + .75) of years in school on the 
modernism factor, an index of education aspiration for a son loaded 
+ .56 on the factor. Hence, education and educational achievcment 
appear to be important variables in measuring modernism. 

Total family income had a factor loading of + .55, and the index of 
economic isolation had a factor loading of + .54, indicating that the 
degree of personal exposure to other individuals and economic well
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Table 7-17.-Modern Farmer, Factor I (Variance Explained
9.15%) 

Primary 
Factor 

Variable Name Loadings 

Read newspaper yesterday (0=no, l=yes) .76
 
Highest grade reached hi school (years) .75
 
Pc':tical knowledge index (0=1ow knowledge, 7=high knowledge) .75
Newspapers read regularly .75 
Newspapers major source of local news (0=no, l=yes) .65 
Number magazines read regularly .62 

Index of economic isolation (0=most isolated, 12=least isolated) .54 
Total family income in 1964 (dollars) .55 
Index of educational aspiration 

(0=low achievement aspiration for son, 5= high) .56 

Additional non-farm income (dollars) .47
 
Mobility index (0=least mobile, 4-most mobile) .47
 

Most important thing in life to succeed is luck 
(1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) -. 47 

Radio major source of local news (0=no, l=yes) -. 43 
Better if scientists left things alone 

( I=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) -. 45 
Age (years) -. 41 
Read any magazine yesterday (0=no, 1=yes) .44 

Children to be instructed to follow ways of past
( I =strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) -. 39 
Things of past are better, changes bring problems

( I =strongly disagree, 5strngly agree) -. 37 
Ntumber depelndent on family income -. 36 
Would dedicate 50} hours to community improvement 

(0=211o, 1 =yes) 35-. 
Total sales value of farm (dollars) .31 
Mass Illedia irici a1information source in selling starchy

vegetables (0=no, 1=ye) -. 34 

being are correlated with modernity. The factor loadings of other simi
lar variables in ''able 7-17 support this conclusion. 

A third group of variables concerned with attitude loads fairly high 
oil this factor. Six of the nine attitude variables designed originally 
to measure modernity show factor loadings of + .25 or more with 
this factor. 

Anti-Innovation (Economic)-Factor II is illustrated in Table 7-18. 
It is quite clearly a factor reflecting innovation. Since negative load
ings are most 1)reValetlt, it is labeled anti-innovative. 

Factor 1I includes only production innovations (i.e., fertilizer, in
secticides, and improved breeds or varieties) in addition to several 
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Table 7-18.-Anti-Ihnovation (Economic), Factor I1 (Variance Ex
plained = 6.13%) 

Primary 
Factor 

Variable Name I.oadings 

Acres farmed -75 
Fertilizer in use now (0=no, I=yes) -. 62 
Radio, newspapers, trucks, and nion-farmers main source of 

information in selling livestock (0=no, l=yes) .6) 

Farmer's main source of information ill selling cattle 
(0=1no, I=yes) --. 55 

Monthly fooll expenditure for family (dollars) -. 51 

Using selling groups now ( 0=no, I=yes) -. 49 
Index of inlovation influence (0=low in lunce, 4=high influence) -. 47 
Total sales value of farm (dollars) -. 45 
Insecticides in tie now (0=no, I =yes) 42-. 

Using improved varieties or breed in pri ncipal farm 
enterprise ((=no, 1=es) -. 39 

Total family income ill 1964 (dollars) -. 36 

Nunbr of newspapers read regularly --. 35 
Prices determniel mostly by big processors anid retailers 

l=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) -. 35 
Use insurance (O=uio, l=yes) -. 30 

variables loading significantly on this factor which were indicators of 

farm size, sales, and other economic characteristics. Factor I I is rela

tively pure. The factor exl)lains 6 percent of the variance ailioiig tie 
90 variables. 

Transitional-Factor III. Table 7-19 gives factor loadings for the 

third factor. It was somewhat difficult to lal)el this factor since the load

ings were low and primarily negative, and secondary loadings were 

numerous. The negative correlations between the factor and three radio 

variables suggest low mass media orientation, but the positive correla
the factor and educational aspirations suggest a moretions between 

modern leaning. Thus, this factor seems to indicate a state of transition 

for certain respondents. 

Anti-Innovation (Alarketing)-Factor It-'. The loadin.gs for Iactor 

IV are given in Table 7-20. Like Factor II, this one is relatively pure 

with fairly high primary factor loadings. However, here all btut three 

of the variables are innovation measttres and specifically mtarketing in

novations. 

The Cooperator-FactorV. This factor should not be interpreted as 

measuring only particil)ation in cooperative businesses. It appears to 

http:loadin.gs
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Table 7-19.-Transitional, Factor III (Variance Explained = 4.36%) 

Primary 
Factor 

Variable Name Loadings 

Non-farmers, truckers, and co-ops main sources of information 
in selling fruits (O=no, l=yes) 58-. 

Listened to radio yesterday 
(0=no, 1=yes) 58-. 

Hours listened to radio per-week -. 49 

When dealers reduce prices, less profit for everyone 
(I =strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .45 

M1arket visit principal source of information in selling 
starchy vegetables (0=no, 1=yes) .44 

As family income increases, smaller proportion spent on food 
(l=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) -. 39 

New customs nsually 1 tter than old ones 
(l=strongly disagree, ;.=strongly agree) .39 

Close relative asked you to cosign loan what would you do 
(0=no, 1=yes by obligation, 2=yes) .38 

Farmer's main source of information in selling fruits 
(0=no, l=yes) -. 35 

Acres farmed .34 

be a broader concept including significant loadings on attitt'des toward 

governn, it, relatives, friends, and retailers, as well as cooperative 

tnarketin, and value orientations. The negative correlation (- .35) 

Table 7-2.-Anti-Innovation (Marketing), Factor IV (Variance Ex

plained - 4.657c) 

Primary 
Factor 

Variable Name Loadings 

Innovation index number 5 (7o of innovations 
perceived applicable, range = 0-100) -. 71 

Innovation index number 1 (%of applicable innovations 
adopted, range = 0-100) -. 68 

Packing in use now (0=no, I=yes) -. 64 
Selection and classification in use now (0=no, I=yes) -. 58 
Farmers main source of information in selling 

poultry (0=no 1,=yes) -. 49 
Contracting with buyers now (0=no, 1=yes) -. 43 
Association membership (0=noui-memnher, l=member) -. 43 
Using improved varieties or breed in principal 

farm enterlrise now ( 0=no, 1=yes) -. 39 
Big supermarkets, use buying lower to maintain low prices, 

( l=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) -. 39 
Using buying group (o=no, 1= es) -. 37 
Innovation index #2 (average precentile rank of farmer based on 

innovatioun use and time of adoption, range = 0-100) -. 36 
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Table 7-21.-The Cooperator, Factor V (Variance Explained = 
4.75%) 

Primary 
Factor
 

Variable Name Loadings 

Grading and refrigeration of eggs is wise regulation 
(I=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .62 

Believe future buyers will increase use of contracts 
(1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .59 

Figures of Agriculture Dept. on prices are reasonable 
(l=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .52 

.Jovernment lprogranis beneficial only for select group of 
dealers (I =strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .51 

If friend asked you to cosign loan, would you do it? 
(0=no, 1=yes by obligation, 2=yes) .49 

Farmers should be organized in groups to bargain 
(I=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .47 

Milk regulations benefited the industry and consumers 
(1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .46 

Better if scientists left things alone 
(1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) -. 46 

Farm tenure (l=owner, 2=renter, 3=nianager, 4=sharecropper) -. 38 
Can count on government to resolve marketing and 

price problems (l=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .36 
Organization of groups or co-ops can be beneficial 

( 1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .35 
Effects of 50 percent output reduction due to inuovation 

(l=borrow money, 5=quit farming, move to city) -. 35 
Not wise for farmer to bargain directly with retailers 

(I=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) -. 31 

with "effects of a 50 percent output reduction" implies that cooperativ
isin may be related to the individual's perceptions of his financial ability 

to remain solvent in the face of economic catastrophes. 

The Traditional-FactorVI. Again, it was somewhat difficult to log
ically sort out the variables loading on this factor in order to ascertain the 
underlying concept being tapped. There are several loadings which point 
to traditionalism in terms of attitudes. On the other hand, there are 
three variables with correlations indicating progressive marketing attri
butes. Future research should be directed toward operationally im

proving some of the variables in order to purify the factor. 

The Isolate-FactorVII. The two highest loadings are on television 
exposure and are negative, implying a measure of low communication 

exposure. The loadings suggest measures of individualisn. 

The Fatalist-FactorVIII appears to be primarily related to fatalism 

(see Table 7-24) : The two most highly loaded variables hint at low 

credit availability and lerceptions of high risks in certain farm enter
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Table 7-22.-I'he Traditional, Factor VI (Variance Explained 
3.97-7o) 

Primary 
Factor
 

Variable Name Loadings 

Prefer to work alone than be tied to family 
(1 =stroigly disagree, 5=strongly agree) -. 62 

Oiie can onl y conifile in relatives 
(Istrongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) 

Farmers should let others take care of marketing 
problems (I=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) -. 51 

Grading and Iact.'aging arc waste of time for farmers 
(I =strongly disagree, Sstroiig!y agree) -. 50 

Eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we may die 
(I =stronigly disagree, Sstrongly agree) .43 

Risk and insecurity in produce market nmuch less today 
than 10 years ago (I =strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .42 

Market visits rincipal source of inifornut tion in selling 
starchy vegetables 0=11o, I=yes) .40 

Believe fture bulvers will iicrease use of contracts 
(1=-strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .36 

Farmners principal source of information in selling 
fruit (0=nio, I=yes) -. 30 

prises. "Farmers can't do much to change things," shows a loading 

of .40. Loadings on variables like "big supermarkets use btying power 
to hold prices down" and "farmers should )eorganized in bargaining 
groups" imply a likelihood of resignation to accept and even "over
eml)hasize" had farming conditions. 

I i general, the restiks show that factors 1,11, IV, V, VII, ad VIII, 
though somnewhat itterrelated, were neasuring specific underlying 

Table 7-23.-The Isolate. Factor VI'I (Variance Explained = 4.01% ) 

Primary 
Factor 

Variable Name Loadings 

lours TV watched per week -. 76 
Watched TV yesterday (0=1t1o, 1=yes) -. 63 
Asked mre often for iniformation than others 

()=less, 1=doi't know, 2=niore) -. 48 
Truckers, farmers, ion-farmers and coops principal source of 

information in selling starchy vegetables (0=no, J=yes) .44 
Memner of any co-op (0=no, 1=yes) -. 43 
Television major source of local news (0=no, 1=yes) -. 42 
Market visits princilpal source of iniformation in 

sellinig poultry (0=no,1=yes) -. 39 
Big supermarkets use buying power to maintain 

low prices ( 1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) .38 
Index of economic isolation (0=most isolated, I=least isolated) -. 36 
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Table 7-24.-The Fatalist, Factor VIII (Variance Explained = 
3.87%) 

Primary 
Factor 

Variable Name Loadings 

Get credit from dealer fron; whom luy major part 
of farm supplies (0=o, I .vts) -. 61 

Index of perceived ri,,k ( O=hw pcrceived risk, 6=hiLI) .56 
Index of perceptioal of main fiarm problems (prohlems 

perceived range = 0-11 ) -. 48 
Consumers spend more on platt nos durin g scarcity 

1=strongly disagree, 5:strongly agree) -. 46 
Supermarkets have all the business they will get 

( l=stromgly disagree, ;=strongly agree) -. 45 
Share equipment with neighlhirs (0=no, I -yes 1 .45 
Farmers ca.l 1Ot (1o 111l6 tO cIMange9things 

(lIstrongly disagree, 5=stronigly agree) .-A) 

factors which could be easily idlentified. The strength of factor load
ings for individual variables in each factor and between factors gives 
sonie indication for further research in operationalizing variables to 
more accurately measure those concepts for eventual predictive pur
poses. 

Conclusion 
The tests of innovativeness proved quite useful in both the study of 

retailers and the study of farmers. Bivariate analysis of variables asso
ciated with innovativeness proved to have much less value than the 
nultivariate analysis using both multiple correlation and factor analysis. 

An attempt was made to develop some new indices of innovativeness, 
but more work is required before they can be useful methodological 
tools. Thus, we continued to use those indices that have been used pre
viously: percentage of innovations adopted ( PIA) and average \ear of 
motivation (AYA). In addition, attitudes were measured. In measuring 
modernism, the cause of scientific parsimony may be served by includ
ing only variables determining political knowledge plus regular ex
posure to the various mass media. 

Efforts should be made to operationally improve the variables meas
uring cooperativism. The factor analysis suggested that the individual's 
capacity to withstand financial losses is correlated with cooperativism, 
and this hypothesis should be submitted to further testing. Two of 
the eight factors in this analysis indicated some relationship to indi
vidualism (isolated individualism and traditional individualism). Per
haps specific variables could be designed which would more accurately 
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tap an individualism factor. This factor should not necessarily be con

sidered as the antithesis of cooperativism since it apparently measures 

a different concept in which an individual might possibly be consistent 

and still score fairly high on both factors. 
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VIII. 	CONCLUSION AND POLICY
 
RECOMMENDATIONS
 

Throughout the developing nat ions, murtch interest is focused on pro
grams which promise greater productivity. !'sualh" the primary gtal 
(if ole exists) is to hring abott an inrease inl capital saving and to 
encourage the investment of that capital in teclhiuo ical (or even or
g.inizational ) imovations which will lead to a ,reat(r output per unit 
of inputs. Simply stated, the go0al is greater lt.ficiicv of resource use 
through the application of modern techniques. T. V. Schultz has argued 
rather convincingly that there is relatively little hope of achieviu 
prodtctivity gains iintraditional agriculture thin.ugl efficientmore 
combinations of existing resomrces. Ile concludes: "The key to growili 
isin acquiring and using effectivelY somie mnudern. factors of pro
duction." ( Schultz. 1!64. 1.1701 

Schultz's observations are pro)lably applicalde to all sectors il the 
developin g econonv, if thev are stated ill a somiewhat rwe gelie ral 
way. Most development economists \\'ould ;agree that the task of stini
lating economic develohpment is basically that of proctrin-"; .aself sus
taining growth process characterizeIvbmre and niore intensive USe 

of improved technologies madeat1nore eU'ectiye thr h iimlWVed iistii 

tutional 	arrangements. While many technological imlprovements are 
readily availale and olitainalde fromi devehlped iatirons, tile develop
mernt of facilitating institutional arrangements and the direct applica
tion of such technologies requires imen tf wisdom,coura ge, and imova
tive ambition. The case of Puerto Rico hellis to ilhstrate these points 
and suggests that efforts to improve marketing productivity and coordi
nation can play an active part in the development process. 
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Atomistic Competition and Economic Growth 

Several years ago Sol Tax made an intensive study of the population 

,t' an isolated village in Guatemala. lie found that with respect to the 

was considerable specialization and exchange.economic system, there 
Ile also fownd that the market place could be characterized as purely 

atomistic, (b) open, (c) free,
conmetitive insofar as it tends to be (a) 

b;ed on rational behavior. In this "purely competitive" sys
and (d) 
tem, lie found that living standards were extremely low: and the people 

-wereable to pro,lace only the basic necessities to maintain life. More

he found ia: "!espite increasing specialization and exchange,over, 
some level of eco

the econorin had been stalled for time at this low 

l'ax asked, "Why does the fact that everybody works hardnomic life. 

for himself alone, and seeks to maximize his own rewards, not have
 

(Tax, 1963, p. 28) Pure compethe effect of creating wealth for all?" 


tition seemed to pi evail in the economyv, but there were no evidences of
 

ecolioliic advancement. Yet pure competition is frequently posited as a
 

stimulus to efficient allocation of resources and economic growth. In
 

answer to his own question, Tax concluded : "What seems to be lacking
 

in Guatemala is the beginning of the accumulation of technical knowl

edge that eventually results in improvement in the material standards
 

of life." (Tax, 1963, p. 28)
 

If economists had been living in wesfern Guatemala the past 

two hundred years, they could not have cre(lited to free con

petition the eory that progress in, technology has deserved. 

(Tax, 1963, p. 2(), 

is strong, his point is valid. AdvancingAlthough Tax's statement 
is a critical factor if greater productivity and economictechnology 

growth are to be achieved. A vital point which he failed to consider, 

however, is the a,!verse effect of atoinistic competition on the spread 

of new techniques of production. A recent anthropological study in 

Southern Italy indicates that small-scale ato.,"stic competition tends to 

create pessimism and a complete lack of trust for the unknown 

and even tor one's fellow man-a condition hiardly conducive to 

innovativeness. 
Edward Banfield spent nine months studying the culture and econ

omy of Montegrano, an extremely impoverished village in Southern 
as the one

Italy. Ilis description of the economy was not as thorough 

given by Tax for his Guatemalan village, but it is obvious that consider
existed. lie reported thatable degree of specialization and exchange 

the rule, and that it was accomplished by aatomistic competition was 

very strong feeling of self-preservation. And, he made it clear that the 
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people lived just at the level of subsistence. The rule prevailing in all 
social and economic relationships was to "maximize the material, 
short-run advantage of the nuclear family (the most prevalent form 
of business organization) ; assume that all others will do likewise." 
(Banfield, 1958, p. 85) He hypothesized that obedience to this rule 
leads to complete lack of cooperation among the people in achieving 
social improvements. 

The probable factors leading to "amoral familism" are not discussed 
by Banfield. However, his findings suggest that many generations of 

atomistic competition and poverty with little advance in technical 
knowledege resulted (perhaps justifiably so) in the destruction of any 

real hope for the individual to improve his position through new and 
risky methods or cooperative ventures. Banfield describes the peasant: 

"Getting ahead" and "making a good figure" are two of the 
central themes of the peasant's existence. But he sees that no 
matter how hard he works lie can never get ahead. Other 
people can use their labor to advantage, but not lie. (Banfield, 
1958, p. 65 ) 

Of 320 peasants, who were given thematic apperception tests, only 
sixteen described a situation where a family was able to "prosper by 
thrift or enterprise, and even in these cases the success was not great 
enough to raise it out of the peasant class." (Banfield, 1958, p. 66) 

Banfield concluded that "amoral familism" was the primary factor 
preventing economic development in Montegrano. Ile generalized to 
other developing nations: 

Lack of such association (i.e., political and corporate) is a 
very important limiting factor in the way of economic devel
opmient in most of the wvorld. Except as people can create and 
maintain corporate organization, they cannot have a modern 
economy. To put tile matter positively: the higher the level of 
living to be attained, the greater the need for organization. 
(Banfield, 1958, p.7) 

Recently Cyril Belshaw observed peasant markets in Fiji and New 
Guinea and reported that agricultural producers were initiating spe
cialized production but with little reference to marketing. There were 
large numbers of traders competing atomistically: 

The large numbers, tile strength of the competition, the rela
tive weakness of the prestatory links which should create 
monopolistic frictions, combine to keep capital accumulation 
to the minimum. This in turn limits the internal growth 
dynamic of the system. (Belshaw, 1963, p. 82) 
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lie enumerated tile conditions necessary to bring vitality to the peasant 

a reduction in numbers of traders relative to
market. "One would be... 

a chance to achieve economies of
the volume of trade, giving a trader 

accrue through the suddenscale... [and I advantages to tile alert can 
he recommendswidening of the tran;ortation network." Finally, 


action to improve communication institutions related to market ac

tivities. 
The results of each of these studies point to a market exchange sys

where economic growth is directly inhibited by small scale, atom
temn 

istic competition, or by factors directly related to atonistic com)etition.
 

u'erto Rican economy suggest that a similar situa-Conditions in the 
1950. Small-scaletion had existed there for number of years prior to 

coml)etition and a lack of organization in the markets had resulted in 

little use of available technologies due to a high degree of uncertainty 
throughand a prevailing pessimistic attitude toward "getting ahead" 

that occur
indiviidual initiative. The changes in the marketing system 

1965 parallel an active commimitred in I tierto Rico between 1950 and 
truly "national market" to re

ient lbv the government to establish a 


place atoliistic coii petition in food retailing.
 

Changes in Food Distribution 

Mliig a "national market" may be thought of is the process of 

internal market development, characterized by a rising percentage of 

1)roduction being exchanged through commercial channels and showing 

in terms of market coordination, marketingcontinual improvements 
stability. Thus, thecosts, Iro(luct quality and variety, and market 
that passes throughpercentage of total consumption and investment 

as one indicator of the develcommercial channels could be considered 

opment of a "national market." In this sense in I'nerto Rico, there was 

1963 than there was in 1949. In more of national market in food in 

1940, only 44 percent of the food consun)tion lassed through retail 

food stores, lint hv 1063 the figure had increased to 63 percent. 

In l'uerto Rico. the precursors of change were many. One of the 

the public and private conminitment of a mostmost significant was 
p( werful individual and first elected governor of Puerto Rico, Luis 

Mufioz-,Marin. Ile committed himself, his party, and the entire com-
Mufiozmonwealth to a broad program of social reform. Not only was 

Alarin verbally committed to social reforms, but lie commissioned 

studies by experts, had those studies evaluated by the parties of in

terest. and then acted upon the experts' recommilendations. 

Teodoro Moscosco was select2d for important tasks and became the 

implementer of Mtifioz-Marin's ideas. Moscosco, as chief of the Puerto 
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Company and then of Fomento, wasRico Industrial Development 
whereverresults. He was willing to goconcerned with achieving 

necessary to find persons-even foreigners-who couldl help achieve 

results for "Operation Boot Strap." 

One important effect of marketing improvements during this period 

was the reduction in gross margins both as a result of directed efforts 

at change and also private initiative. It was noted in earlier chapters 

that gross margins had apparently decreased since 1949 and that prices 

of basic commodities were lower in supermarkets in 1966 than in the 

smaller stores. Lower retail prices on basic commodities have seemingly 

meant greater purchases of those and other food products. There is 

considerable circumstantial evidence that during this time the demand 

for most goods, including food, was elastic. 
new products to the consumer. The

Retail food stores introduced 

unique commonwealth status l)ermitted food retailers to by-pass local 

exclusive agents and wholesalers if it was advantageous and buy through 

companies on the U.S. mainland. Some of the larger retailers were 
States

buying three-fourths of their supplies directly from the United 


in 1965.
 
important mcthod for aclhieving marl<eting improvementsAnother 

was through contract buying arrangements between the large food 
special

retailing concerns and certain producer groups. In other cases 

government action was required to help create a stable market environ

ment and to encourage adoption of improved marketingl practices. Par

reduced fluctuations, proresult of better coordination andtially as a 
duction increased on certain high-value items such as eggs and milk. 

It is evident, though, that the increasing developnment of the national 

To a large degree new entrants were
market was not preordained. 

bring about the necessary clanges. Puerto Rican
depended upon to 

experience indicated, by and large, that it is difficult, if not impossible 

to provide assistance for existing firms. Most of the existing fitms do 

not want assistance and will accept it only when their backs are agaillst 

the wall. On the other hand, new entrants with certain sociological 

seem to have a better chance of contributingtraits (See Chapter VII) 
national market. All of this is in agreement with the 

to an increased 
theories of Eric Iloffer, Everett Ilagen, and E. G. Barnett. They tell 

us that change is difficult and risky and, therefore, the newcomer will 

likely bring about the change because lie has so little to lose. Using the 

example of Puerto Rico, then, to stimulate improvements and to create 
to permit

more of a "national market," political leaders need courage 

to rise to the surface, and there should be a plamed pro
newcomers 

foster marketing
gram backed by the political leaders to greater 


productivity.
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Contribution to Economic Development 
Changes in food distribution seemed to accelerate development by 

providing added employment in the retail food sector and by increasing 
incomes to farmers. Total employment in retail food distribution actu
ally increased in Puerto Rico during the years that marketing improve
nients were being introduced. Also, there is evidence that the lowering 
of the risk for growing certain perishable and high-value products, 
such as milk and eggs, aided the economy through greater local pro
duction. The development of market stabilizing arrangements for these 
products helped farmers to meet the rapidly rising demand at lower 
prices through improvements in production and marketing perform
ance. Fomento, the Puerto Rican government institution charged with 
bringnlg about industrial and commercial development, was respons
ible -or setting up or encouraging the new, larger food retail operations. 
Fomento tried first to encourage established local businessmen to 
invest in new retail facilities on a matching funds basis. When this 
failed, Fomento became willing to help new entrants, such as the con
tinental, Harold Toppel, of the newly established Pueblo stores. In 
addition, Fomento aided the Consumer Cooperative Federation with 
funds and techncal assistance. Fomento also provided assistance to 
independent stor2. operators by helping establish group buying and 
advertising. 

While data suitable for making direct comparisons are scarce, there 
are strong indications that the resulting competitive environment in 
food retailing, especially in San Juan, produced slightly lower food 
prices, higher quality products, greater convenience, and a wider selec
tion of l)roducts for tie Puerto Rican consumer. 

In summary, food marketing changes from 1950-1965 in Puerto Rico 
contributed to economic development by lowering food prices to con
sinners while providing improved products and services. This was ac
comlplished simultaneously with an incrcase in the number of workers 
employed in food retailing. Thus food marketing provided more jobs
and helped improve real consumer income. Both factors helped Puerto 
Rican consumers to improve their diets and produced additional 
discretionary income for the purchase of non-food items. 

Correlates of the Innovative Process 
The above contributions were not merely mechanistic changes. Inno

vations which resulted in more rapid economic development were in
troduced by individuals. Increasing the ability to predict the persons 
who bring about change will be of major assistance to those who direct 
and/or support programs of change. 

The multivariate analysis of innovation provided the better explana
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tions of total variance. Among retailers, the explained variance was 
R = .875 for one measure of the dependent variable innovative
ness, and R2 = .722 for the other. Attempts at explaining innovative
ness among farmers were not as successful. It may be that farmers are 
less innovative. 

In order to get a better picture of the types of firns and persons 
involved in food retailing, 87 variables were submitted to a factor anal
ysis. A six-factor solution appeared to be best. The "ideal type" who 
brought about change can be identified. 

\Ve find the innovator is young, well educated, a foreigner, and one 
who utilizes the mass media to significant degree. In general, lie is 
well informed ; he knows of the government programs set up to help 
him and his business ; and in addition, he has a knowledge of prices in 
other areas. lie has traveled more than nornal and believes that man 
can influence his environment. The harbinger of change is not the man 
with a store in the poorest section of town, but neither is he necessarily 
the leniber of the establishmenlt which bankers sometime prefer. 

An exploratory factor analysis was also performed utilizing 90 vari
ables from the farlmer survey. An eight-factor solution was chosen. 
While the results are somewhat difficult to interpret, the "ideal type" 
of innovative farmer is very similar to the innovative retailer described 
above. lie is young, well educated, well informed, and more widely 
traveled than his less innovative counterpart. Ilei has an optimistic 
attitude toward the future and feels that Iian's own actions can and 
should bring about beneficial changes. More than anythin.g lie seems 
to be a mn1.11 and \\'1howho believes in and seeks after knowledge has 
confidence in his own ability to put that knowledge to work for his 
own and others' benefit. 

Present niethods of identification depend heavily upon the govern
inent employee, banker, or firm manager's ability to subjectively deter
mine which individual possesses the strongest traits of innovation and 
entrepreneurial capacity. These results Suggest that there are ways 
of objectively identifying those individuals with innovative and entre
preneurial capacities. Using the findings in Chapter VI I and referring 
to other studies, it might be possible to construct a test of personality 
and information knowledge which cotlld, at least, assist those with 
responsibilities for selecting individuals for loans, technical assistance. 
and for critical managerial posts in developing countries. 

Development Policy Implications 
In light of the foregoing discussion regarding the need for dynamic 

policy norms and the possibility that atomistic competition in some 
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cases may inhibit the development process, it is important now to look 
at the possible implications for economic policy goals and measures. 
This final section examines some general and specific policy goals for 
developing nations and suggests classes of nmarket policy measures 
compatible with those goals. 

A given society can utilize various combinations of political, social, 
and economic organization. This particular combination in use is deter
mined historically by a wide range of factors, not the least of which 
are the values and beliefs held by the people of the society. 

Within the framework of any political economy there are basic goals 
or objectives. Whether they are well defined and consistent or frag
mentary and inconsistent, they compose the structure on which the 
political system depends. Regardless of the political and economic 
organization, if the perceived goals of the political group in power are 
not in harmony with the values and goals of the people, pressures will 
be brought to bear in an attempt (through revolution or orderly polit
ical pressures) to effect a change in leadership. 

On the other hand, the feasibility of achieving a redirection of gov
ernment policy goals is determined by the power (including political, 
economic, and military power) of those in control. Moreover, "the de
termination of people's values is not an especially wvell-developed sci
ence. .," (J-latlawav, 1963, p. 11 ) and because of conflicts and con
fusion, it is difficult even for sensitive and well intentioned political 
administrators to formulate acceptable policy goals and programs. This 
is especially true in a developing nation where values and beliefs are 
likely to be undergoing rapid change and where the people are impa
tient for tangible results. The characteristic political instability in Latin 
America attests to the fact that formulating acceptable policy measures 
to aclhieve those goals is a difficult undertaking in developing nations. 

The following is a discussion of some of the general and specific goals 
relative to economic developnent and market coordination. In general. 
they are believed to be consistent with the current values and goals of 
the develolping nations in Latin America. 

Gencral Goals 
Probably the most universal goal among the nations of Latin Amer

ica is to achieve a higher level of living. Evidence suggests that most 
of the people in Latin America hold values consistent with tile goal 
for higher income. This goal is most frequently expressed by economic 
planners as a desire to achieve a specific percentage growth in gross 
national product. Occasionally the goal is expressed in terms of specific 
monetary increase in per capita income. Because of the rate of popula
tion growth, a per capita income goal is a more accurate indicator of 
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changes in levels of living than is GNP, but it does not provide an 
accurate measure of progress toward the basic goal of a hgher level of 
living for the masses. When translated to the individual level in an 
economy, the goal is that each person should be provided with adequate 
income so that he is able each year to purchase and consume more 
economic goods than the year before. 

The second general goal is closely related to the first, and, in fact, 
is implied in the restatement of that goal at the individual level. The 
objective may be stated as a desire to achieve an equitable (listribution 
of the benefits of economic growth. The growth in per capita income 
should be achieved in such a way that the increase is equitably distrib
uted among the people in the economy. To achieve a six percent in
crease in per capita income may be a worthy achievement in one sense, 
but if the increase is concentrated in the hands of a small percentage of 
the population, it will have little impact on the level of living among the 
majority. The term "equitable" was used in stating this goal. Perhaps a 
better term would be "acceptable," since within each country social 
and political realities will determine the type of (listribution of benefits 
deemed acceptable. In one country equal distribution may be the 
immediate goal, while in another, considerable inequality may be 
temporarily tolerated. 

The third general goal is concerned with equality of olportunity and 
indivirlualism. The typical Latin American is anxious to protect his 
rights as an individual. And this individualism is accompanied by a de
sire for a fair ol)portunity to participate in the development process and 
to fully utilize his abilities for economic gain. A frequent, though not 
universal, corollary to this goal in Latin America:i is to maintain free
don of individual, political, social, or economic action to the extent 
that such actions are not detrimental to others ini the society. 

The final general goal is to maintain an acceptable level of economic 
stability. This goal appears to lack strong sul)port from the basic values 
of the people. But there is a feeling that real incomes should not be 
permitted to decline for any reason. In Latin America most individuals 
are little concerned that economic fluctuation may arise from inflation, 
natural disaster, speculation, international disturbances, or other semi
controllable factors. However, they are ill-equipped to withstand such 
fluctuations whether they are chronic or temporary. Hence, the strength 
of the stability goal is frequently the result of a realization on the part 
of those in political power that their constituents often have difficulty in 
distinguishing between "temporary setbacks" and permanent economic 
trends. The market performiance goals discussed below are based on 
the need to generate and "equitably" distri'iute more and more eco
nomic goods. 
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Market Performance Goals 

There are two broad market performance goals which are consistent 

with the economic goals discussed above. They are concerned with (1) 

allocation and (2) stimulating technological proimproving resource 

gress. In the following section these goals are discussed individually, 
allocation and stimulatingthe relationship between improving resource 

to the necessity of market coordination is destechnological progress 
cribed, and finally, three specific market performance goals are 

suggested. 

RESOURCE USE. Our recei'.'ed economic theory provides no clearly 

defined efficiency norm for a dynamic and less than perfect competi

tive economy. Dynamica.lly modified* equilibrium analysis would sug

gest that an optimum allocation of resources can be achieved under 

perfect competition (and in certain cases under pure competition). At 

various times economists have pointed out, as did the Attorney Gen

eral's Committee (Report of the Attorney General's National Commit

tee to Study the Antitrust Laws. 1955, pp. 337-338) that the concepts 

of pure and perfect competition are tools of theoretical analysis. They 

are not intended to and do not constitute a description of reality. More

over, the committee emphasized that "pure and perfect competition are 

are 

be guides to public policy." (Ibid., p. 338) Nevertheless, we still find 

economists asserting that pure competition can and should be used as 

for public policy. Witness the following statement by Richard 

wholly theoretical standards, in that they not intended as such to 

a norm 
Leftwich, in his popular intermediate theory text: ". . . economic 

models set up on the assumption of pure competition furnish us with 

a 'norm' or 'ideal' situation against which we can appraise the actual 

operation of the economic system." (Leftwich, 1963, p. 26) Such a 

preoccupation with pure or atomistic competition may be leading devel

oping nations astray in their attempt to optimize resource allocation 

and economic growth. 

Perhaps a more realistic goal for developing nations with respect 

to resource use would be to continually utilize existing resources in 

such a way as to raise productivity without concern for numbers of 

firms. The annual goal might be to achieve a specific increase in pro

ductivity in the economy. Sub-goals and policy measures would then be 

to achieve the over-all output objective. Admittedly, this kind of goal 

does not permit separation of the benefits of more efficient use of exist

* This term is used to refer to static competitive theory modified to account for 

risk and uncertainty and to describe the sequence of events leading to equilibrium, 
but not including provision for endogenous determination of variables previously 

considered exogenous in equilibrium analysis. 
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ing resources from the benefits of technological innovation. But the 
two concepts should not be separated anyway; they are dynamically 
interrelated in the marketing system and should be handled accord

ingly in formulating policy goals. This does not mean that economic 
theory is useless. It simply means that more attention ought to be 

directed toward evaluating the actual performance of the system. 
Specific market performance goals for resource use should be formu

lated around four different considerations. (1) Are production and 

marketing costs being reduced and, if so, how are the benefits distrib

uted and used to further economic growth objectives? (2) Does the 

marketing system provide for effective trunsmission of incentives 

throughout in order to encourage and reward efficiency and innovative

ness? (3) Does the marketing system function so as to transmit effective 

consumer demand to producers and facilitate production advancements ? 
and (4) Does the marketing system provide for dynamic interaction be

tween producers and consumers in order to create and fulfill demands 

for new and better products ? 
Mdarketing performance goals based on these considerations should 

lead, in a dynamic and developing economy, to a realistic evaluation of 

resource efficiency in production and marketing and should suggest 
specific government policies to cope with apparent deficiencies. 

TEc NOLOGICAL PROGRESS. The second area of concern with respect 

to market performance goals is the stimulation of technological pro

gress. The foregoing discussion pointed out that it is not desirable for 

policy purposes to separate the productivity effects of more efficient 

use of existing resources from teclmological innovations. The structure 
and conduct of the marketing system may have a significant inlpact on 

technological progressiveness among marketing firms as well as among 

producing and consuming units. 
\Vith respect to technological progressiveness as affected by the 

marketing system, there are two major factors to consider in formulat

ing policy goals and programs. They are: (1) Does the prevailing 

market structure and conduct encourage or limit the introduction of 

technological innovation among producing, distributing, processing, or 

consuming units? and (2) Does the prevailing market structure and 

conduct provide for adequate (public and/or private) basic and applied 

research with satisfactory communication of the research findings ? 

MARKET COORDINATION. In judging the efficiency and progressive

ness of any industry, it is important that the production-marketing 
system be evaluated realistically with respect to its effectiveness in 

coordinating production, distribution, and consumption. Proper com

munication through the marketing system between wantsconsumer 
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and producers, coupled with the potential power of the producer and 

marketing agents to alter consumer wants, is a critical and dynamic 

process which nmst be operating to encourage greater efficiency in 

production and distribution and at the same time improve the variety 

and quality of consumer goods. Such a process of dynamic interaction 

in vertical market channels appears to be a potential in most all rapidly 

developing economies. 
improvements in resource allocation and technological progressive

econness seem to be important ingredients for all rapidly developing 

omies. These kinds of improvements must take place in individual firms. 

To illustrate the effect of market coordination on resource allocation 

and technological progressiveness, consider a situation where the ver

tical coordination process is improved to some minimum level whereby 

marketing risks and price fluctuations are significantly reduced at one 

particular point in the market channel-say at the producer level. The 

probable effects of such improved market stability may be some combi

nation of lower costs and greater returns. Either of these results may 

provide a stimulus to the producer to make new investments in order 

to increase his scale of operation, adopt more efficient production tech

niques, or in other ways improve the efficiency of his production opera

tion. As noted earlier, there are good indications that economies of 

scale associated with technological innovations are l)rincipal "movers" 

of economic development at the individual firm level. But technological 

innovation usually requires a capital accumulation and investment, 

which in turn is critically related to the process of market coordination 

that provides production incentives and determines the degree of 

market uncertainty at any point in the channel. Hence, performance 

improvements in any sector of an exchange economy are a function, at 

least to some extent, of the mostly intangible factor of market coordin

ation in the product channel. 

OPERATIONAL PERFORMIANCE GOALS. It is difficult to design a quanti

tative or even qualitative measure of "market coordination." However, 

the performance of the marketing system with respect to certain factors 

is affected by market coordination. The following specific performance 

goals afford some opportunity for evaluation of the effectiveness of 

market coordination as well as resource use and technological pro

gressiveness. 

1. Cost of production and marketing-usually influenced heavily by 

economies of scale and management improvements. 

2. 	Progressiveness-i.e., willingness to adopt new improved pro

duction and marketing techniques. 

3. 	 Product variety and quality-a frequent and almost universally 
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beneficial correlate of a dynamic process of demand creation and 
improved coordination. 

Economic development literature is becoming more and more con
cerned with the importance of technological change on the growth pro
cess. Nevertheless, to date there has been little effort to integrate tech
nological progress with market structure and conduct. 

PolicyMeasures 

There are six classes of government programs which might be util
ized if the marketing system as evaluated by the above criteria is not 
acceptable. Each of the following will be discussed briefly below: () 
property rights laws, (2) facilitative regulations, (3) assistance to 
marketing organization, (4) market control programs, (5) market 
planning and assistance arrangements, and (0) direct government 
investment. 

In any exchange economy there must be some vay to provide for 
orderly protection of the rights of iodividuals of business units with 
regard to property ownership. The pm),blem is particularly crucial in 
an economy based on bargained exchar-e. Procedures must be estab
lished for the orderly flow of products and property rights as goods 
change hands. Marketing performance may depend on the adequacy of 
government rules and regulations establishing procedures for protect
ing property rights and providing proper judical proceedings for settl
ing exchange disputes. These kinds of laws and regulations are quite 
basic and are usually formulated fairly early in the development pro
cess. However, they require frequent scrutiny to assure that they serve 
the needs of a changing economy. Moreover, even well-conceived and 
fully justified property rights and market control laws. when poorly 
administered, can produce harmful rather than the beneficial effects 
expected. In some cases, it may be better to have no legislation at all 
than to have basically good rules ineffectively administered. 

Often, government marketing policy in priV'ate enterprise economies 
is concerned primarily with providing services and regulations that will 
facilitate competition and improve exchalnge efficiency. Such policies 
may le extremely beneficial in an over-all elfort to improve marketing 
perfornance. Specific examples of lelpful regulations include collec
tion and dissemination of market information, provision for uniform 
grades, weights, and standards, fair trade regulations. anti-trust legis
lation, credit assistance, and research and assistance in the use of 
new techniques of production and distribution. In Puerto Rico, these 
and similar methods have been utilized in a highly successful effort to 
improve marketing efficiency while facilitating competition. 
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Most developed nations have found that certain kinds of economic 
institutions are a valuable aid in the development process. It may be 
necessary for government marketing policy to include provisions for 
facilitating and encouraging certain types of economic organizations and 
associations. Two of the nxst common are corporate and cooperative 
associations. Others might include trade associations, professional 
groups, research consortiums, and other organizational forms which 

in a given situation might contribute to improved over-all marketing 
performance an(d economic growth. 

The fourth type of governmental market policy program is market 
control programs. These are government policies planned specifically 
to alter the market coordination process. The\, are most frequently 
used in cases where the market for a given product is chronically un
stable or out of balance with the rest of the industry or economy. They 
represent a more strenuous effort to inprove production and market
ing efficienicy through manipulation and assistance inthe market coord
ination process. Specific examples of market control programs are 
price supports, marketing boards, marketing agreements and orders, 
and direct government allocation programs. 

The first four types of marketing policy mneasures encompass most 
of the marketing programis utilized in the United States and other 
"l)ri\,ate enterprise" economies trying to bring about better 1perform
ance. The last two policy measures su-gst moving toward stronger 
government action. 

There appear to be times when. as a result of extreme uncertainty, 
small scale business, low technical knowledge. or inertia, individual 
businessmen are slow to move ahead with production and marketing 
schemes necessary for economic development. In such cases it may be 
possible to devise government programs which can provide encourage
ment and assistance to interested parties. The government of Puerto 
Rico has utilized this technique for encouraging local as well as foreign 
firns to invest in certain productive enterprises. A special government 
agency (Fomento) is charged with the responsibility of interesting and 
encouraging investors, making preliminary feasibility studies, obtain
ing loans, providing buildings, and assisting in various other ways the 
operation of the enterprise. A second approach also being tried in Puerto 
Rico is regional agricultural planning. The island is divided into five 
regions. In each a regional director is responsible for coordinating all 
agricultural programs. In each region intensive studies of agricultural 
production and marketing have been carried out. Using that knowledge, 
the regional director is responsible for preparing specific plans for 
improving resource use through assistance to farmers in re-allocating 
resources and coordinating agricultural markets. Such programs afford 
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the opportunity for the government to evaluate needs on a broad scale 
and concentrate efforts toward encouraging private enterprise to pro
vide those needs. 

Finally, a method for achieving marketing erforniancc goals, which 
is one step beyond the method just discussed. would be for the govern
inent to directly finance and manage production and distribution units. 
There may be certain cases where lrivate enterprise will not provide 
effective development even with encouragement and assistance. At 

other times it is necessary for the initial firm that is "breaking the 
ice" in an industry to lose money in the early years of operation. Food 
storage and processing facilities are examples of marketing investments 
which may require direct government particilation. lxp erienice seems 

to suggest, however, that in a bargained exchia ige economny, govern
ment agencies should apply this alternatie with care. lnlicallv
owned firms frequently get bogged down in inefficient management 

as did the Puerto Rico Industrial I)evel pmluit Company. 

A ['aradi in 

The following diagram is one way of describing the changes that took 
place inPuerto Rican food marketing over the last 15 years. The rectan
gles are events which appear to be significant in bringing about changes 
that could affect rates of (levelol)llent. Each person and each institution 
within which that person operates in a given social system is a produc
tion-consumption unit (PTC). That is. he has the potential to produce 
and the need to consume in order to survive. Persons and institutions 
relate to other persons and institutioi;., through exchange. The arrows 
in the paradigm represent exchange. The exchange may or may not 
have a monetary value assigned to it:but, in the absence of coercion 
and if the relationship is to cmftinue, in the long run both parties must 
perceive a gain from the exchange. 

Economic development necessarily implies increased exchange (lue 
to increased specialization (i.e., interdependence 

Increased exchange vill not come about rapidly wvithout some factor 
to disturb the semi-closed system. The PCU changes internally; then 
he takes action and makes happen one of the events specified in the 
diagram. To the extent that the PCU can bring about a successful 
exchange relationship with other PCUs, the other events may take 
place. Either formal or informal description analysis and prescription 
is necessary. 

The event "conmmitment of political leaders" is especially critical. 
If the poiticians oppose the change, it will probably not come about. 
On the other hand, the event "commitment of political leaders" by 
itself is not a sufficient condition. It is desirable to have the commit
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A Paradigm of Events and Exchanges 
in Socio-Economic Changes 
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" exchange which is made up of messages and goods 

and services. The arrow head indicates the receptor of the message, 

goods, or service. 

mient of parties of interest, so that they will not completely block the 
suggested changes. If the parties of interest are in a position which 

prevents them from blocking suggested changes, then action programs 
can be initiated. 

At the time action programs are initiated, it cannot be known for 

certain what the outcomes will be. The best-planned efforts may not 

turn out as desired, but the action program is more likely to be success

fulif the PCIU (government, corporation, or individual ) has prag

matic individuals who: (1) are concerned with results which, in this 
case, are perhal s lower prices and certainly a higher capital output 

to input rate ; (2) are open to new solutions: (3)are committed to the 

goals of a better standard of living; and (4) have the ability to identify 
the individual contributors to change (i.e.. the innovator). 
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A Concluding Note 
A government that was organized to solve prol)lenls and the blessing 

of the top political leaders were basic factors in the changing food 

marketing system in Puerto Rico.* The Puerto Rican government of 

the fifties had a powerful charismatic leader who essentially had three 

operating ministries: (1) planning-to make sure programs were 

moving toward agreed-tipon goals on time and at reasonable costs; 

(2) Flomento--the senn--autonomotis agency charged with the horren

dous job of assisting industrialists and commercial interests in setting 

up a sufficient nuniber of operations to increase income of the Puerto 

Rican citizens and also hold down nlunemployment ;** (3) the I)epart

ment of the Treasury-charged with getting sufficient revenues for the 

government to operate. Although there were other ministries, these 

three held the power. 
In reforming the food distribution sector, Piuerto Rican officials 

made an intelligent choice in staying close to the consumer. They 

depended upon the retailers' knowing what consumers wanted and 

being able to get these goods from producers and processors. 

Basically, the officials were concerned with a common set of goals 

keeping food prices from rising too rapidly ; and improving the retail 

stores. They werf .penil iminded and willing to try a number of avenues. 

They were not married to any ideology but instead looked to the prag

niatic results of better levels of living for the masses. 
The Puerto Rican experience shows that the fear of unemployment 

as a result of commercial reforms can be (and probably most always 

is.) a straw manl. ]In a free and open society, reforms do not come about 

overnight. We live in a dynamic world, and any new institution brings 

about reactions. As more efficient operators caite into the scene in 

Puerto Rico, total employment in retail food distribution actually in

creased. There was apparently no time when employment decreased. 

It is a known fact that Puerto Rico is one of the few areas of the 

world that has had a thorough-going reform in distrilbtion with almost 

no political oplposition. Oie of the reasons for this was the manner in 

which the government of Ptuerto Rico approached the subject. First, 

the top political leader indicated his concern with what lhe and others 

perceived to be a problem (in this case, high food prices). Competent 

asked to make detailed study of the situation anltechnicians were a 
publicly make available their results. After the study was made, the 

* The United States governmen~t is organized diferently. The check and balance 

system sets up ministries which represenit various iutrest groups (e.g., ILabor,
 

Commerce, Agriculture).
 
**One must also remember the unlimited migration to the U.S. mainland.
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top political leader appointed a commission of interested parties to 

study the technicans' recommendations. Finally, the government began 

a system of planned reform, acting upon the commission's recommen

dations. 
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